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THE MARITIME STRATEGY QUESTION AND ANSWER BOOK 

TABS 

A. WHAT'S A MARITIME STRATEGY? 

Q: WHAT IS THE MARITIME STRATEGY? 

A: The Maritime Strategy provides the global maritime elements 
of United States national military strategy. The Maritime 
Strategy collects all strategic guidance from many sources 
into a single, cohesive framework that forms the nucleus 
from which the Joint Chiefs of Staff (JCS) and Unified and 
Fleet Commander's maritime military options emanate. 

Q: IS THE MARITIME STRATEGY, THEN, A NEW STRATEGY? 

A: No. The strategy incorporates many well-known elements of 
United States and alliance planning for the use of maritime 
forces. It does not constitute a new national approach or a 
new national strategy. It is based on the fundamental tenet 
that we and our allies must, and will, stand collectively 
against the forces of the Soviet Union, as has been manifest 
by some forty years of mutual alliance cooperation and 
military planning on both a bilateral and multilateral 
basis. The Maritime Strategy is a codification of a number 
of strategic concepts and principles related to maritime 
strategy for some time. It reflects the best judgment of 
senior military leadership about the preferred strategic 
framework for meeting maritime responsibilities within the 
national military strategy. A carefully designed Maritime 
Strategy has always been an imperative for the United 
States, but the need for this sound strategy grew more 
important as the Soviets developed a formidable blue-water 
Navy able to challenge United States interests worldwide. 
Therefore, several years ago, the United States Navy 
reviewed and refined the existing maritime elements of our 
national strategy--elements with broad contours reasonably 
well understood, but which had not been submitted to the 
rigors inherent in codification. The result of that 
intensive effort was the Maritime Strategy, not a new 
strategy, but merely the articulation of the obvious 
character of modern deterrence and warfare, should 
deterrence fail and war occur. 



Q: WHAT IS THE MARITIME STRATEGY'S RELATIONSHIP WITH THE 
[ - NATIONAL MILITARY STRATEGY? 

• 

A: The basic underpinnings of the Maritime Strategy are its 
roots in our national military strategy. The essential 
elements of our national military strategy are built on 
three pillars: deterrence, forward defense, and alliance 
solidarity in a context of global coalition defense. 

Q: 

A: 

The principal sources of this strategy are to be found 
in: National Security Decision Directives (NSDDs), which 
are presidential decisions on national strategy; the 
alliances, treaties, and agreements we have with countries 
around the world; the Defense Guidance (DG); the Joint 
Strategic Planning ·Document (JSPD); and the Joint Strategic 
Capabilities Plan (JSCP). 

The guidance contained within the latter group of 
documents is reflected in the concepts and plans of the 
Unified Commanders. Embedded within the Maritime Strategy 
are the plans and concepts of the Unified Commanders and 
their naval component commanders. The Maritime Strategy 
me~ds those plans and concepts, combining them with the 
maritime theater guidance in the other vital source 
documents of our national military strategy, to provide a 
preferred strategic design for action . 

The Maritime Strategy's principal objective is deterrence 
but, should deterrence fail, it is designed to achieve war 
termination through application of a full-forward pressure 
strategy within the context of global coalition warfare. 
Thus, the Maritime Strategy is derivative from, but 
completely consistent with, and a vital part of our national 
military strategy. 

ISN'T THE MARITIME STRATEGY JUST A PROGRAMMING DOCUMENT? 

No. The Maritime Strategy is the baseline, integrated, 
coalition strategy encompassing all naval elements of a 
global conventional war with the Soviet Union. Its 
programming aspects are secondary. Because it is so broad
based and comprehensive (as opposed to regionally-specific 
or prescriptive), it is able to serve as the underpinning 
for programmers to develop their annual requirements, at the 
same time driving the priorities of the research and 
development community in the direction that matters most--to 
support operational commanders in the execution of military 
strategy. 
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Q: IS THE MARITIME STRATEGY APPROVED BY JCS AND OSD? 

A: No. The Maritime Strategy is signed and approved by the 
Chief of Naval Operations (CNO). It has been briefed to 
individual members of the Joint Chiefs of Staff (JCS) and 
the Secretary of the Defense (OSD) Staff. The Maritime 
Strategy's "approval" by JCS and OSD comes from the fact 
that it is derivative from and completely consistent with 
JCS and OSD guidance to the Navy and Marine Corps. 

Q: DOES THE NAVY EXPECT THE NATION TO ADOPT ITS MARITIME 
STRATEGY AS THE NATIONAL STRATEGY OF PRESENT AND FUTURE, 
INSTEAD OF A CONTINENTAL STRATEGY--THE KIND WE REALLY NEED 
TO DEFEND WESTERN EUROPE? 

A: Maritime Strategy is not in opposition to a continental 
strategy. Rather, in fact, it is a strategic framework 
containing a wide range of options relating to maritime 
elements of a global conflict with the Soviet Union. The 
Maritime Strategy provides that the defense of Western 
Eu~ope is essential to the interests, of the United States-
and the strategy's primary thrust is oriented to that task. 
The Maritime Strategy protects the vital sea lines of 
communication providing logistics support to the Central 
Front in Europe. The strategy accomplishes that aim by 
defending United States' interests on the seas as far 
forward as possible, well within areas of ocean around 
Europe that the Soviets expect to control--and within which 
United States national military guidance requires the Navy 
to prevail with clear maritime superiority, "in harm's way." 

Q: WHAT IS THE MARITIME STRATEGY'S RELATIONSHIP TO OPERATIONAL 
PLANS? 

A: Its relationship is both derivative and advisory, drawn from 
those operational plans and formulating a strategic 
framework for their continuing development. Embedded within 
the Maritime Strategy are the plans and concepts of the 
Unified Commanders and their naval component commanders. 
The Maritime Strategy melds those plans and concepts, 
combining them with the maritime theater guidance in other 
vital source documents of our national miltary strategy. It 
presents a preferred strategic design for action in a frame
work of strategic options for operational commanders, 
thereby influencing the development of their operational 
plans. 
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Q: WILL THE MARITIME STRATEGY DIRECT THE MOVEMENT OF INDIVIDUAL 
SHIPS IN WARTIME? 

A: No, but it will influence decisions on such movements. It 
is important that one understand that the Maritime Strategy 
is not a detailed war plan, and does not contain specific. 
instructions for individual ship or force movements. It 
will be up to the JCS and the CINCs to direct the movements 
of the forces in their theater during a war. Thus, while 
the CINCs will consult and be guided by the strategic 
concepts which underlie the Maritime Strategy and by the 
force employment options of the Maritime Strategy, the 
strategy is not a detailed war plan. That said, the 
Maritime Strategy's influence in development of such plans 
is substantial. 

Q: "HOW DOES THE NAVY REFUTE CRITICS, WHO, BEING UNABLE TO 
ANSWER THESE QUESTIONS, CONCLUDE THAT AMERICA'S MARITIME 
STRATEGY IS BASED ON THE BEST U. S. CASE (IN WHICH WE 
CONTROL EVENTS FROM START TO FINISH), AND THAT IT DOES NOT 
DOVETAIL WELL WITH THE TOTAL NEEDS OF OTHER ARMED SERVICES 
OR THE NATION? WHY WOULDN'T MORE SELECTIVE AIMS ACCOMPLISH 
ESSENTIAL U. S. MISSIONS AT LESS RISK AND COST?" 

A: Rather than being based on the best case, the maritime 
strategy is designed to create the best case, i.e., to 
enable us to control events so that war with the Soviets 
never starts: and if such a war were to take place, to 
enable us to control events so that we could terminate it 
favorably. This is in precise agreement with Rear Admiral 
J.C. Wylie's widely quoted admonition that, "the aim of war 
is some measure of control over the enemy." 

The maritime strategy is also designed to dovetail well 
with the requirements of the other U. s. armed services and 
those of our friends and allies. All contributed to its 
development: all have forces necessary to implement it: and 
all have forces which require its implementation in order to 
be effectively employed. More selective aims might well 
accomplish some U. s. missions at less initial cost: but 
they would undoubtedly thereby greatly increase the overall 
risk to ourselves and our allies. 

No strategy is perfect: none is without risk. A risk
free war between the superpowers is a contradiction in 
terms. The maritime strategy has given those of us in the 
naval profession a way to organize our thinking, to better 
structure our efforts, and thereby to increase our prospects 
for deterring war--or, should deterrence fail, ending the 
war on terms favorable to the United States and its allies. 
It is only by continued discussion and debate that we can 
increase our strategic understanding and our preparedness, 
so essential to deterrence. 
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Q: WHO DETERMINES WHAT MILITARY LEVERAGE IS APPLIED DURING 
PHASE I OF THE MARITIME STRATEGY? 

A: Critical deployment decisions early in the pre-conflict 
phase will in general be made by the National Command 
Authority, made up of the President and Secretary of 
Defense, advised by the Chairman of the Joint Chiefs. 
Specific decisions about force deployment will be made by 
unified CINCs. How much leverage is actually created by 
force movement is a function of the effect that those 
movements have on Soviet perceptions of overall strategic 
advantage. 

Q: WHAT TYPE OF REACTION DO THE OTHER SERVICES HAVE TO THIS 
PRESENTATION? 

A: The public record speaks for itself; both the Secretary of 
Defense and the Chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff have 
expressed their support for the Maritime Strategy during 
their testimony before Congress. That is because the 
strategy itself is the synthesis of the maritime elements 
within the U. s. National Military Strategy. The other 
Services have made no public pronouncements on the Maritime 
Strategy; it is the preferred baseline strategy for the 
employment of maritime forces, not land or air forces, and 
has been developed by professional naval officers. The Navy 
does not presume to comment on Army or Air Force 
organizational concepts. 
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B. A FORWARD DEPLOYED STRATEGY 

Q: WON'T CERTAIN ACTIONS ENVISIONED BY THE MARITIME STRATEGY 
PROVE PROVOCATIVE TO THE SOVIET UNION? 

A: Not in our view. During a crisis, the Soviets would be 
contemplating the likelihood of the crisis evolving into 
open conflict between themselves and the United States, and 
of their prospects for success. It would be in their 
interests to limit such a conflict to a short war in one 
theater, and from their perspective the preferred theater 
would be Central Europe where they consider their prospects 
for success to be better than ever. The forward movement of 
forces during Phase I or a crisis scenario is designed to 
enhance deterrence and not to be provocative. The multi
theater threatening of the Soviet Union denies them the 
ability to execute their preferred strategy. This approach 
confuses the Soviet correlation of forces calculation. 

A forward, global movement of U. s. forces acting in 
concert with a forward movement of our allies' forces would 
present the Soviets the prospect of a global, conventional 
war of uncertain duration. That prospect would serve to 
heighten Soviet uncertainties, and to skew what they term 
the correlation of forces away from a decidedly Soviet 
advantage. Deterrence would be served well by this global 
movement. 

We+e war to occur, maritime operations on the Soviets' 
flanks would also serve to heighten their uncertainties. In 
sum, the Maritime Strategy is not provocative. It is 
designed first to deter war, but should war break out, to 
achieve war termination for the u. s. and our allies through 
application of a full-forward pressure strategy on the 
Soviet flanks which removes their theater specific "short" 
war option. 

Q: "HOW COULD THE SOVIET NAVY INTERFERE SERIOUSLY WITH U. S. 
OBJECTIVES IN A CONVENTIONAL WAR, IF ONLY A SMALL FRACTION 
DEPLOYED FORWARD? UNDER SUCH CONDITIONS, WHY WOULDN'T A 
PASSIVE DEFENSE LINE ACROSS THE GREENLAND-ICELAND-UNITED 
KINGDOM GAP PROTECT OUR SEA-LANES? WHY ARE U. S. MARITIME 
STRATEGISTS CONCERNED ABOUT A SOVIET FIRST SALVO, IF THE 
SOVIET NAVY STAYS HOME? 11 

• 
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A: First, of course, there is no guarantee the Soviet Navy 

Q: 

A: 

will, in Mr. Collins' words, "stay home" forever and the 
"home" referred to extends thousands of kilometers out to 
sea. Should the United States unilaterally cede Soviet 
"home" waters as sanctuaries, Soviet forces, particularly 
submarines, could be expected to sortie in large numbers. 
It is far more prudent to engage these forces early and 
aggressively. Second, some of cur allies live beyond Mr. 
Collins' proposed defensive line and within Soviet "home 
waters." Writing off our allies and friends as well as some 
of our own forces on the Northern ann Southern flanks {and 
in the Pacific)--as many of the advocates of static 
defensive strategies imply--would destroy allied cohesion 
and cripple both deterrence and allied warfighting 
capability. A passive defense line across the Greenland
Iceland-United Kingdom Gap could protect some transatlantic 
sea-lanes, but would condemn Norway to Soviet occupation and 
Iceland and the United Kingdom to a massive Soviet air 
offensive. 

The maritime strategy seeks to do far more than simply 
protect sea lines. It also seeks to apply leverage on the 
Soviet Union and its strategic forces--in order to end the 
war or, even better, to ensure that war d'oes not occur. All 
of these goals require our forces to move forward. This 
forward movement, coupled with the fact that some Soviet 
forces will be deployed out of area, results in the need to 
be concerned with the battle of the first salvo. 

"WHY DOES EXPOSING ADDITIONAL U. S. SHIPS TO SOVIET 
MISSILES" IN TIME OF CRISIS DETER AGGRESSION? WHAT 
DETERRENT DO WE PROPOSE IF TIME DOES NOT PERMIT ADDITIONAL 
FORWARD DEPLOYMENTS DURING A CRISIS? 

Early forward deployments serve two deterrent purposes. 
First, they ensure no one can mistake our determination to 
meet our obligations to all of our allies {not just those 
nations where troops are stationed). In addition to this 
political deterrent, early forward movement makes it clear 
that the Soviets will not be able to accomplish their 
primary naval missions--defense of the homeland and 
protection of their SSBN force--by default. it also 
forecloses any single front advantage. There is no 
substitute for such a deterrent movement of forces: that is 
why both Admir~ hJa::>an.d Secretaw--ttenmatr:kressed the 
importance of r-.;:J.:ing and reacting to crisis. 
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Q: "DO THE PRESIDENT, SECRETARY OF DEFENSE, AND NATO LEADERS 
APPROVE OF FRONTAL ASSAULT ON SOVIET NAVAL STRENGTH AT THE 
ONSET OF WAR IN WATERS WHERE RISKS ARE GREATEST? WHAT 
ALTERNATIVES DID THEY REJECT THAT WERE DESIGNED TO PRODUCE 
COMBAT ON TERMS MORE FAVORABLE TO THE UNITED STATES AND ITS 
ALLIES OR LEAVE THE SOVIET NAVY IN ISOLATION?" 

A: As Admiral Watkins carefully pointed out, the maritime 
strategy provides a foundation for naval advice to the 
National Command Authorities (NCA), i.e., the President and 
the Secretary of Defense. The maritime strategy clearly 
recognizes that the unified and specified commanders (the 
commanders-in-chief) fight the wars, under the direction of 
the NCA. 

Q: 

The maritime strategy flows from explicit NCA guidance 
and is in concert with that guidance. As President Reagan 
has stated publicly: "Freedom to use the seas is our 
Nation's life blood. For that reason, our Navy is designed 
to keep the sea lanes open worldwide, a far greater task 
than closing those sea lanes at strategic choke points. 
Maritime superiority is for us a necessity. We must be able 
in time of emergency to venture in harm's way .... " 

Secretary of Defense Weinberger has testified that the 
maritime strategy is a vital part of our overall strategy, 
especially with regard to eliminating the Soviet means of 
warfare as quickly as possible. NATO policy and strategy 
are totally congruent with the maritime strategy. This by 
design, since the NATO Strategic Concept and Concept of 
Maritime Operations are key bases of the strategy. The 
United States and the other NATO nations have consistently 
rejected approaches that would automatically sacrifice key 
allies or leave the Soviet Navy untouched, once Soviet 
aggression has occurred. 

"HOW CAN THE SECOND FLEET, EVEN WITH ALLIED ASSISTANCE, 
HANDLE ITS HUGE WARTIME RESPONSIBILITIES WITH ROUGHLY THE 
SAME SIZE U. S. FORCE PLANNED FOR USE IN MEDITERRANEAN 
OPERATIONS?" 

A: While the area of potential action for NATO Striking Fleet, 
Atlantic, is very large, the area of probable action is 
not. The capabilties of allies in each artea also differ. 
In line with the strategy's tenets to use sea power 
aggressively in forward areas, the NATO Striking Fleet 
(which is composed mostly of the U. S. Second Fleet) will 
primarily be concerned with battle for the Norwegian Sea. 
By winning that battle, we win the battle of the Atlantic. 
Thus the apparent disparity between forces and geography 
that Mr. Collins suggests does not exist . 
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C. NUCLEAR ISSUES - INCLUDING "THE ANTI-SSBN CAMPAIGN" 

Q: DOES THE MARITIME STRATEGY CALL FOR AN ANTI-SSBN CAMPAIGN? 

A: The Maritime Strategy calls for an aggressive ASW campaign 
against all Soviet submarines, including SSBNs. Attrition 
of Soviet SSBNs during the course of their ASW campaign will 
reduce the attractiveness of nuclear escalation from the 
Soviet perspective, by changing the nuclear balance in our 
favor. We must remember that despite recent advances, the 
Soviets still lack the ASW capability to destroy United 
States SSBNs. In addition to the effect on what the Soviets 
term the correlation of forces by attrition of their SSBNs, 
our nuclear posture will be improved through the deployment 
of carriers and TOMAHAWK platforms around the periphery of 
the Soviet Union. The net effect of these actions will make 
Soviet resort to vertical escalation even less likely, since 
their reserve forces are being degraded and the United 
States' retaliatory posture is being enhanced. Thus the 
Maritime Strategy not only is designed to achieve favorable 
war termination should deterrence fail, but also to 
strengthen nuclear deterrence even during the course of a 
global, conventional war with the Soviet Union. 

Q: THE MARITIME STRATEGY "NEARLY IGNORES" NUCLEAR WAR AT SEA." 
HOW IS THIS CONSISTENT WITH PRUDENT PLANNING AND WHAT 
ALTERNATIVES ARE AVAILABLE IF NUCLEAR WAR COMES? 

A: The strategy does not ignore the possibility of nuclear 
war. Instead, by altering the military balance-
specifically, the nuclear balance (in Soviet terms, the 
nuclear correlation of forces)--it seeks to make escalation 
unattractive to the Soviets. By doing this_, we seek to 
deter nuclear war. Should deterrence fail, the basic 
outlines of the strategy will still be relevant, although 
there is obviously no strategy less difficult to implement 
once nuclear escalation takes place. 

Q: "HOW COULD THREATS TO SOVIET SSBNs AND THE HOMELAND HELP 
CONFINE THE SCOPE AND INTENSITY OF CONFLICT, A PUBLIC 
OBJECTIVE OF U. S. NATIONAL MILITARY STRATEGY? DO THE 
PRESIDENT AND SECRETARY OF DEFENSE BELIEVE THAT U. S. 
OPERATIONS DESCRIBED WOULD PROVOKE NO SOVIET RETALIATION? 
ON WHAT BASIS?" 
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A: A key feature of the strategy is to use maritime forces to 
contain crises and prevent global war from occurring in the 
first place, thus fulfilling the traditional maritime role 
of limiting the scope of conflicts. Should global war 
nonetheless occur, aggressive use of maritime power-
including threats to the Soviet homeland and Soviet SSBNs-
could hasten an end to the war and limit Soviet options by 
demonstrating that escalation is not in the Soviet 
interest. This forward, aggressive ASW campaign also helps 
focus Soviet Navy attention on protecting SSBNs and on 
providing continued defense in depth. 

Forces dedicated to this defense in depth cannot attack 
SLOCs. 
Security of reinforcement and resupply effort is enhanced. 
The threat to CVBFs is rolled farther back. 

Secretary Weinberger has testified regarding the anti-SSBN 
mission, noting that Soviet knowledge of our capabilities in 
this area helps discourage them from going to war. The Navy 
believes such operations will not draw retaliation (if 
"retaliation" means nuclear escalation), because such 
escalation would serve no useful Soviet purpose. 

Soviet writings are quite clear that they will undertake 
attacks on nuclear-capable forces with conventional forces 
where they have the capability. Indeed, destruction of 
enemy means of nuclear warfare is a declared Soviet Navy 
mission. It is difficult to understand why a Soviet 
doctrine of conventional attacks on nuclear forces--which 
has existed for years--is benign while a comparable U. s. 
strategy is somehow too dangerous or escalatory. Lastly, 
character of Soviet SSBN losses in this campaign will be 
gradual and not likely to be perceived as preparation for a 
U. s. first strike. 

Q: WHAT ARE THE PROSPECTS FOR SOVIET USE OF CHEMICAL WEAPONS 
AGAINST NATO FORCES DURING A CONVENTIONAL WAR? 

A: Soviet use of CW/BW weapons is not considered a preeminent 
concern to mobile naval forces in the open oceans. In terms 
of amphibious operations or fixed targets on land, such as 
air bases, the threat however, is much greater. The 
targeting issue is also more difficult at sea where 
environmental factors can have an impact on the success of a 
chemical weapon attack. Even if targetted successfully, 
water wash-down capabilities and chemical protection 
measures would reduce the impact on maritime operations 
relative to its effect on land based operations . 
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It is important to keep in mind that chemical weapons, 
just like nuclear weapons, are viewed by the Soviets as 
weapons of mass destruction. The Soviets therefore would 
be extremely prudent regarding their use. In view of NATO's 
limited chemical weapon retaliatory capability, it has been 
NATO's declaratory position that Soviet first use of 
chemical weapons could result in a response by nuclear 
weapons. In view of this, it is considered highly unlikely 
that the Soviets would want to risk such a response. 

Once the nuclear threshold has been crossed however, this 
becomes irrelevant. Chemical weapons use would then be 
considered in terms of military utility in a given scenario. 

0: WOULDN'T IT BE IN THE SOVIETS' INTEREST TO ESCALATE TO THE 
NUCLEAR LEVEL AT SEA SINCE OUR CONVENTIONAL NAVAL FORCES ARE 
CONSIDERED SUPERIOR AND BECAUSE THE SEA IS AN ISOLATED 
THEATER, WHERE NUCLEAR WAR COULD BE CONTAINED, WITH LITLE OR 
NO COLLATERAL EFFECTS ASHORE? 

A: The Soviet decision on whether to escalate to the nuclear 
level at sea is an important one wi~h considerable political 
content, and will thus be made not iy the Soviet Navy, but 
by the Soviet central leadership. In making this decision, 
the leadership will consider not just the concerns of the 
Soviet Navy for performing a key mission, but the entire 
military situation, in which--for the Soviets--the sea is 
only a secondary theater compared to the land war in 
Europe. Given these priorities, any Soviet decision to 
escalate will be driven more by events on land than at sea. 
In short, it is highly unlikely the Soviet central 
leadership will decide that the sea is the place to initiate 
a nuclear war simply because the Soviet Navy is having 
difficulty protecting its SSBNs and maritime flanks. 

A nuclear war confined to the sea also does not take into 
account declared U. s. and allied policy on this matter, 
which holds that if the Soviets escalate to the nuclear 
level at sea, the United States and its allies reserve the 
right to respond with nuclear attacks on land targets. 
The Soviets cannot dismiss this policy, and consequently 
understand that escalation at sea might well lead to 
escalation on land, thus risking the destruction of Europe 
or the Soviet Union. This in itself strongly deters the 
Soviets from escalating at sea. 

Finally, escalating to nuclear war at sea would undermine 
the Soviets' nuclear no-first-use doctrine, as it certainly 
is' not in the u. S. or our allies' interest or military 
advantage to initiate a nuclear war at sea. Soviet first 
use at sea could well lower NATO's nuclear threshold in 
Europe, disrupting their well-laid plans ashore and making a 
Soviet conventional victory in Europe less likely. 
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Q: "HOW MANY OFFICE OF THE SECRETARY OF DEFENSE, JOINT CHIEFS 
OF STAFF, OR NAVY WAR GAMES HAVE CENTERED ON AU. S.-SOVIET 
NUCLEAR WAR AT SEA? WHAT ASSUMPTIONS CONTROLLED THEIR 
CONDUCT? WHAT WERE THE OUTCOMES? HOW-MANY TIMES HAVE 
UMPIRES RULED THAT A- U. S. - AIRCRAFT CARRIER- WAS SUNK OR -
DISABLED IN A CONVENTIONAL:WAR SCE~ARIO? WHEN WAS THE LAST 
TIME?" ------ •• --

A: We have played, and continue_ ·to play, war games. cent~re~. on~ 
au. s.-Soviet-nuclear war_at.sea, as part of our-overall 
gaming activity. Because, however,·of the deterrent·aspects 
of the maritime strategy and.of Soviet strategy as we 
understand it, we • _do not corisider a future war -centered on a _ 
U. S. -Soviet nuclear war: at sea a-s the most- likely • _ • 
scenario. As with all games·, ~ variety o:f assumptions have • 
been used, and,- therefore, -·a variety of-out:comes emerged, 
which gave us the variety of insights we have needed to 
improve our tactics and programs. 

Likewise, carrier attr;i..tion in game~ or·exercj.ses-1it ___ •• __ 
does happen} also gives·us·valuable and useful-insights, 
which we then can and· do a,ct upon. • In· the· real -wo:t.ld, 
however, carriers have proven.to _be·among the least 
vulnerable ships in our fl~et, with:" an inherent mobility 
that makes them less vulnerable than land bases .. : The' • - : 
Falklands Conflict certainly proved many of our assumptions 
concerning the utility of our big carriers and their low 
vulnerability when properly·equ:i.pped, operated, and -
operated, and protected--~s i_n U. S. Navy practi_c~ .-_ . 
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D. WHAT ABOUT THE CENTRAL FRONT? 

Q: HOW WILL THE MARITIME STRATEGY ENSURE WE WIN A WAR AGAINST 
THE SOVIETS, IN LIGHT OF SOVIET CONVENTIONAL SUPERIORITY IN 
CENTRAL EUROPE? 

A: We cannot, of course, ensure we will win a war. However, 
the Maritime Strategy is a strategy that contributes 
directly to success in the Central Front campaign because it 
provides for maritime operations directed against the 
vulnerable flanks of the Soviet Union. Those operations 
would serve to tie down forces, especially strike aircraft, 
which might otherwise be used to Soviet advantage against 
NATO ground and air forces in the Central Front. By 
exerting global pressure on the Soviet Union, the Maritime 
Strategy can help ease the burden for NATO forces in Europe 
and influence, both directly and indirectly, the result of 
the land battle. 

Additionally, the Maritime Strategy would contribute to 
achieving war termination on terms acceptable to us and our 
allies through measures such as threatening direct attack 
against the Soviet homeland, and by changing the nuclear 
correlation of forces . 

Q: "WOULD AUTHORITATIVE SPOKESMEN DEFINE THE LONGEST SHORT WAR, 
AND EXPLAIN HOW NAVAL POWER COULD FAVORABLY AFFECT THE 
OUTCOME OF SUCH BRIEF COMBAT BETWEEN NATO AND THE WARSAW 
PACT IN THE FEDERAL REPUBLIC OF GERMANY?" 

A: Defining "the longest short war" is not the function of a 
baseline strategy that has been designed to provide overall 
guidance to national and naval planning and programming 
efforts, and to catalyze strat~gic operational thinking in 
the Navy and elsewhere. History, however, tells us that 
wars are likely to be longer and broader in scope than 
anticipated. A short, Germany-only war is not envisioned. 
Whatever the length of the war, timely reinforcement and 
resupply of NATO forces in Europe would be vital. Even a 
brief conflict would exhaust NATO's war reserve stocks. 
Thus, maritime forces assist in the Central Front campaign 
by assuring reinforcement and resupply, bolstering our 
alliances worldwide, tying down Soviet forces on the flanks 
or diverting other Soviet forces to them, and, if required, 
through the direct projection of amphibious and/or tactical 
power. The maritime strategy does not, of course, envision 
the Navy winning a war by itself. As Secretary Lehman makes 
clear in his article, "Maritime superiority alone may not 
assure victory, but the loss of it will certainly assure 
defeat." 
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Q: HOW DO THE PHASES YOU SHOWED RELATE TO THE LAND BATTLE? 

A: There is a close and direct relationship between the 
Maritime Strategy and actions on the Central Front. 

In Phase I, the preconflict deployment period, maritime 
forces will move into the Soviet Sea Control/Denial Areas,·~· 
while Army and Air Force units rapidly deploy to forward 
positions in Europe. The force deployment rate will attempt 
to place 10 divisions in Europe in 10 days. 

When hostilities commence and maritime forces seek to 
establish maritime superiority during Phase II, Army and Air 
Force units will engage Warsaw Pact Armies in concert with 
our NATO allies. 

During Phase III, strikes on the homeland flanks of the 
Soviet Union will complicate the Soviet strategic problem 
enough to preclude a shift of units to the Central Front. 
Reducing pressure in that critical theater and threatening 
the enemy's flanks will lead the Soviets to conclude that 
the military option is too costly . 
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E. 

Q: 

THE PACIFIC VIEW AND THE INDIAN fCEAN 

THE STRATEGY ASSUMES THAT NAVAL dERATIONS IN THE PACIFIC CAN 
DIRECTLY CONTRIBUTE TO A EUROPEAN CONFLICT. THIS NEEDS TO 
BE ELABORATED SINCE "IMPLIED LINKAGES ARE MOST UNCLEAR." 

A: Pacific opeations are important for several reasons. First,__. 
as both Secretary Lehman and Admiral Watkins make clear, 
many of our most important allies and much of our important 
trade are in the Pacific. One need not accept any 
particular assumptions about the conduct of Pacific nations 
in a future war to recognize that u. s. interests demand 
that we not abandon the region in time of conflict. Pacific 
operations are directly relevant to a European war. The 
threat of U. s. combat operations in the Pacific serves to 
tie down Soviet forces, particularly air forces that could 
otherwise be committed to a European conflict. Our 
understanding of S1viet strategy is that the Soviets would 
prefer a single-front war--which would be to their 
advantage, by all analyses. Just as our World War II 
experience indicated that secondary fronts were required to 
defeat Germany, it is essential to any successful strategy 
that the Soviets be faced with a multi-theater challenge--as 
opposed to their preferred situation. Thus, the prospect of 
a war occurring in Europe is, in part, deterred by our 
actions in the Pacific. 

Q: "WHAT PREVENTS THE SUPERPOWERS FROM FIGHTING REGIONAL WARS 
ELSEWHERE? WHAT INTERESTS, FOR EXAMPLE, WOULD MILITARILY 
INVOLVE OUR EUROPEAN ALLIES, IF REGIONAL COMBAT BETWEEN THE 
UNITED STATES AND THE SOVIET UNION ERUPTED IN EAST ASIA? 
HOW WOULD SUCH CONFLICT AFFECT U. S. MARITIME STRATEGY?" 

A: It is in large part the deterrent effect of our national 
military strategy, of which our maritime strategy is a key 
component, that prevents the superpowers from fighting wars 
anywhere. Should deterrence fail, regional wars between the 
superpowers are possible, but it is unlikely that--given the 
focus of Soviet military forces--they would remain 
regionally confined for very long. Globalization is not 
automatic, and the strategy does not consider it such. 
Indeed, the strategy recognizes that the flexibility of 
maritime forces to contain and resolve regional crises is 
among our most important contributions to maintaining peace. 
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F. MEDITERRANEAN/SOUTHERN FLANK 

Q: "WHAT THREAT TO WHICH U. S./NATO OBJECTIVES" COULD JUSTIFY 
THREE CARRIER BATTLE GROUPS IN THE MEDITERRANEAN, "A CLOSED 
BODY OF WATER?" 

A: U. S. forces will be in the Mediterranean because that is 
where our allies are. Five NATO nations have Mediterranean_ 
coastlines: three of them lie entirely within the region. A 
coalition strategy requires that we depend on our allies 
and, in turn, that they be able to depend on us. Carrier 
battle forces in the Mediterranean will provide air support 
for the land battle and will destroy Soviet naval forces in 
the Mediterranean. The fact that the Mediterranean is "a 
closed body" of water means that mutual support between land
based and sea-based forces--which is a key element of 
current u. s. naval thought--is particularly important. 

Q: WHAT IS THE LIKELIHOOD OF U.S. AIRCRAFT CARRIER OPERATIONS 
IN THE BLACK SEA? 

A: Although u. s. CVBGs do not operate in the Black Sea during 
peacetime, u. s. carrier based assets will contribute to 
regional warfighting objectives during a NATO-Warsaw Pact 
conflict. These include neutralizing the Soviet air threat 
in the region, assisting Allied forces with their sea 
control and sea denial missions, and helping to thwart any 
Soviet ground attacks against our NATO allies. 
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G. SUSTAINABILITY AND ATTRITION 

Q: WON'T THE MARITIME STRATEGY PUT MANY OF OUR VALUABLE 
AIRCRAFT CARRIERS IN DANGER OF BEING SUNK OR PUT OUT OF 
ACTION, EARLY ON IN A WAR WITH THE SOVIETS? 

A: No. The strategy has been designed to take those threats_ 
into account to dispose of them. Its forward features will"' 
contribute to keeping sizeable Soviet forces bottled up. Of 

Q: 

A: 

course, we must not lose sight of the fact that deterring 
war is the fundamental objective of the Maritime Strategy 
but, should war occur, no Fleet Commander-in-Chief or 
Carrier Battle Force Commander will unnecessarily hazard his 
forces. 

If war has broken out with the Soviets, powerful u. s. · 
Carrier Battle Forces will form up in the Atlantic, 
Mediterranean and Pacific. A vigorous ASW campaign, pursued 
by u. s. and allied SSN and maritime patrol air will 
pressure and attrite the Soviet submarine fleet, allowing 
further forward movement of our carrier battle forces. Long
range Soviet naval aviation will be attrited in outer air 
battles, pplfmitting additional forward movement of our 
carrier battle forces thereby increasing pressure on the 
Soviet flanks . 

. War is inherently risky and dangerous, and we expect to 
incur losses. But the Maritime Strategy does not disregard 
those risks and, in fact reduces them, by applying pressure 
to, and attriting Soviet forces which might otherwise be 
used to our disadvantage. 

"HOW WOULD THE PRACTICE OF GLOBAL, EARLY, FAIRLY EVENLY 
DISTRIBUTED NAVAL DEPLOYMENTS DURING THE TRANSITION TO WAR 
"PERMIT THE U. S. NAVY, ALREADY SPREAD THIN, TO CONCENTRATE 
ITS COMBAT POWER AT DECISIVE POINTS?" 

Such deployments are designed--in conjunction with movements 
of our sister services and allies--to cede no vital area to 
the Soviets by default. Consequently, the vital Northeast 
Atlantic, Northwest Pacific, and Mediterrean must certainly 
undergo rapid buildups of significan~ naval forces. 
Concentration of U. s. Navy ctfilebat power at decisive points 
is precisely the aim of the maritime strategy, a 
concentration rendered more potent by its coordination with 
other joint and combined forces. Again, the maritime 
strategy is only one component of our national military 
strategy, and requires more than U.S. naval forces to 
achieve its goals. 
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Q: "ADMIRAL WATKINS SAYS WE MUST "WEAR DOWN THE ENEMY." "IS A 
NAVAL STRATEGY OF ATTRITION BEST SUITED FOR THE UNITED 
STATES, CONSIDERING ... THE IMPERATIVE NEED TO REINFORCE AND 
RESUPPLY FORWARD DEPLOYED ELEMENTS OF THE U. S. ARMY AND AIR 
FORCE SOON AFTER HOSTILITIES COMMENCE?" WHAT ALTERNATIVES 
HAVE BEEN CONSIDERED? 

A: In calling for maritime forces to wear down the enemy, 
Admiral Watkins is recognizing that the Soviet fleet will 
not sortie en masse for a single climatic battle. But this 
fleet must still be destroyed as quickly as possible. If we 
cannot accomplish this, the residual Soviet naval force-in
being could interdict our resupply efforts and deny us the 
leverage of holding the Soviet homeland and Soviet strategic 
forces at risk. While many alternatives in the maritime 
strategy have been debated, few have been "discarded" 
irrevocably. As noted earlier, the strategy is flexible 
enough to deal with the key uncertainties of warfare. 
Nevertheless, a strategy requires making choices, and we 
have consciously chosen the approach we consider to be the 
most likely to achieve success. 

Q: "WHAT IRREDUCIBLE DECISIONS [TO PREVENT LOSSES OF FORCES 
EARLY IN THE CONFLICT] MUST BE MADE, AND HOW WOULD THEY 
PREVENT LOSSES?" 

A: A host of decisions will have to be made, as events unfold, 
to prevent losses of forces early in the conflict. Among 
these are decisions regarding rules of engagement, alliance 
solidarity, timing of forward movement and reserve 
mobilization, budgetary authority, industrial mobilization, 
commitments to friendly states which are not formal allies, 
positions vis-a-vis unfriendly states besides the Soviets, 
and resource allocation priorities, especially airlift. To 
the extent such decisions are made so as to bring the whole 
variety of u. s. allied, and friendly forces to bear quickly 
and appropriately against the enemy, losses will be 
prevented. If we were not confident of our ability to make 
such decisions, we would need to build a much larger navy to 
accommodate the strategy that would then be necessary. 
Predicting all these decisions in advance is neither 
possible nor prudent: history clearly teaches that wars do 
not lend themselves to pre-scripting. Wars are won by the 
side with a coherent strategy and the capability for 
implementation of flexible options as events unfold. 
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Q: "HOW COULD 15 CARRIER BATTLE GROUPS ... ACCOMPLISH ALL 
WARTIME TASKS PRESCRIBED BY THE MARITIME STRATEGY?" HOW 
WOULD THEY AVOID ATTRITION AND HOW WOULD WE REPLACE LOST OR 
DAMAGED CARRIERS?" 

A: Our carriers will accomplish the tasks set forth for them by 
operating in multi-carrier battle forces for mutual support--
and protection, and by operating in conjunction with allied 
forces and the forces of our sister services. They will 
undertake tasks sequentially within a given theater since, 
as Mr. Collins correctly points out, there will never be 
enough ships to do everything we would want to do 
simultaneously. We do not expect to avoid attrition and we 
recognize there are no replacements. Unfortunately, it is 
the nature of war that ships are sunk and men are killed. 
But we believe that, properly operated, our carrier battle 
forces will be able to fulfill their many missions. 

Q: "WHAT AREA [OF THE 56,000 SQUARE MILES OVER WHICH A CARRIER 
BATTLE GROUP IS DISPERSED] CONTAINS THE SHIPS, AS OPPOSED TO 
AIRCRAFT ON THE WING: WHAT WOULD HAPPEN TO THE OFFENSIVE 
STRIKING POWER OF EACH BATTLE GROUP IF ONE SHIP--THE 
AIRCRAFT CARRIER--WERE SUNK?" 

A: The 56,000 square nautical miles Admiral Watkins cited was 
for ships: aircraft increase that combat are significantly. 
One reason for Navy interest in Tomahawk cruise missiles is 
to disperse offensive power so that some offensive 
capability remains even if a carrier is put out of action. 
Nevertheless, the carriers remain the heart of our combat 
capability: that is why the Navy does not propose single 
carrier battle groups, but rather multi-carrier battle 
forces where the loss of a single ship is less likely and 
the consequences of such a loss less severe. 
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Q: SOVIET NAVAL AIR FORCES WILL BE ABLE TO ATTACK USN CARRIERS 
BEFORE THEY ARE WITHIN RANGE TO ATTACK THE USSR. HOW WILL 
YOU HANDLE THE SOVIET AIR THREAT? 

A: This question presupposes several conditions which in 
themselves are not certain or even probable. 

First, it assumes that USN battle forces have not 
deployed forward early during time of increasing tension. 
One of the primary tenents of our National Military Strategy 
(and drawing from its guidance, the Maritime Strategy), is a 
continual forward presence and a rapid early forward 
movement during time of tension to bolster deterrence and 
increase preparedness for war should deterrence fail. The 
effect of this early posturing is to place carrier 
battle forces in forward areas within ·striking range of 
Soviet and Warsaw Pact targets. At the same time U. s. and 
allied forces, acting in a coalition, will establish a 
layered defense in depth in anticipated of potential Soviet 
aggression. 

Secondly, in order for Soviet naval air to attack 
carriers, timely I&W information must be available to the 
Soviet commander. Unlike a fixed base such as Bitburg, 
Germany, the carrier battle force will range over thousands 
of square miles of sea. Soviet targeting information even 
only 6 hours old would allow the carrier to move anywhere 
within a 100,000 square mile area. Thus an attack on a 
carrier is a far more difficult problem for Soviet aviation 
than the targeting of fixed facilities. 

A third assumption seems to be that the aircraft carrier 
is a ship devoid of protection and easy prey to Soviet air 
attack. Just the opposite is in fact true. The U. s. Navy 
operates our forces in battle forces comprised of multiple 
carrier and battle ship battle groups. The combined 
defensive strength of four to six squadrons of F-14's armed 
with Phoenix missiles, acting in concert with the long range 
surface to air missile defense of several Aegis ships, 
provide a formidable barrier extending 300-500 miles out 
from the battle force. Again the analogy is appropriate: 
u. s. naval forces are capable today of engaging enemy 
forces hundreds of miles before they can reach their missile 
launch ranges. 
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H. "WAR TERMINATION LEVERAGE" OR WHATEVER HAPPENED TO VICTORY? 

Q: HOW CAN WE BE SURE THAT THE MARITIME STRATEGY IS THE RIGHT 
STRATEGY FOR OUR MARITIME FORCES? 

A: We believe the Maritime Strategy to be the right strategy 
since it is the best strategy for enabling our maritime 
forces to make a strategic difference. First and foremost,"' 
the Maritime Strategy is a strategy of deterrence: we hope 
to avoid war with the Soviets by dissuading their leadership 
from exploiting a crisis to the point of armed conflict 
between our forces and those of Soviet Union. The full, 
forward movement of forces provided for during Phase I of 
the Maritime Stratgy is designed to achieve that deterrent 
effect. 

Should war occur, however, the Soviets would prefer to 
use their massive ground force advantage against Europe 
without having to.concern themselves with a global conflict 
or with actions on their flanks. It is this preferred 
Soviet strategy which the United States most counter. In 
that case, the Maritime Strategy is designed to ensure that 
such a war will not be the war the Soviets elect, but rather 
that they will have to face the prospect of a prolonged, 
global war. The Maritime Strategy provides for maritime 
forces to do just that. 

Furthermore, war games, fleet operations, and intensive 
internal strategic analysis, debate, and scrutiny have all 
confirmed the validity of the strategic priciples which 
underlie the Maritime Strategy. The Maritime Strategy is 
the right strategy for our Navy and for our nation. It will 
remain dynamic and responsive to the legitimate lessons and 
conclusions derived from war games, fleet operations, crisis 
response lessons learned, and from internal strategic 
analysis. 
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Q: WHAT IS MEANT BY "WAR TERMINATION ON TERMS FAVORABLE TO THE 
ALLIES"? DOESN'T THAT JUST MEAN A DRAW OR STALEMATE? WHY 
CAN'T WE TRY TO WIN THE WAR AND ACHIEVE VICTORY? 

A: War termination under conditions favorable to ourselves and 
our allies implies ending a conflict with the Soviet Union 
only after certain minimum preconditions have been met, such 
as the restoration of the physical integrity of our allies' 
borders. A draw or stalemate on the ground, with Soviet 
forces occupying some portion of allied territory, will not 
be considered an acceptable condition for war termination 
under the framework of our various alliance structures: 
consequently we will continue to fight until our allies' 
borders are restored. War will be terminatt1, once 
territorial integrity is restored and the vital interest of 
alliance members are taken into account. Questions of 
retribution against an enemy who forced war upon defensive 
alliances or reparations for war damage may have to be 
considered, however the concept of "total victory" or 
"winning the war" will be difficult to apply against an 
enemy who still maintains the strategic nuclear capability 
to end our (and his) civilization . 
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I. AMPHIBIOUS FORCES AND SEALIFT 

Q: "HOW LONG WOULD IT NOW TAKE TO ASSEMBLE AMPHIBIOUS SHIPS 
SCATTERED AROUND THE WOR)(LD, [AND] THEN MOUNT A DIVISION
SIZED ASSAULT ON WELL-DEFENDED SHORES? TEN YEARS FROM NOW? 
HOW WOULD THAT ACTION AFFECT ALL OTHER THEATERS, WHICH WOULD 
HAVE TO BE STRIPPED OF AMPHIBIOUS CAPABILITIES?" 

A: Assembly of amphibious shipping would obviously take weeks, 
simply because of the transit times involved. This is 
entirely consistent with the strategy's rejection of the 
notion that only the first few days of the war matter. The 
flexibility to concentrate amphibious forces for one large 
assault or to leave them dispersed for smaller assaults in 
differenting theaters is one of the inherent advantages 
maritime forces offer the United States. 

Q: "SEALIFT BY THE END OF THIS DECADE WILL BE ADEQUATE TO 
SUPPORT WHAT FORCES, WHERE, UNDER WHAT CIRCUMSTANCES? HOW 
CAN IT BE ADEQUATE, IF UNABLE TO MOVE ALL IMPERATIVE LOADS, 
INCLUDING STRATEGIC RAW MATERIALS, EVEN IN THE ABSENCE OF 
HEAVY ATTRITION?" 

A: Sealift by the end of this decade will be adequate for the 
movement of military forces in a global war with the 
Soviets, under demanding assumptions governing the national 
military planning process. Should a number of variables 
change--such as the geographic origins of the global 
conflict, the number and type of U. s. and allied ships 
available, attrition rates, tempo of operations in each 
theater, etc.--our requirements will be altered. 
Consequently, the Department of Defense and the Navy 
constantly reevaluate their sealift needs, and this is 
reflected in refinements to the maritime strategy and to the 
sealift procurement program. U. s.-controlled sealift to 
transport strategic raw materials is projected to be 
available, but will in all likelihood, be inadequate. In 
the absence of the desired rebuilding of our merchant 
marine, alternative policies would have to be implemented-
possibly including greater use of foreign-flag shipping, 
economic tightening of the belt at home, and/or use of ships 
currently planned to carry military cargo. 
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J. ALLIED CONTRIBUTIONS 

Q: HOW IMPORTANT ARE OUR ALLIES TO THE MARITIME STRATEGY? 

A: The contributions of our allies are vital to successful 
execution of the strategy. Neither our Navy nor our nation 
can "go-it-alone," and we do not expect to. The navies of 
our allies have many capable ships and aircraft which can 
and, we trust, will play significant roles in the effort to __ 
deter war with the Soviet Uion, and to prosecute a war 
against the Soviet Union should deterrence fail. Their 
contributions would be vital to success. our Navy conducts 
frequent bilateral and multilateral discussions, numerous 
combined exercises and frequent foreign port visits, all of 
which underscore the importance with which we gauge the 
contributions of our allies. We need our allies and they 
need us. Those needs would be greatly amplified during a 
period of grave crisis or war with the Soviet Union. 
Specifically our allies have important ASW, AA, and ASUW 
roles, and vital Mine Warfare responsibilities. 

Q: WHAT IS OUR STRATEGY SHOULD NATO DISINTEGRATE? 

A: While it is unclear from the question whether you are 
hypothetically discussing a peace-time fracturing of the 
alliance, a lack of NATO unanimity during a crisis with the 
Soviet Union, or the political decision in some European 
capitals to withdraw from a NATO/Warsaw Pact War, the 
principle objectives of the Maritime Strategy remain valid. 

The Maritime Strategy is founded on U. s. National 
Objectives and Guidance as articulated in National Security 
Decision Directives and Secretary of Defense authored 
Defense Guidance (DG). Specifically, NSDD 238 and the DG 
task U. s. Naval Forces to be able to defend the United 
States, North American continent, the NATO countries, 
critical sea lines of communication, our Pacific Allies and 
other allies world-wide. 

To the degree that our National Objectives remain 
constant, then the Maritime Strategy remains valid. 

Q: WHAT IS THE ROLE OF THE FRENCH NAVY--PARTICULARLY ITS 
AIRCRAFT CARRIERS--IN THE EVENT OF NATO-WARSAW PACT 
HOSTILITIES. 

A: French aircraft carriers are part of the French nuclear 
deterrent/response force and their operations would probably 
be guided by the French nuclear posture at the time. We 
might expect independent operations by the French CVs in the 
Western or Central Mediterranean Sea against naval threats, 
or under some circumstances coordinated French-U. s. 
operations against mutually agreed upon threats. 
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Q: HOW HAVE YOU INTEGRATED THIS STRATEGY WITH EUROPEAN WAR 
PLANS? 

A: The Major NATO Commanders (MNCs) draw their guidance for 
formulating their war plans from MC-14/3, the NATO Military 
Strategy. Additionally, SACEUR, SACLANT and CINCHAN, the 
three MNC's, have collectively articulated NATO's strategy 
for warfare at sea in th TRI-MNC Concept of Maritime 
Operations (CONMAROPS). The u. s. Military Strategy draws 
from and is fully consistent with MC-14/3 and CONMAROPS . 
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WHO DETERMINES WHAT MILIT.Z\.RY LEVERAGE IS APPLIED DURING . 
PHASE I OF THE MARITIME STRATEGY? 

A: Critical deployment decisions early in the pre-conflict 
phase will in general be made by the National Command 
Authorit~> made up of the President and Secretary of 
Defense, advised by the Chairman of the Joint Chiefs. 
Specific decisions about force deployment will be made by 
unified CINCs. How much leverage is actually created by 
force movement is a function of the effect that those 
movements have on Soviet perceptions of overall strategic 
advantage. 

Q: WHAT TYPE OF REACTION DO THE OTHER SERVICES HAVE TO THIS 
PRESENTATION? 

A: The public record speaks for itself: both the Secretary of 
Defense and the Chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff have 
expressed their support for the Maritime Strategy during 
their testimony before Congress. That is because the 
strategy itself is the synthesis of the maritime elements 
within·the U. s. National Military Strategy. The other 
Services have made no public pronouncements on the Maritime 
Strategy: it is the preferred baseline strategy for the 
employment of maritime forces, not land or air forces, and 
has been developed by professional naval officers. The Navy 
does not presume to comment on Army or Air Force 
organizational concepts. 
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Q: "HOW cOULO THREATS TO SOVIETS SSBNs .l\ND THE HOMEL.Z\ND HELP 
CONFINE THE SCCJPE A:..\JD INTENSITY OF CONFLICT, A PUBLIC 
OBJ~CTlVE OF U. S. NATIONAL MILITARY STRATEGY? DO THE 
PRESIDENT AND SECRETARY OF DEFENSE BELIEVE THAT U. S. 
OPERATIONS DESCRIBED WOULD PROVOKE NO SOVIET RETALIATION? 
ON WHAT BASIS?" 

A: A key feature of the strategy is to use maritime forces to 
contain crises and prevent global war from occurring in the 
first place, thus fulfilling the traditional maritime role 
of limiting the scope of conflicts. Should global war 
nonetheless occur, aggressive use of maritime power-
including threats to the Soviet homeland and Soviet SSBNs-
could hasten an end to the war and limit Soviet options by 
demonstrating that escalation is not in the Soviet 

• 

interest. This forward, aggressive ASW campaign also helps 
focus Soviet Navy attention on protecting SSBNs and on 
providing continued defense in depth. 

Forces dedicated to this defense in depth cannot attack 
SLOCs. 
Security of reinforcement and resupply effort is 
enhanced. 
The threat to CVBFs is rolled farther back. 

Secretary Weinberger has testified regarding the anti-SSBN 
mission, noting that Soviet knowledge of our capabilities in 
this area helps discourage them from going to war. The Navy 
believes such operations will not draw retaliation (if 
"retaliation" means nuclear escalation), because such 
escalation would serve no useful Soviet purpose. 

Soviet writings are quite clear that they will undertake 
attacks on nuclear-capable forces with conventional forces 
where they have the capability. Indeed, destruction of 
enemy means of nuclear warfare is a declared Soviet Navy 
mission. It is difficult to understand why a Soviet 
doctrine of conventional attacks on nuclear forces--which 
has existed for years--is benign while a comparable U. s. 
strategy is somehow too dangerous or escalatory. Lastly, 
character of Soviet SSBN losses in this campaign will be 
gr3dual and not likely to be perceived as preparation for a 
U. S. first strike. 

Q: WHAT ARE THE PROSPECTS FOR SOVIET USE OF CHEMICAL WEAPONS 
.~'.\,,1:,:NS1' N7\1't) FORCES rnJRr-JG A CONVEN7IO:-Ii\L WAR? 

7\: 80vi~t use 0f CW,/BW wo0.::ipons is not consioere<l n preeminent 
concern to mobile ndval forces in the open oceans. In terms 
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It is important to keep in mind that chemical weapons, 
just like nuclear weapons, are viewed by the Soviets as 
weapons of mass destruction. The Soviets therefore would 
be extremely prudent regarding their use. In view of NATO's 
limited chemical weapon retaliatory capability, it has been 
NATO's declaratory position that Soviet first use of 
chemical weapons could result in a response by nuclear 
weapons. In view of this, it is considered highly unlikely 
that the Soviets would want to risk such a response. 

Once the nuclear threshold has been crossed however, this 
becomes irrelevant. Chemical weapons use would then be 
considered in terms of military utility in a given scenario. 

Q: WOULDN'T IT BE IN THE SOVIETS' INTEREST TO ESCALATE TO THE 
NUCLEAR LEVEL AT SEA SINCE OUR CONVENTIONAL NAVAL FORCES ARE 
CONSIDERED SUPERIOR AND BECAUSE THE SEA IS AN ISOLATED 
THEATER, WHERE NUCLEAR WAR COULD BE CONTAINED, WITH LITLE OR 
NO COLLATERAL EFFECTS ASHORE? 

A: The Soviet decision on whether to escalate to the nuclear 
level at sea is an important one with considerable political 
content, and will thus be made not by the Soviet Navy, but 
by the Soviet central leadership. In making this decision, 
the leadership will consider not just the concerns of the 
Soviet Navy for performing a key mission, but the entire 
military situation, in which--for the Soviets--the sea is 
only a secondary theater compared to the land war in 
Europe. Given these priorities, any Soviet decision to 
escalate will be driven more by events on land than at sea. 
In short, it is highly unlikely the Soviet central 
leadership will decide that the sea is the place to initiate 
a nuclear war simply because the Soviet Navy is having 
difficulty protecting its SSBNs and maritime flanks. 

A nuclear war confined to the sea also does not take into 
account declared u. s. and allied policy on this matter, 
whi::h holds that if the Soviets escalate to the nuclear 
l~v~l d~ sea, ~he Unit~~ States anj its allies reserve the 
rL1hi:. t.o r,~spon-:l ',vi t.h nu-:lear attacks on land targets. The 
Sriviet.s r.==rnnot -Hsrni.~s this policy, nnn conseq11ently 
·1n i1~r-st:.--~!""!~~ t:!1,1.!: 2s~~l:-1t1•.:,n at se.=3 rnight '-1,,,'Cll lea:j t0 

escalJ~ion on land, thus riskinq the destruction of Europe 
•::lr the Suviet Union. Thi:; in itself strongly deters the 
Soviets from escalatinry at sea. 
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Q: HOW DO THE PHASES YOU SHOWED RELATE TO THE LAND BATTLE? 

A: There is a close and direct relationship between the 
Maritime Strategy and actions on the Central Front. 

In Phase I, the preconflict deployment period, maritime 
forces will move into the Soviet Sea Control/Denial Areas, 
while Army and Air Force units rapidly deploy to forward 
positions in Europe. The force deployment rate will attempt 
to place 10 divisions in Europe in 10 days. 

When hostilities commence and maritime forces seek to 
establish maritime superiority during Phase II, Army and Air 
Force units will engage Warsaw Pact Armies in concert with 
our NATO allies. 

During Phase III, strikes on the homeland flanks of the 
Soviet Union will complicate the Soviet strategic problem· 
enough to preclude a shift of units to the Central Front. 
Reducing pressure in that critical theater and threatening 
the enemy's flanks will lead the Soviets to conclude that 
the military option is too costly. 
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Q: WHAT IS THE LIKELIHOOD OF U. S. AIRCRAFT CARRIER OPERATIONS 

IN THE BLACK SEA? 

A: Although U. S. CVBGs do not operate in tha Black Sea <luring -· 
peacetime, U. s. carrier based assets will contribute to 
regional warfighting objectives during a NATO-Warsaw Pact 
conflict. These include neutralizing the Soviet air threat 
in the region, assisting Allied forces with their sea 
control and sea denial missions, and helping to thwart any 
Soviet ground attacks against our NATO allies . 
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Q: SOVIET NAVAL AIR FORCES WILL BE ABLE TO ATTACK USN CARRIERS 

BEFORE THEY ARE WITHIN RANGE TO ATTACK THE USSR. HOW WILL 
YOU HANDLE THE SOVIET AIR THREAT? 

A: This question presupposes several conditions which in 
themselves are not certain or even probable. 

First, it assumes that USN battle forces have not 
deployed forward early during time of increasing tension. 
One of the primary tenents of our National Military Strategy 
(and drawing from its guidance, the Maritime Strategy), is a 
continual forward presence and a rapid early forward 
movement during time of tension to bolster deterrence and 
increase preparedness for war should deterrence fail. The 
effect of this early posturing is to place carrier battle 
forces in forward areas within striking range of Soviet and 
Warsaw Pact targets. At the same time U. s. and allied 
forces, acting in a coalition, will establish a layered 
defense in depth in anticipated or potential Soviet 
aggression. 

Secondly, in order for Soviet naval air to attack 
carriers, timely I&W information must be available to the 
Sov.iet commander. Unlike a fixed base such as Bi tburg, 
Germany, the carrier battle force will range over thousands 
of square miles of sea. Soviet targeting information even 
only 6 hours old would allow the carrier to move anywhere 
within a 100,000 square mile area. Thus an attack on a 
carrier is a far more difficult problem for Soviet aviation 
than the targeting of fixed facilities. 

A third assumption seems to be that the aircraft carrier 
is a ship devoid of protection and easy prey to Soviet air 
attack. Just the opposite is in fact true. The u. s. Navy 
operates our forces in battle forces comprised of multiple 
carrier and battle ship battle groups. The combined 
defensive strength of four to six squadrons of F-14's armed 
with Phoenix missiles, acting in concert with the long range 
surface to air missile defense of several Aegis ships, 
provide a for~idable barrier extending 300-500 miles out 
from the battle force. Again the 3nalogy is appropriate: 
U. s. naval forces are capable today of engaging enc~y 
for::es before they cnn rea2h thei~ mis~ile 
launch ranges . 
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WHAT IS MEANT BY "WAR TERMINATION ON TERMS FAVORABLE ·ro THE 
ALLIES"? DOESN'T THAT JUST MEAN A DRAW OR STALEMATE? WHY 
CAN'T WE TRY TO WIN THE WAR AND ACHIEVE VICTORY? 

A: War termination under conditions favorable to ourselves and 
our allies implies ending a conflict with the Soviet Union 
only after certain minimum preconditions have been met, such 
as the restoration of the physical integrity of our allies' 
borders. A draw or stalemate on the ground, with Soviet 
forces occupying some portion of allied territory, will not 
be considered an acceptable condition for war termination 
under the framework of our various alliance structures: 
consequently we will continue to fight until our allies' 
borders are restored. War will be terminatd once 
territorial integrity is restored and the vital interest of 
alliance members are taken into account. Questions of 
retribution against an enemy who forced war upon defensive 
alliances or reparations for war damage may have to be 
considered, however the concept of "total victory" or 
"winning the war" will be difficult to apply against an 
enemy who still maintains the strategic nuclear capability 
to end our (and his} civilization. 

1 ·,: 
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Q: WHAT IS OUR STRATEGY SHOULD NATO DISINTEGRATE? 

A: While it is unclear from the question whether you are 
hypothetically discussing a peace-time fracturing of the 
alliance, a lack of NATO unanimity during a crisis with the 
Soviet Union, or the political decision in some European 
capitals to withdraw from a NATO/Warsaw Pact War, the 
principle objectives of the Maritime Strategy remain valid. 

Q: 

A: 

The Maritime Strategy is founded on U. s. National 
Objectives and Guidance as articulated in National Security 
Decision Directives and Secretary of Defense authored 
Defense Guidance (DG). Specifically, NSDD 238 and the DG 
task U. S. Naval Forces to be able to defend the United 
States, North American continent, the NATO countries, 
critical sea lines of communication, our Pacific Allies and 
other allies world-wide. 

To the degree that our National Objectives remain 
constant, then the Maritime Strategy remains valid. 

WHAT IS THE ROLE OF THE FRENCH NAVY--PARTICULARLY ITS 
AIRCRAFT CARRIERS--IN THE EVENT OF NATO-WARSAW PACT 
HOSTILITIES. 

French aircraft carriers are part of the French nuclear 
deterrent/response force and their operations would probably 
be guided by the French nuclear posture at the time. We 
might expect independent operations by the French CVs in the 
Western or Central Mediterranean Sea against naval threats, 
or under some circumstances coordinated French-U. s. 
operations against mutually agreed upon threats. 

Q: HOW HAVE YOU INTEGRATED THIS STRATEGY WITH EUROPEAN WAR 
PLANS? 

A: The Major NATO Commanders (MNCs) draw their guidance for 
fnrmnl.:=tting t.h~ir w;:ir plans from MC-14/3, the NATO Military 
Strategy. Additionally, SACEUR, SACLANT and CINCHAN, the 
three MNC's, have collectively articulate<l NATO's strategy 
for warfare at sea in th TRI-MNC Concept of Maritime 
Operations (CONMAROPS). The u. s. Military Strategy draws 
from and is fully consistent with MC-14/3 and CONMAROPS. 
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In January the U.S. Naval Institute 
published a supplement to the Pro
ceedings which has been called " ... the 
most definitive and authoritative state
ments of THE MARITIME STRATEGY 
that are available in unclassified 
form." 
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THE MARITIME STRATEGY: WHAT IT IS AND WHAT IT ISN'T 

The Maritime Strategy is a baseline strategy that is the 
nucleus from which our other strategy options emanate ... it is 
the Navy's preferred Mariti~e Strategy .. ~it considers national 
and coalition guidance, the various threats, force levels, and 
the inevitable trade-offs which occur during crisis and non
crisis operations. 

In view of its crucial importance, we should have a clear 
understanding of what our Maritime Strate9y is and what it 
isn't. 

The Maritime Strategy is the maritime component of the 
national military str~tPgy ... it 1s consistent with national 
strategy documents and directives signed out by the Sec ret ary 
of Defense and by the Commander-in-Chief. 

The Maritime Strategy's central premise is to confront the 
Soviet s with the prosrect of a sustained global conflict ... thus 
it is a qlohal strategy which addresses a global threat. .. It is 
not, as it has been mistakenly characterized by some armch~ir 
strat eg ists, a blueprint for ~ sl:..1qfest in the Norwegian Sea or 
for sailing aircraft carri e rs and battleships up and down the 
Volga River! • 

It is a strategy that can contribute directly to success in 
the central front campaign ... it is not a strategy developed in 
contradistinction to~ continental or central :ront strate1y. 

Some may have misunderstood other features of the strategy: 
It is not a detailed war plan, nor does it mandate firm time 
lin ~s ... it d~es not prescribe specific targets ... it does not 
address tactics; those are the responsibilities of the UnTTTed 
and Specified Commanders who are charged with fighting the wars. 

It is a strategy of alliances, not an alternative to 
coalition warfare - to the contrary;-I"t recognizes the vit~l 
importance of our allies. Further, it is a strategy which 
demands the highest degree of cooperation from our sister 
services. 

The Maritime Strategy is a strategy that helps shape the 
development of Navy fore~ structure and ROT and E efforts ... 
it is not just a Washington-level exercise. 

The Maritime Strategy .!.Ea dynamic and evolving set of 
concepts ... it is not a rigid, or dogmatic treatise. Its 
adequacy is tested constantly by routine fleet operations, 
exercises, and war games. 

In su~mary, the Maritime Strategy provides a framework 
for considering all uses of maritime power; it represents a 
renaissance in strategic thinking; it has focused Navy program 
development; and it has served as a catalyst for tactical 

---=-· development and war-fighting plan formulation in the fleet. 
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THE MARITIME STRATEGY: TALKING POINTS 

A. Definition 

- Maritime Strategy (MARSTRAT) defined as the Global 
Maritime Elements of u. s. National Military Strategy. 

- MARSTRAT is the u. s. Navy's preferred baseline strategy 
for conventional global war with the Soviet Union. 

Strategy objectives are: 
1. Deterrence of conflict 
2. ,Escalation control 
3. Contribution · to war termination on terms favorable 

to U. s. 
MARSTRAT developed as~ counter to the strategy of the 
Soviet Union: our strategic goal is not to impose 
defeat on the Soviets but to deny them a military 
victory. 
MARSTRAT is a strategy of alliances, not a Navy "go-it
alone" plan. MARSTRAT demands the highest degree of 
cooperation with both allied forces and those of our 
sister services. 

- Maritime Strategy helps to shape the Navy POM (Program 
Objective Memor~ndum) and influences the budget - not the 
other way around. Additionally, MARSTRAT guides the 
development of Navy force structure and RDT and E 
efforts. 

- The Maritime Strategy is a flexible and dynamic set of 
concepts applicable across the spectrum of conflict. It 
is not a rigid dogma, but will continue to evolve based on 
changes to both the threat and the global environment in 
which our naval forces must operate. 

B. Strategy Highpoints 

- Baseline strategy with fundamental points of controlling 
key ocean areas and threatening the vital interests of the 
Soviet Union. 

- Considers national and coalition guidance, threats and 
'force levels. 

- Maritime components of National Military Strategy. 
- Designed to: 

Control crisis 
Deter war ·1 
If deterrence fails: 

Destroy enemy maritime forces 
Protect u. s./Allied sea lines 
Support u. s./Allied land battles 
Secure favorable war termination 

- Addresses events along spectrum of conflict from peacetime 
presence to crisis response to global war. 

- Takes into account the requirements of joint and allied 
operational commanders. 
Details on phases: 

.. ·-
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1. Phase I: "Deterrence or Transition to War" 
- _Early, forward, decisive moves 
- Rapid, forward ·movement of u. s. naval forces world-wide 
- Strategic sealift surge 
- Allied navies/air forces already forward 

2. Phase II: "Seize the Initiative" 
- Sea control forward ensures SLOC integrity (denies 

short war option) 
- Bring naval forces to bear on several axes 

3. Phase III: "Cariy the Fight to the Enemy" 
- Power proiection options provide incentives for 

Soviet; to deesca late/withdraw 
Key is successful war termination, not unconventinal 
surrencier 

C. \'-lhat the strategy is not: 

- Not a detailed war plan, nor does it dictate firm time 
lines 

- Not a Navy "go-it-alone" strategy (it demands the highest 
d8gree of co00er~tion ~ith sister services) 

- Not an alternative to coalition warfare (it is a strategy 
of alliances) 

o. Impact of Strategy on Force Structure: 600 Ship Navy Force 
Structure. 

Requirement for minimum of 600 ship Navy flows directly 
from Maritime Strategy. 

- Strategy generates tactical imperatives and warfare tasks. 
- Warfare tasks shape requirements in: 

Force structure 
Modernization of weapons and sensors 
Readiness of major forces for combat 
Sustainability measured in logistics readiness 

- 600 ship Navy built around 15 deployable {combat ready) 
battle groups is the minimum force level required to meet 
strategic objectives. 

- Since it is a minimum level, Navy must actively seek the 
assistance both of our alli'es and sister services. Hence 
the strategy demari,ds increased attention to issues such as 
interoperability and commonality of communication links. 

- Maritime Strategy provides foundation for building our 
annual budget. Navy's planning/programming cycle begins 
with re-examination of current strategy to identify: 

strategic concerns and uncertainties 
programs and plans to negate the most critical 
strategic concerns and to hedge against the most 
significant uncertainties. 
conversely also helps to identify what we might term 
"accelerators" or actions which are net force 
multipliers. 

2 
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- Decreases in ship procurement funding would cause the Navy 
to ~ee~amine shipbuilding plan to consider the impact. 
Recommendations for . program reduction would be made so as 
to minimize adverse effects on our ability to execute 
strateqic concept and attain objective. 

SECNAV quote: "Those who would argue that defense 
spending should be curtailed in times of defecit should 
ponder the cost of war itself, should deterrence fail 
for want of adequate preparedness." 

•. . 
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THE MARITIME STRATEGY: WHAT IT IS AND WHAT IT ISN'T 

The Maritime Strategy is a baseline strategy that is the 
nucleus from which our other strategy options emanate ... it is 
the Navy's preferred Maritime Strategy ... it considers national 
and coalition guidance, the - various threats, force levels, and 
the inevitable trade-offs which occur during crisis and non
crisis operations. 

In view of its crucial importance, we should have a clear 
understanding of what our Maritime Strategy is and what it 
isn't. 

The Maritime Strategy is the maritime component of the 
national military strategy ... it is consistent with national 
strategy documents and directives signed out by the Secretary 
of Defense and by the Commander-in-Chief. 

The Maritime Strategy's central premise is to confront the 
Soviets with the prospect of a sustained global conflict ... thus 
it is a ~lobal strategy which addresses a global threat ... It .!E_ 
not, as it has been mistakenly characterized by some armchair 
strategists, a blueprint for a slugfest in the Norwegian Sea or 
for sailing aircraft carriers and battleships up and down the 
Volga River! 

It is a strategy that can contribute directly to success in 
the central front campaign ... it is not a strategy developed in 
contradistinction to a continental or central front strategy. 

Some may have misunderstood other features of the strategy: 
It is not a detailed war plan, nor does it mandate firm time 
lines ... it does not prescribe specific targets ... it does not 
address tactics;those are the responsibilities of the Unified 
and Specified Commanders who are charged with fighting the wars. 

It is a strategy of alliances, not an alternative to 
coalition warfare - to the contrary-:-ft recognizes the vital 
importance of our allies. Further, it is a strategy which 
demands the highest degree of cooperation with our sister 
services. 

The Maritime Strategy is a strategy that helps shape the 
development of Navy force structure and ROT and E efforts ... 
it is not just a Washington-level exercise. 

The Maritime Strategy is a dynamic and evolving set of 
concepts ... it is not a rigid, or dogmatic treatise. Its 
adequacy is tested constantly by routine fleet operations, 
exercises, and war games. 

In summary, the Maritime Strategy provides a framework 
for considering all uses of maritime power; it represents a 
renaissance in strategic thinking; it has focused Nav~ program 
development; and it has served as a catalyst for tactical 
development and war-fighting plan formulation in the fleet. 
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MARITIME STRATEGY 

A . What i t i s : 

- Baseline strategy with fundamental points of controlling key 
ocean areas and threatening the vital interests of the 
Soviet Union. 

- Considers national and coalition guidance, threats and force 
levels. 

- Maritime component of National Military Strategy. 
- Designed to: 

Control crisis 
Deter war 
If deterrence fails: 

Destroy enemy maritime forces 
Protect u. S./Allied sea lines 
Support U. S./Allied land battles 
Secure favorable war termination 

- Addresses events along spectrum of conflict from peacetime 
presence to crisis response to global war. 

- Takes into account the requirements of joint and allied 
operational commanders. 

- Details on phases: 

1. Phase I: "Deterrence or Transition to War" 
- Early, forward, decisive moves 
- Rapid, forward movement of U. S. naval forces world-wide 
- Strategic sealift surge 
- Allied navies/air forces already forward 

2. Phase II: "Seize the Initiative" 
- Sea control forward ensures SLOC integrity (denies 

short war option) 
- Bring naval forces to bear on several axes 

3. Phase I I I: "Carry the Fight to the Enemy" 
- Power projection options provide incentives for Soviets 

to deescalate/withdraw 
- Key is successful war termination, not unconventional 

surrender 

B. What the strategy is not: 

- Not a detailed war plan, nor does it dictate firm time 
lines 

- Not a Navy "go-it alone" strategy (it demands the highest 
degree of cooperation with sister services). 

- Not an alternative to coalition warfare (it is a strategy 
of alliances) 

C. Departure from Previous Strategy/Exercises in Strategy: 

1. Strategy: 
- Between 1970-1974, USN strategy reflected four largely 

disaggregated goals: 
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Power projection 
Open Ocean Sea control (emphasis was here) 
Presence 
Strategic deterrence 

- In 1974 new CNO, ADM Holloway, considered the 
foregoing too compartmentalized. Attempted to frame 
U. s. Naval Strategy in terms of an offensively 
oriented and coordinated global operations (e.g., 
creation of "Battle" groups/forces). Owing to OSD 
pressure and guidance focus remained on defensive sea 
control - blunting threats to the SLOCs, etc ... 

- 1979-1980, ADM Hayward as new CNO reinvigorated 
concept of offensive sea control. Effort begun to 
articulate a Navy-wide strategy in which the Navy 
could make a strategic difference in the event of pro
tracted conventional conflict. Point defense of 
SLOCs, began to be viewed as less important, and 
emphasis placed on sequential operations 1n high 
threat areas. 

- Features of this new forward strategi: 
-- Emphasis on offensive operations 1n and near enemy 

home waters (utility of big deck CV's) 
Threatening those assets on flanks which Soviets 
hold dear 
Global, coalition approach 
Cooperation of/with sister services 

- New SENAV Mr. Lehman in 1981 gave a substantial impetus 
to this strategi development effort. Directed that it 
be articulated 1n a Navy-wide Maritime Strategy 
designed to maximize the deterrence value of Navy/ 
Marine Corps forces in peacetime, and to prevail if 
deterrence fails. 
-- Effort accelerated and refined under present CNO, 

ADM Watkins 
- Strategy has been relatively stable for the last four 

years, though it is continuously refined and applied 
to training and exercises 

2. Exercises: 

- Since 1981 the strategy has led to significantly 
greater emphasis on: 

Joint/combined exercises with multiple CVBGs 
More USN/joint/combined exercises in forward areas 
such as the Northern Pacific and Norwegian Sea 

Examples: 
o OCEAN VENTURE 81. First time in 20 years 2 CVBGs 

in Norwegian Sea. Integrated all National 
Sensors. Objective: Transit high threat area, 
to launch strikes/reinforce N. Norway then 
proceed to North Sea and Bay of Biscay to launch 
strikes into Central Europe and conduct defended 
lane convoy exercise. Severe weather throughout. 



Exercise in July 1985 was largest exercise since 
1975. Involved more than 3/4 of the Northern and 
Baltic Fleets. Designed to test ability of Soviets to 
engage NATO forces farther from the "vital" seas. The 
exercise demonstrated that there are dynamic and inter
active strategies in competition More than 50 
Soviet surface vessels, 32 SSN's from the Northern 
Fleet, and seven diesel subs from the Baltic fleet 
were engaged. 

- Soviets have also shown an improved capability to 
react quickly and effectively to an increasing number 
of regional crises in Middle East, Indian Ocean basin, 
Africa, and Southeast Asia. This too bespeaks a 
global strategy and a determination to compete where
ever Soviet interests are at stake. 

Impact of Strategy on Force Structure: 600 Ship Navy 
Force Structure. 

Requirement for minimum of 600 ship Navy flows 
directly from Maritime Strategy. 

- Strategy generates tactical imperatives and warfare 
tasks. 

- Warfare tasks shape requirements in: 
Force structure 
Modernization of weapons and sensors 
Readiness of major forces for combat 
Sustainability measured in logistics readiness 

- 600 ship Navy built around 15 deployable (combat 
ready) battle groups is the minimum force level 
required to meet strategic objectives. 

- Since it is a minimum level, Navy must actively seek 
the assistance both of our allies and sister 
services. Hence the strategy demands increased 
attention to issues such as interoperability and 
commonality of communication links. 

- Maritime Strategy provides foundation for building 
our annual budget. Navi's planning/programming cycle 
begins with re-examination of current strategy to 
identify: 

"strategy stoppers"/uncertainties 
programs and plans to negate the most critical 
"strategy stoppers" and to hedge against most 
significant uncertainties. 
conversely also helps to identify what we might 
term "accelerators" or actions which are net force 
multipliers. 

- Decreases in ship procurement funding would cause the 
Navy to reexamine shipbuilding plan to consider the 
impact. Recommendations for program reduction would 
be made so as to minimize adverse effects on our 
ability to execute strategic concept and attain 
objective. 

SECNAV quote: "Those who would argue that defense 
spending should be curtailed in times of defecit 
should ponder the cost of war itself, should 
deterrence fail for want of adequate preparedness." 



o NORTHERN WEDDING 82. 160 ships, 250 aircraft, 10 
nations. ObJective: Transit high threat area 
with amphibious task force and REFORGER shipping 
to conduct reinforcement on Northern Flank. Very 
successful. 

o FLEETEX 1-83. Objective: Evaluate CINCPAC 
OPLAN for defense of Aleutians. First battle 
force size exercise: Pacific Northwest since 
WWII. Integrated 3 CVBG battle force under 
theater commander. 

o READEX 2-83. Combined battle force exercise 
with two CVBG's and a surface SAG (USS 
Mississippi). First fleet exercise with USS 
Ticonderoga. 

o Current series of exercises for FY-85 including 
OCEAN SAFARI, FLEETEX-85, Solid Shield, etc, all 
designed to strengthen Navy's ability to carry out 
the Maritime Strategy. 

3. Impact of Exercises/Experiences on Strategy: 

- Navy's senior operational commanders review it 
individually and as a group twice a year. 

- Tested repeatedly in war games/simulators particularly 
annual global war games at NWC in Newport. 

- Fleet exercises become the "crucible'' for testing 
refinements. 

- Lessons have been learned from Falkland Islands war, 
Lebanon, the Grenada intervention, and our monitoring 
of Soviet exercises and deployments. Lessons learned 
factored into refinements of our strategy. 

Impact of Navy's Maritime Strategy on Soviet Exercises: 

- Soviet naval exercises increasing in scale and scope. 
- The evolution of recent Soviet exercises reflects 

traditional concern with the security of the seaward 
approaches to USSR. Also, manifests determination 
to exploit improved capabilities in terms of more 
sophisticated surface/subsurface combatants and 
improved command and control. There also has been 
increased attention to combined arms in Soviet naval 
exercises. For example: exercise in September 1983 
involved world-wide coordinated ops by more than 40 
surface combatants, plus aircraft and submarines, in 
the Norwegian Sea, North Atlantic, Baltic Sea, Med, 
Indian Ocean, South China Sea, and Northwest Pacific. 
Demonstrated Soviet ability to opeate large numbers of 
naval forces simultaneously in several locations 
throughout the world. 



QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS ON THE MARITIME STRATEGY 

1 
Q: What is the Maritime Strategy? 
A: The Maritime Strategy provides the global maritime elements 

of United States national military strategy. The Maritime 
Strategy collects all strategic guidance from many sources 
into a single, cohesive framework that forms the nucleus 
from which the Joint Chiefs of Staff (JCS) and Unified and 
Fleet Commanders' maritime military options emanate. 

2 
Q: Is the Maritime Strategy, then, a new strategy? 
A: No. The strategy incorporates many well-known elements of 

United States and alliance planning for the use of maritime 
forces. It does not constitute a new national approach or a 
new national strategy. It is based on the fundamental tenet 
that we and our allies must, and will, stand collectively 
against the forces of the Soviet Union, as has been manifest 
by some forty years of mutual alliance cooperation and 
military planning on both a bilateral and multilateral 

3 

basis. The Maritime Strategy is a codification of a number 
of strategic concepts and principles related to maritime 
operations that have been part of the national military 
strategy for some time. If reflects the best judgment of 
senior military leadership about the preferred strategic 
framework for meeting maritime responsibilities within the 
national military strategy. A carefully designed Maritime 
Strategy has always been an imperative for the United 
States, but the need for this sound strategy grew more 
important as the Soviets developed a formidable blue-water 
Navy able to challenge United States interests worldwide. 
Therefore, several years ago, the United States Navy 
reviewed and refined the existing maritime elements of our 
national strategy--elements with broad contours reasonably 
well understood, but which had not been submitted to the 
rigors inherent in codification. The result of that 
intensive effort was the Maritime Strategy, not a new 
strategy, but merely the articulation of the obvious 
character of modern deterrence and warfare, should 
deterrence fail and war occur. 

Q: What is the Maritime Strategy's relationship with the 
National Military Strategy? 

A: The basic underpinnings of the Maritime Strategy are its 
roots in our national military strategy. The essential 
elements of our national military strategy are built on 
three pillars: deterrence, forward defense, and alliance 
solidarity in a context of global coalition defense. 
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The principal sources of this strategy are to be found 
in: National Security Decision Directives (NSDDs}, which 
are presidential decisions on national strategy; the 
alliance, treaties, and agreements we have with countries 
around the world; the Defense Guidance (DG}; the Joint 
Strategic Planning Document (JSPD); and the Joint Strategic 
Capabilities Plan (JSCP}. 

The guidance contained within_ the latter group of 
documents is reflected in the concepts and plans of the 
Unified Commanders. Embedded within the Maritime Strategy 
are the plans and concepts of the Unified Commanders and 
their naval component commanders. The Maritime Strategy 
melds those plans and concepts, combining them with the 
maritime theater guidance in the other vital source 
documents of our national military strategy, to provide a 
preferred strategic design for action. 

The Maritime Strategy's principal objective is 
deterrence but, should deterrence fail, it is designed to 
achieve war termination through application of a full
forward pressure strategy within the context of global 
coalition warfare. Thus, the Maritime Strategy is 
derivative from, but completely consistent with, and a vital 
part of our national military strategy. 

Q: Isn't the Maritime Strategy just a programming document? 
A: No. The Maritime Strategy is the baseline, integrated, 

5 

coalition strategy encompassing all naval elements of a 
global conventional war with the Soviet Union. Its 
programming aspects are secondary. Because it is so broad
based and comprehensive (as opposed to regionally-specific 
or prescriptive}, it is able to serve as the underpinning 
for programmers to develop their annual requirements, at the 
same time driving the priorities of the research and 
development community in the direction that -matters most--to 
support operational commanders in the execu~ion of . military 
strategy. 

Q: Is the Maritime Strategy, approved by JCS and OSD? 
A: No. The Maritime Strategy is signed and approved by the 

Chief of Naval Operatins (CNO}. It has been briefed to 
individual members of the Joint Chiefs of Staff (JCS} and 
the Secretary of the Defense (OSD} Staff. The Maritime 
Strategy's "approval" by JCS and OSD comes from the fact 
that it is derivative from and completely consistent with 
JCS and OSD guidance to the Navy and Marine Corps. 
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Q: Does the Navy expect the nation to adopt its Maritime 

Strategy as the national strategy of present and future, 
instead of a continental strategy~-the kind we really need 
to defend Western Europe? 

A: Maritime strategy is not in opposition to a continental 
strategy. Rather, if fact, it is a strategic framework 
containing a wide range of options relating to maritime 
elements of a global conflict with the Soviet Union. The 
Maritime Strategy provides that the defense of Western 
Europe is essential to the interests of the United States-
and the strategy's primary thrust is oriented to that task. 
The Maritime Strategy protects the vital sea lines of 
com~unication providing logistics support to the Central 
Front in Europe. The strategy accomplishes that aim by 
defending United States' interests on the seas as far 
forward as possible, well within areas of ocean around 
Europe that the Soviets expect to control--and within which 
United States national military guidance requires the Navy 
to prevail with clear maritime superiority, "in harm's way." 

7 
Q: What is the Maritime Strategy's relationship to operational 

plans? 
A: Its relationship is both derivative and advisory, drawn from 

those operational plans and formulating a strategic 
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framework for their continuing development. Embedded within 
the Maritime Strategy are the plans and concepts of the 
Unified Commanders and their naval component commanders. 
The Maritime Strategy melds those plans and concepts, 
combining them with the maritime theater guidance in other 
vital source documents of our national military strategy. 
It presents a preferred strategic design for action in a 
framework of strategic options for operational commanders, 
thereby influencing the development of their operational 
plans. 

Q: Won't certain actions envisioned by the Maritime Strategy 
prove provocative t~ the Soviet Union? 

A: Not in our view. During· a crisis, the Soviets would be 
contemplating the likelihood of the crisis evolving into 
open conflict between themselves and the United States, and 
of their prospects for success. It would be in their 
interests to limit such a conflict to a short war in one 
theater, and from their perspective the preferred theater 
would be Central Europe where they consider their prospects 
for success to be better than even. The forward movement of 
forces during Phase I or a crisis scenario is designed to 
enhance deterrence and not to be provocative. The multi
theater threatening of the Soviet Union denies them the 
ability to execute their preferred strategy. This approach 
confuses the Soviet correlation of forces calculation. 
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A forward, global movement of U. s. forces acting in 
concert with a forward movement of our allies' forces would 
present the Soviets the prospect of a global, conventional 
war of uncertain duration. That prospect would serve to 
heighten Soviet uncertainties, and to skew what they term 
the correlation of forces away from a decidedly Soviet 
advantage. Deterrence would be served well by this global 
movement. 

Were war to occur, maritime operations on the Soviets' 
flanks would also serve to heighten their uncertainties. 
In sum, the Maritime Strategy is not provocative. It is 
designed first to deter war, but should war break out, to 
achieve war termination for the U. s. and our allies through 
application of a full-forward pressure strategy on the 
Soviet flanks which removes their theater specific "short" 
war option. 

Q: Won't the Maritime Strategy put many of our valuable 
aircraft carriers in danger of being sunk or put out of 
action, early on in a war with the Soviets? 

A: No. The strategy has been designed to take those threats 
into account and to dispose of them. Its forward features 
will contribute to keeping sizeable Soviet forces bottled 
up. Of course, we must not lose sight of the fact that 
deterring war is the fundamental objective of the Maritime 
Strategy but, should war occur, no Fleet Commander-in-Chief 
or Carrier Battle Force Commander will unnecessarily hazard 
his forces. 

If war has broken out with the Soviets, power£ul U. s. 
Carrier Battle Forces will form up in the Atlantic, 
Mediterranean and Pacific. A vigorous ASW campaign pursued 
by U. s. and allied SSN and maritime patrol air will 
pressure and attrite the Soviet submarine fleet, allowing 
further forward movement of our carrier battle forces. Long
range Soviet naval aviation will be attrited in outer air 
battles, permitting additional forward movement of our 
carrier battle forces thereby increasing pressure on the 
Soviet flanks. 

War is inherently risky and dangerous, and we expect to 
incur losses. But the Maritime Strategy does not disregard 
those risks and, in fact reduces them, by applying pressure 
to, and attriting Soviet forces which might otherwise be 
used to our disadvantage. 
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Q: How will the Maritime Strategy ensure we win a war against 

the Soviets, in light of Soviet conventional superiority in 
Central Europe? 

A: We ca~not, of course, ensure we ~ill win a war. However, 
the Maritime Strategy is a strategy that contributes 
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directly to success in the Central Front campaign because it 
provides for maritime operations airected against the 
vulnerable flanks of the Soviet Union. Those operations 
would serve to tie down forces, especially strike aircraft, 
which might otherwise be used to Soviet advantage against 
NATO ground and air forces in the- Central Front. By 
exerting global pressure on the Soviet Union, the Maritime 
Strategy can help ease the burden for NATO forces in Europe 
and influence, both directly and indirectly, the result of 
the land battle. 

·Additionally, the Maritime Strategy would contribute to 
achieving war termination on terms acceptable to us and our 
allies through measures such as threatening direct attack 
against the Soviet homeland, and by changing the nuclear 
correlation of forces. 

Q: Will the Maritime Strategy direct the movement of individual 
ships in wartime? 

A: No, but it will influence decisions on such movements. It 
is important that one understand that the Maritime Strategy 
is not a detailed war plan, and does not contain specific 
instructions for individual ship or force movements. It 
will be up to the JCS and the CINCs to direct the movements 
of the forces in their theater during a war. Thus, while 
the CINCs will consult and be guided by the strategic 
concepts which underlie the Maritime Strategy and by the 
force employment options of the Maritime Strategy, the 
strategy is not a detailed war plan. That said, the 
Maritime Strategy's influence in development of such plans 
is substantial. 

12 
Q: How important are our allies to the Maritime Strategy? 
A: The contributions of our allies are vital to successful 

execution of the strategy. Neither our Navy nor our nation 
can "go-it-alone," and Wfa do not expect to. The navies of 
our allies have many capable ships and aircraft which can 
and, we trust, will play significant roles in the effort to 
deter war with the Soviet Union, and to prosecute a war 
against the Soviet Union should deterrence fail. Their 
contributions would be vital to success. Our Navy conducts 
frequent bilateral and multilateral discussions, numerous 
combined exercises and frequent foreign port visits, all of 
which underscore the importance with which we gauge the 
contributions of our allies. We need our allies and 
they need us. Those needs would be greatly amplified during 
a period of grave crisis or war with the Soviet Union. 
Specifically our allies have important ASW, AAW, and ASUW 
roles, and vital Mine Warfare responsibilities. 
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Q: How can we be sure that the Maritime Strategy is the right 

strategy for our maritime forces? 
A: We believe the Maritime Strategy to be the right strategy 

since it is the best strategy for enabling our maritime 
forces to make a strategic difference. First and foremost, 
the Maritime Strategy is a strategy of deterrence; we hope 
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to avoid war with the Soviets by dissuading their leadership 
from exploiting a crisis to the point of armed conflict 
between our forces and those of the Soviet Union. The full, 
forward movement of forces provided for during Phase I of 
the Maritime Strategy is designed to achieve that deterrent 
effect. 

Should war occur, however, the Soviets would prefer to 
use their massive ground force advantage against Europe 
without having to concern themselves with a global conflict 
or with actions on their flanks. It is this preferred 
Soviet strategy which the United States most counter. In 
that case, the Maritime Strategy is designed to ensure that 
such a war will not be the war the Soviets elect, but rather 
that they will have to face the prospect of a prolonged, 
global war. The Maritime Strategy provides for maritime 
forces to do just that. 

Furthermore, war games, fleet operations, and intensive 
internal strategic analysis, debate, and scrutiny have all 
confirmed the validity of the strategic principles which 
underlie the Maritime Strategy. The Maritime Strategy is 
the right strategy for our Navy and for our nation. It 
will remain dynamic and responsive to the legitimate lessons 
and conclusions derived from war games, fleet operations, 
crisis response lessons learned, and from internal strategic 
analysis. 

Q: Does the Maritime Strategy call for an anti-SSBN campaign? 
A: The Maritime Strategy calls for an aggressive ASW campaign 

against all Soviet submarines, including SSBNs. Attrition 
of SovietSSBNs during the course of the ASW campaign will 
reduce the attractiveness of nuclear escalation from the 
Soviet perspective, by changing the nuclear balance in our 
favor. We must remember that despite recent advances, the 
Soviets still lack the ASW capability to destroy United 
States SSBNs. In addition to the effect on what the Soviets 
term the correlation of forces by attrition of their SSBNs, 
our nuclear posture will be improved through the deployment 
of carriers and TOMAHAWK platforms around the periphery of 
the Soviet Union. The net effect of these actions will make 
Soviet resort to vertical escalation even less likely, since 
their reserve forces are being degraded and the United 
States' retaliatory posture is being enhanced. Thus the 
Maritime Strategy not only is designed to achieve favorable 
war termination should deterrence fail, but also to 
strengthen nuclear deterrence even during the course of a 
global, conventional war with the Soviet Union. 
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COMMONLY HEARD OBJECTIONS TO T!IE MARITIME STRATEGY 

INVALID OBJECTIONS 
(I.e. arguments that are flat out wrong) 

The ~aritime Strateay is being ad~oc~ted in contrast to a 
strateqy of support for NATO. • 

Associated with Ambassador Robert Komer and other "NATO 
firsters" 
Actually a resource issue -- GOO ship Navy vs. tanks dnrl 
trcors for Europe 
CO!HJTER: Simnly not tru.:..; strategy reco'Jnizes primcJcy 
of NATO. NATO is nnt the same as the central front and 
Navy need not fiqhton central front to support NATO. 

-:- h c st r cl t '! r J y i s a " r J av y o 11 l y " p le.in to f i ri h t t he v1 r1 r ..., i th') u t 
rc4J,Jrd to the cu;cs, thi? Jc:; or th<~ r;cA. 

Associated with somP n0n-:;<JV'/ crr:cs. 
COur:TEF<: Mt'iSPS roint. Jn .,/ :1r• Im~~ Wf• will rb whnt. 
r·r~si :J,~nt. /!i nifir_:d ,_· :1 n::;;:r, ,1r:r c, !1r<:ct. IC:,!cJ l)i ~.:-iriti,1,! 

~ t r <J t f.! rJ f i 5 tr) 0 t t f _ ) !"" ;-1 r n f ~ ~ ~ 1 0 n iJ l CO n Sf..' n : ; U :=;. 0 n ~-i Ow' • ; C; 
:::;~1n1Jl~ us<.: m<)ritime pow•!r. 

Som<!tlr.ies ,.1s~;ociutt•d with r-:!tln•d fla'lS or ilE:-fense 
comm,:•ntat")r'.':. 
~"):-:-;c, v.,li--:ity t:0 '::~;i 0 : ,;h.::.ir'le in '!<lrl•1 days ~ •Jt. n'.it n .,w. 
C:Jur:Tr.R: F ,Jr :Tl' J rf• ':~1eH-: ~,u c:,,,,t . lr,r: 111·11.•nt. rinw t,. ,_,ir.-:i 
rcflectf!d in w.:ir ;:-,1.Jns and CI!J~s (.'Onc~pts. fli::1rc:se>nt.s 
the rrofessir1n -il '. ·urrs~nsu~ of tho :.;t!~i'.:Jr rJavy leadership 
on liow to usP. -n,1 r 1 r. i m~ r><>WP r. 

The str.::ite1y is John LL·hm..Jn's or Jim ~J.=:itkins' strateqy and 
won't , outlast them. 

Associated with professional 1cf~n~e cynics. 
C n IJ • J Tr:: R : ~1 1 s s es po i n t ; t Ji P c:; t r a tcw y i s t he p r o f , • s s i on a l 
consensus of th~ senior lP.r1d,Jrshir c,f the prof~ssion. 
Al 1 probable cand ipd tes for C:JO c1 re: supporters. 

CO~MErJTS REFLECTING DI f'f'ERitJG STRATEGIC JUDGEMENTS 
(I.e. whc.•re we h,1vE- con!,idered the issue but made a specific 

strategic choice that differs from the critics) 

Real problems is the collapse of Central Front due to a loss 
of the air war in Europe. Strategy ties up airpnw~r thdl 
should hP on central front. 

Associat~d with tactical Air ForcP offic~rs 
Navy view is that we do mort-' fnr thf· air Wt'\r in tur0nP 

:>y ty.ing down Soviet st:-ikP and c<:ir ~-•ff•n~•· ,-1s!=i<•t~. 



Strategy is for conventional war but "we all know" war will 
be nuclear 

Associated with DOD civilians with nuclear background 
Navy view is that strategy wil} help keep war 
conventional; it will be more difficult to cross nuclear 
threshhold in real life than in discussion. 

Strategy ignores high-technology assets (cruise missiles, 
etc) which are basis of U.S. advantage over Soviets 

Associated with high-tech R&D exponents in and out of 
government 
Navy vi~w is that ·this comments misses the real 
strenqth of the strategy: that it deals only with 
current forc e s 

3tr.:itegy's cmrhasis on Pacific is irrel~vant to the "real" 
Wi:J r in Europe 

~ssociated with NATO-oriented analysts 
fJ r1 vy ·Jiew is th.Jt if Soviets wr1nt a war confined to 
Curope it stand s to red s on th<1t we should nnt qive them 
ttv~ir pr e ference. 

C0"-1•~~:::; S v,l!ICH ARE rr-. E~-:::;F.:~:CE J UD~r.f·!EnT CAL!...S 
( !. c . a r c .:.1 s w h •~ re no one c a n b c s ~ re who i s r i 'J h t ) 

r. .:., r l y .j (: I) l I') y rn ,_. r. t s w i 11 b P. r r () VO C d t i V ... 

Associ.Jt~d wi:_1'1 rn ,1 ny in liA"i' O (Lor :J '.:arrinritor,'s .~ t ei ff, 
for exar:1rlP.) 
~; .:i v y see s t he s e a s a d 0 tr.:' r n: n t r c1 t h (.1 r t t-1 c1 n a r r ") v o::: cJ t i o n 

.Si:i-:i :vJ ::3I3!Js will caus~ nucleJr escalation 
A.s:;ociat~!d with tr,1<iiti rrnc.d strater1ic an,.tl·y1sts wh'1 dr';ue 
th3t second strikf.: forces shr)ulr:l rPmain Sfc'cure. 
r;avy view is escalation serves no us,_•ful purpose for 
th~ S0·11ets. Soviets are more likely to be driven 

,t~1w .-1rd war termination. Note that SSBrJ attrition is 
gradual; never a sin~le act that is dramatic enough to 
cause Soviets to esc~late. · 

We can't implement the _. ,strate:qy 
Associated with sdme Navy officers who think th~t we 
can't survive if we attemr,t forwrtr ,-J operations. 
Consensus of the senior leadership is that the stratcqy 
can be executed, 
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University's Center for Science and International fa1r£n 
plans t9 devote much of their fall issue to maritim toq{s. \\ 
The ~ssue will open with two articles setting forth he cfa~;{J -'.,., 
for and against the Maritime Strategy. ~f _ 1)--; r 
2. As Vice Admiral Jones told you, Lint Brooks was sk~ 1\J(J Y ,.,)€ 
write the piece supporting the Strategy. He has done so ~ii~ \ U 
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and documented, is at enclosure (2). \I l''-v\ t.Df' 
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DETERRENCE AND DEFENSE FROM THE SEA: 
AN ADVOCATE'S VIEW OF THE MARITIME STRATEGY 

OUTLINE 

INTRODUCTION 
Background and purpose of the strategy 

- Shape programs, operations, professional ~ducation 

THE STRATEGIC ENVIRONMENT 
- National Military Strategy 

Drawn from NSDD 32 and other public statements 
Soviet Military Strategy . 

. Part of overall integrated strategy 
Main Soviet Navy missions are protecting homeland and 
defending SSBNs 

- Available Forces 
Stress that strategy is for today's forces as well as 
future 

THE MARITIME STRATEGY DESCRIBED 
Straightforward description based on CNO Proceedings article 

ASSUMPTIONS EXPLICIT AND IMPLIED 
Description of several assumptions inherent in the strategy, 
including: 

- As a global power, the United States has militarily 
important interests beyond NATO. 

- There will be no immediate collapse in Central Europe. 
- The best use of sea-based airpower is not directly in 

Central Europe. 
Nuclear weapons use is not inevitable. 

- The approach to protecting the sea lanes must be different 
than in the past. (i.e. can't accept World War II levels of 
attrition). 
NATO is not the · same as the Central Front. 

- The European campaign is not the same as the war. 

CONTRIBUTlONS AND LIMITATIONS 
- Containing crises and advancing United States policy goals 

Deterrence 
War Waging 

Protecting the sea .lines of communication (SLOCS). 
Directly supporting the land battle on the European 
flanks. 
Tying down forces, especially air forces, which might 
otherwise be available for the European battle. 
Denying the Soviets their preferred strategy. 
Defending other allies. 

- War Termination 
Unique leverage by altering Soviet correlation of forces 
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Limitations 
The Maritime Strategy (like any other use of maritime 
power) cannot alone bring victory in a war against a 
major land -power. 
The United States Navy alone cannot implement the 
Maritime Strategy or any conceivable alternative to it. 
(allies and other services are needed) 
There are inherent uncertainties in this or any other 
strategy that, by their nature, can never be resolved 
short of war. 
There are plausible conflicts for which the Maritime 
Strategy (but not necessarily maritime power) is 
inapplicable. (i.e. limited wars not against the USSR 
aren't explicitly considered) 

CRITICISMS VALID AND OTHERWISE 
Risk 

Navy can't do it (Admiral Turner thesis). COUNTER: 
Professional consensus that we can. 
Will cause escalation if we go north and, especially, if 
we attack SSBNs. COUNTER: Not valid (extended 
discussion of escalation and Soviet views of it). 

Relevance 
Not relevant to Central Front. COUNTER: Tie down 
forces, defend SLOCS. 
Pacific operations not relevant. COUNTER: Global 
responsibilities, tie down forces, deny Soviets their 
preferred strategy. 
Critics miss war termination point as well as impact on 
deterrence when they question relevance. 

Resources 
Real issue with many critics. Argue either: 
The Navy doesn't have a real strategy, only a speech it 
uses foL budget purposes. COUNTER: Critics 
misunderstand strategy; Navy has set forth its strategy 
in detail. 
Even if the Maritime Strategy is a good idea, the United 
States can't afford it since building a capable fleet 
diverts resources that are needed to improve European 
defense. COUNTER: Not clear resources "saved" go to 
NATO; even if they do we compete on Soviet terms that 
way. • 

CONCLUSION 
Brief summary of argument 
Most important legacy is growing emphasis on strategic 
thinking within Navy. 
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DETERRENCE AND DEFENSE FROM THE SEA: 

AN ADVOCATE'S VIEW OF THE MARITIME STRATEGY 

by 

Captain Linton F. Brooks, United States Navy 
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Defense Programs on the staff of the National Security Council. 
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•war is a matter of vital 
importance to the State: the 
province of life or death: the 
road to survival or ruin. It 
is mandatory that it be 
thoroughly studied.• 

- Sun Tzu, The Art of War 

For the past five years Navy off~cers and their civilian 
colleagues have been taking to heart the centuries old dictum of 
th e first great theorist of conflict. They have been studying 

war. While military reformers have focused on the need for 
improved military strategy in a land campaign, a renaissance of 
strategic thinking has been taking place within the United States 
Na?y. This renaissance has been marked by a series of internal 

and external discussions and debates in which naval strategy has 
received more attention than in any peacetime · era since the days 
of Alfred Thayer Mahan. 1 One important result has been to weave 
traditional naval thinking into a coherent concept of using 
early, aggressive, global, forward deployment of maritime power 

both to deter war with the Soviet Union and to achieve U.S. war 
aims should deterrence fail. The concept, which has come to be 

called •The Maritime Strategy," was initially codified in . 

classified internal Navy documents in 1982 and gradually revealed 

to public scrutiny through Congressional testimony and public 
statements culminating in a January 1986 Supplement to the 
Proceedings of the United States Naval Institute, the 
professional journal of the Navy and Marine Corps~ 2 This 

supplement; jointly authored by the Secretary of the Navy, Chief 

of Naval Operations and Commandant of the Marine Corps, has been 
called •the nearest thing to a British 'White Paper' ... that we 
are likely to encounter in the American political system.• 3 

Both uniformed and civilian experts agree that the days of 
separate land, sea and air strategies are long gone. No 
meaningful single-service strategy is possible in the modern era, 
a fact the Navy has recognized both in its increasingly frequent 
references to the Maritime Strategy as •the maritime component of 
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the National Military strategy•4 and in its explict inclusion of 
the contribution of Army and Air Force operations in describing 

the strategy. 5 Given this, why have a concept and document like 
as the Maritime Strategy at all? Navy leaders give several 
reasons. First and foremost, the strategy embodies the 
professional consensus of the leadership of ~he Navy and Marine 
Corps on how to deter or, if necessary, fight, a future war. As 
such it •offers a global perspective to operational commanders• 
and •provides a foundation for advice to the National Command 

Authorities.• 6 In addition, the strategy gives •coherence and 
direction to the process of allocating money among competing 

types of ships and aircraft and different accounts for spare 
parts, missile systems, defense planning and the training of 
forces.• 7 Civilian observers quickly add another purpose, to 
ensure those programs are properly funded; 8 unquestionably the 
Maritime Strategy has contributed to the Navy's success in in 
articulating and justifying programs before Congress. To these 

reasons should be added one more, seldom explicitly expressed but 
important nonetheless. The strategy provides a common frame of 

reference for Navy and Marine Corps officers, a way of 

considering the purpose of their profession and a catalyst for 

strategic thought. W~ile it has not been noted in the public 
debate, a significant effort is underway within the Navy to 
ensure its officers understand the strategy and their role in it 
and are active in its continued refinement. Thus the Maritime 

Strategy not only is the professional consensus. of senior leaders 
as to how the Navy should fight today, but is also a vehicle for 
transmitting that vision to the future through programs, plans 

and people. 
While the strategy represents the consensus of the Navy's 

military and civilian leadership on the best employment of 
maritime forces in war, it has been greeted with anything but 
consensus outside the Navy. Critics assert that •a primarily 
maritime strategy cannot adequately protect our vital interests 

in Eurasia because it cannot adequately deter a great land-based 
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power like the u.s.s.R." 9 or that •even the appearance of such a 

campaign could trigger dire consequences,• 10 or that •a classi~ 
strategic error has been made in devot;ng so much money to the 
aircraft carriers and all that goes with them.• 11 Some of this 
criticism represents honest differences of opinion among 
reasonable men. Other critics misunderstand the strategy. Still 
others are simply wrong. Finally, some criticism reflects the 
fact the strategy does not support critics' preconceived force 
structure preferences. This essay seeks to demonstrate that, far 
from being irrelevant or dangerous, the ongoing renaissance in 
Navy strategic thinking offers a method of keeping the national 

strategy of the United States -- which includes both global 
committments and a committment to the continental defense of 
Europe -- viable in an era of nuclear parity and substantial 
imbalance in European land forces. Critics should welcome the 
new emphasis on forward maritime options as strengthening 

deterrence and aiding the nation in continuing the historic 

American guarantee of Western Europe's security while still 
denying the Soviets the initiative in other areas of the world. 

THE STRATEGIC ENVIRONMENT 

The Maritime Strategy cannot be considered without first 
understanding the nat{onal military strategy it is intended to 

implement, the Soviet military strategy it is designed to . 

counter, or . the forces with which it would be implemented. 

National Military Strategy 

Self-styled military reformers often assert the United 

States has no national strategy. 12 Such a claim is 
understandable. No public document sets forth an overall 
militarj strategy except in generalities. The 99 page annual 
report of the Organization of the Joint Chiefs of Staff, for 

example, devotes only a page and a half to United States military 
strategy, describing its fundamental elements as •nuclear 

,• deterrence supported by negotiated arms reductions .•. strong 
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alliances; forward-deployed forces; a strong central reserve; 

freedom of the seas, air, and space1 effective command and 

control; and good intelligence."13 Statements by civilian 
leaders are similarly genera1. 14 Inde~d, early in the Reagan 
administration the Secretary of Defense specifically rejected 

"early elaboration of some elaborate 'conceptual structure,' a 

full-fledged Reagan strategy." 15 

There is, however, a national security strategy, promulgated 

by the President on 20 May 1982 in National Security Decision 
Document .(NSDD) 32. It designates the Soviets as the main 
military threat, rather than more common but less significant 

adversaries such as Libya. To counter this threat the strategy 

calls for balanced conventional forces, expects a war to be 

global, envisions sequential operations during that global 
conflict, places increasing importance on allied contributions, 
and directs the forward basing of United States forces in 

peacetime. 16 "In what was probably its most significant strategy 
innovation, the Reagan administration consciously and formally 
substituted the threat of escalation in space and time for the 

threat of escalation in weapons," thus leading to a stress both 

on prolonged conventional conflict and on denying the Soviets the 
ability to chose the geographic limits of that conflict. 17 

In the developing and refining of the Maritime Strategy, 
Navy leaders took into account this NSDD, other Administration 

documents, the war plans of the Unified and Specified 
Commanders18 and the treaties and other agreements the United 

States has with 43 nations, the most important of which is the 
North Atlantic Treaty. From tbis series of documents, many 

unavailable to the public, Navy leaders concluded that "our 
national strategy is built on three 
defense and alliance solidarity.• 19 

NATO military strategy is the first 

Maritime Strategy. 
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Soviet Military Strategy 
The ·second factor shaping the Maritime Strategy is Soviet 

military strategy and the role of the Soviet Navy within that 
strategy. The Maritime Strategy is b~sed on a Soviet strategy 
which assumes any future war with the West •would be a decisive 

clash on a global scale .... a coalition war:• 20 a war which the 
soviets would prefer to fight with conventional weapons, but one 
which is "still a 'nuclear' war in the sense that the nuclear 
balance is con~tantly examined and evaluated in anticipation of 
possible escalation" and where the Soviets place •high priority 
on changing the nuclear balance, or as they term it, the nuclear 

correlation of forces, during conventional operations.• 21 Soviet 

wa r aims would be to defeat and occupy NATO, to neutralize the 
power of the United States and China, and to dominate the post

war world. 22 .The probable centerpiece of Soviet strategy in such 
a global war would be a "combined arms assualt against Europe 
where they would seek a quick and decisive victory .•.. the Soviets 
would, of course, prefer to be able to concentrate on a single 

theater .... 1123 

The most important Soviet Navy roles in global war would be 

protecting (in Soviet terms, •ensuring the combat stability") 

Soviet ballistic missile submarines (SSBNs) and protecting the 

approaches to the Soviet homeland. Consistent with the Soviet 
. . 

stress on the nuclear correlation of forces, the Soviet Navy must 
give high priority to destroying Western sea-based nuclear 
assets, including aircraft carriers, SSBNs or ships equipped with 
land-attack cruise missiles, although for the foreseeable future 
the Soviets can expect to have essentially no capability to 

locate United States ballistic missile submarines. Other 
traditional naval roles, such as attacking reinforcement and 
resupply shipping or supporting the Soviet Army, are clearly 

secondary, at least at the start of a war. 24 

To implement this strategy the bulk of the Soviet Navy must 
be used to protect defensive bastions near the Soviet Union, with 
only limited forces deployed into the broad ocean areas. This 
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essentially defensive initial role for the Soviet Navy is 

confirmed by the overwhelming majority of Soviet naval 
. • 25 

exercises. 

Available Forces 
The final factor shaping the Maritime Strategy is the 

structure of the military forces available to carry it out. As 
will be discussed more fully below, much public debate over 
strategy is really a debate over what forces the nation should 
procure for the future. While in theory strategy should 
determine forces, in practice the relationship is a reciprocal 

one, wittt available forces determining the limits of achievable 

strategy. The first duty of the professional military is to 

determine how to deter, or if necessary fight, a war todav, and 
today's wars cannot be fought with future budgets. Thus while 
Navy leaders have repeatedly used the Maritime Strategy to 
justify the ongoing buildup (actually a "buildback") to the so
called 600-ship Navy, 26 they are equally quick to stress that the . 
strategy is for "today's forces, today's capabilities, and 

today's threat," with "today's forces" invariably including those 

of allies, especially NATo. 27 

THE MARITIME STRATEGY DESCRIBED 
The strategy derived from these three factors is 

deliberately broad and general. Since it provides global 
guidance, rather than a detailed timetable, the strategy has no 
timelines attached. Based on the premise that "Sea power is 

relevant across the spectrum of conflict, from routine operations 
in peacetime to the provision _of the most survivable component of 
our forces for deterring strategic nuclear war," 28 it includes 
port visits and peacetime exercises to support alliances and 
short notice response in time of crisis to deter escalation. 
While recognizing the importance of these aspects of the 

strategy, the Navy has devoted most of its attention -- and 
critics have devoted almost all of theirs -- to those aspects of 

, the strategy dealing with global conventional war. 
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The Maritime Strategy ·categorizes a global war as unfolding 

in three phases. In the first, Deterrence or the Transition to 

~, recognition that a specific international situation could 
lead to hostilities requires rapid, worldwide forward deployment 
of the Navy and Marine Corps (along with similar deployments by 

other services). 29 Actions taken in tpis phase will include 
deployment of anti-submarine warfare (ASW) forces (particularly 
submarines) into Soviet defensive bastions, the assembly and 
forward movement of multi-carrier battle forces, and embarkation 
of Marine amphibious forces. At the same time, execution of 
Presidential authority to call up Reserves and to place the Coast 

Guard under Navy control will help prepare for the implementation 
of plans for sealift to Europe. The massive nature of the 
forward movement (indicating national will) and its global nature 
(indicating an unwillingness to cede any area to the Soviets, to 
prioritize our allies, or to allow the Soviets their preferred 
strategy of concentrating on a single theater) are both designed 

to reinforce deterrence whiel being easily reversible if 
deterrence prevails. 

Should deterrence fail, a second phase, Seizing the 

Initiative, comes into play. The object is establishment of sea 
control in key maritime areas as far forward and as rapidly as 
possible . . United States and allied ASW forces will wage an 
agressive campaign against all Soviet submarines, including 

ballistic missile submarines. Carrier battle forces will fight 
their way into the Norwegian Sea, Eastern Mediterranean and 

Pacific approaches to th~ Soviet Union, depending on their 
location when hostilities begin. The integrated nature of modern 

naval warfare is especially r~levant to this phase. For example, 
in the Norwegian Sea, air superiority is needed to permit 
operation of Maritime Patrol Air ASW aircraft which in turn are 
needed to destroy Soviet cruise-missile carrying submarines which 

in turn is necessary to protect aircraft carriers and missile 
ships which are required to ensure air superiority which is 

essential for offensive operations. The strategy assumes that 
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use of amphibious forces or- t;he strike power of carrier battle 

forces againF-t targets ashore may also be appropriate in this 

phase and Navy leaders specifically note that •the main threats 
to our fleet during this phase are ... missile carrying aircraft 
of Soviet Naval Aviation /land based in the Soviet Union/. The 
United States cannot allow our adversary to assume he will be 
able to attack the fleet with impunity from inviolable 
sancuaries.• 30 The last essential aspect of this phase is the 
establishment of a logistics structure to support sustained 
forward operations, including advanced bases, sealift and mobile 

logistics support forces. 31 

The final phase, Carrying the Fight to the Enemy, begins 
on ce sea control has been established and involves using carrier 
air power and Marine amphibious forces directly against targets 
ashore. At the same time the vigorous ASW campaign, including 

the campaign against Soviet SSBNs, would continue. Direct 
conventional attacks on the Soviet homeland, while not ruled out 
(or required) in earlier phases, would be more likely in this 
phase in order to threaten the bases and support structure of the 

Soviet Navy. 
Throughout all phases of the strategy, close cooperation 

with allied navies and with other services, particularly the 
United States Air Force, is mandatory. Naval operations in the 
Baltic and Black Sea, · for example, would be almost entirely 

allied responsibilities. Allied contributions in Mediterranean 

and Norwegian Sea ASW and in worldwide control and protection of 
shipping would be significant. Consistent with the direction 

given by NSDD-32, the strategy envisions sequential operations, 

but within theaters rather than between them; the so-called 
•swing• strategy of earlier years, which envisioned much of the 
Pacific Fleet operating in the Atlantic in time of war, has been 
rejected. 32 

The overall objectives of this strategy, in the words of 
Admiral Watkins, are to 

- Deny the Soviets their kind of war by exerting global 
pressure, indicating that the conflict will be 
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neither short nor localized. 
- Destroy the Soviet Navy: both important in itself and 

as a necessary step for us to realize our objectives. 
Influence the land battle by limiting redeployment of 
forces, by ensuring reinforcement and resupply, and 
by direct application of carrier air and amphibious 
power. 

- Terminate the war on terms acceptable to us and to 
our allies through measures such as threatening 
direct attack against the home3jnd or changing the 
nuclear correlation of forces. 

ASSUMPTIONS EXPLICIT AND IMPLIED 
In addition to embodying a specific view of United States 

and Soviet strategy, the Maritime Strategy incorporates a number 
of inherent assumptions, assumptions seldom made explicit by Navy 

spokesman. Among the more important of these are: 
As a global power, the United States has militarily 

important interests beyond NATO. Europe and NATO are vital 
interests of the United States. The United States is committed 

to the defense of Europe by treaty, by its own self interest and 
by the simple fact that over three hundred thousand American 
troops are stationed on European soil. In addition, however, the 
United States has formal defense agreements of varying types with 

a number of nations outside Europe. Demonstrating American 
readiness to honor committments to, for example, Japan and Korea, 

is also vital. An important function of any peacetime military 
strategy is declaratory; announcing a willingness to abandon 

Pacific allies in time of gloabl war is unlikely to contribute to 
either deterrence or the furthuring of peacetime foreign policy 
goals. 

There will be no immediate collapse in Central Europe. 

Maritime power inherently requires time to take effect. If land 
and air forces in Germany are overrun in days, neither the 
Maritime Strategy nor any alternate use of seapower is likely to 
be able to prevent that event (although as will be argued below 

there is an implicit assumption that loss of Central Europe is 
the loss of a campaign, not a war). 
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The best use of sea-based airpower is not directly in 

Central Europe. In time of war, the Navy will, of course, fight 

wherever it is told to do so by the President, the Joint Chiefs 
of Staff and the Unified Commanders. 'The Maritime Strategy, 
among its other purposes, provides the pre-war professional 
consensus of the Navy's leadership ab~ut where it should be told 

to fight. While Navy leaders stress that the flexibility of 
seapower allows many options, there is an implicit assumption 
that Germany is not the optimum location for employing carrier 
air power. The relatively small increase in airpower from early 

arriving'carriers, the command and control complexity of adding 
sea-based forces to a complex air war, and, above all, the fact 
that it is not in NATO's interest to allow the Soviets the luxury 
of their preferred strategy, all argue for using sea-based 
airpower to tie down and divert Soviet forces elsewhere rather 

than being used directly on the Central Front. 34 

Nuclear weapons use is not inevitable. By altering the 

nuclear correlation of forces, the Maritime Strategy seeks to 
make nuclear escalation wa less attractive option to the Soviets 
with the passing of every day.• 35 Lacking the ability to 

directly influence the nuclear decision ashore, however, the 

strategy must assume that early use of nuclear weapons in Europe 

is not required, since nuclear use at sea will almost certainly 
follow. 36 

The approach to protecting the sea lanes must be different 

than in the past. It is arguable the allies won .the World War II 
Battle of the Atlantic no~ by sinking submarines, but by building 
ships faster than they could .be sunk. In that conflict, in both 
theaters, interdiction of strategic raw materials, the resources 

of war, was an important mission. It is tempting to use that 
experience as a model for the future. The strategy, however, 

recognizes wwe will neither be able to tolerate attrition typical 
of World War II nor provide adequate dedicated sealift to 

transport the strategic raw materials we require.• 37 The most 
frequently discussed economic shipping is oil from the Persian 
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Gulf through the Straits of Hormuz; Navy •analysis shows the 
straits could be closed for about 2 mor.ths without ••• impacting .•• 

warfighting capability .... • 38 

NATO is not the same as the Central Front. Unlike other 

assumptions, this premise is frequently articulated by Navy 
leaders. It deserves mention none the less because of the 
erroneous charge the Maritime Strategy is somehow an alternative 
to NATO support. In contrast, the framers of the strategy 
clearly assume that defense of those allies en the flanks 
(Norway, Denmark, Iceland, Italy, Turkey, Greece) must have equal 
priority.with defense against a Soviet thrust in Germany since 
"No coalition of free nations can survive a strategy which begins 

by sacrificing its more exposed allies to a dubious military 

expediency." 39 

The European camoaign is not the same as the war. The 

Maritime Strategy, like the overall military strategy it 
supports, recognizes that the defense of Europe is vital to the 
United States. But as strategists outside government have 
pointed out, military leaders "need to consider unpleasant as 

well as satisfactory futures." 40 Destruction of the Soviet fleet 

and establishment of maritime superiority are necessary to 

prevent defeat in Europe and provide leverage for war 

termination; they also enable the United States to ensure its own 

security and to enhance deterrence by demonstrating the ability 
to continue the conflict regardless of the outcome in Europe. 

CONTRIBUTIONS AND LIMITATIONS 
Containing Crises and Advancing United States Policy Goals 

While the attention and the debate in recent years has 
focused on those aspects of the strategy dealing with global war, 
the most common use of the United States navy is to advance 
United States foreign policy aims in circumstances short of 

global war. An important aspect of this role is responding to 
~rises, both to contain specific crises and to demonstrate the 
national will that is an inseperable component of deterrence. 
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:~ success in such Third World efforts limits the expansion of 
soviet influence and thus preserves the status quo. 

Given innate Soviet conservatism and the lack of any 
plausible incentive for the Soviet Union to risk destruction in 
order to change the status quo, war in Europe is not likely to 
occur as a long-planned act of Soviet ·policy. Instead a modern 
equivalent of the downward spiral of August i914 during a 
European crisis, perhaps one growing out of an extra-European 
situation, offers the most plausible path to war. Containing 
extra-European crises is, therefore, of obvious importance to the 
West. As the chief agent for dealing with Third World crises, 
the navy has a unique role to play in preventing escalation of a 
local problem to the point where war in Europe might seem 
necessary or inevitable to the Soviets. Navy spokesmen routinely 
emphasize that Navy and Marine Corps forces were used in 80% of 
the 250 instances of American military force employment since 
world War II, a point no less valid for being frequently 

stated. 41 

Deterrence 
The most important contribution any strategy can make is to 

deter, or help deter, major war. Contemporary concepts of 
deterrence require a capability not only to inflict punishment 
but also to deny war aims by holding at risk the military 
capability -of a potential aggressor. In addition, since 
deterrence exists in the mind of an adversary it depends on 
perceptions of national will as well as of national capabilities. 
How are navies and the Maritime Strategy relevant to deterrence? 

First, maritime forces help demonstrate national will. Easy 
to move both physically and politically, the fleet can be 
deployed as a unilateral United States action, non-provocative 
because reversible. Fleet movements in time of crisis can both 
demonstrate American commitment to all her allies and, by their 
global nature, demonstrate that any war will not unfold along 
preferred Soviet lines. Such movements are an important 
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• political deterrent, precluding the Soviets from believing they 
can coerce individual allies and fragment the alliance through 

what might be called a •political blitzkreig.• 
second, early forward fleet movements demonstrate that the 

soviets will be able neither to cut off Europe from the United 
States nor to draw down remote theate~s to reinforce Europe. 
Thus they must win quickly in Europe or not at all. Since, as 
John Mearsheimer has argued, the Soviets probably cannot win 
q~ickly, their remaining rational choice is to not attack at 

all. 42 

Finally, the Maritime Strategy recognizes that the United 

States must deter, not a collection of American theoreticians and 
scholars, but a Soviet leadership that constantly calculates the 
nuclear correlation of forces and uses those calculations in the 

decision making process. By making it clear at the outset that 
Soviet SSBNs will be at risk in a conventional war, the strategy 
alters Soviet correlation of forces calculations, and thus 
enhances deterrence. 43 

War Waging 

War is the ultimate test of any strategy; a strategy useless 

in war cannot deter. Since Soviet strategy views Europe as 
central, a counter strategy must contribute directly or 

indirectly to the European battle. Maritime power can make four 
significant contributions: 

Protecting the sea lines of communication (SLOCS). Any 
strategy for war in Europe must ensure the unimpeded flow of 

supplies to Europe, the overwhelming majority of which must go by 

sea. The potential threat to these lines of communication 
represented by the Soviet submarine force is immense. Sea lane 
interdiction, however, is a lower priority Soviet Navy task than 
protecting sea-based strategic forces or homeland defense. 44 Thus 
early aggressive forward ASW operations directly protect the 
reinforcement and resupply of Europe, initially by tying down the 
Soviet submarine force in a pro-SSBN protective role and 

-~ltimately by destroying Soviet general purpose submarines. 
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Directly supporting the land battle on the European flanks. 

Whil·e soviet literature suggests the Western TVD (NATOs Central 
Front) would be the scene of the decisive conflict, the Soviets 
also envision operations in the Nortwestern TVD to seize northern 
Norway and in the Southwestern TVD to attack Thrace and to seize 
both sides of the Turkish straits. 45 ~ considerable fraction of 
the available combat power to thwart these thrusts is in the form 
of carrier based aircraft, with three or four aircraft carriers 
potentially available in each theater. 46 Success in such defense 
serves both military and political aims by interupting Soviet 
strategy ·and ensuring that alliance cohesion is not sacrificed by 

an apparent unwillingness to defend all members of an alliance 

which extends from Norway to Turkey. 
Tying down forces, especially air forces, which might 

otherwise be available for the European battle. Some 1700 Soviet 

tactical aircraft are deployed in the Far East TVD, compared to 
2300 Soviet and 1600 other Warsaw Pact tactical aircraft 
available in the Western TVD. 47 While the more capable forces 
are in the European area, Far East tactical air forces could be 

made available to augment them if not pinned down by the 
necessity to defend against agressive forward employment of 

American carrier ~nd amphibious forces in the Pacific. There is 
no suggestion here that the Soviets necessarily plan on such a 

shift; rather the result of maritime operations in the Pacific 
will be to limit Soviet flexibility to respond to changing 

conditions. 48 Maritime forces are less likely to have a~ effect 
on a possible Soviet dec~sion to shift ground forces from the Far 

Eastern to the Western TVD. Such forces are more difficult to 
transfer and are held in place by the constant Soviet need to 
consider the position of China. While it is exceptionally 
unlikely China would find it in her interest to become a 

belligerent, active use of naval power, by demonstrating a clear 
United States intent to remain a Pacific power, may encourage a 

Chinese posture of armed neutrality rather than cooperation, thus 
complicating Soviet decision making. 
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Denying the Soviets their preferred strategy. Two-front 
wars are difficult. While the United States and its allies 
cannot open a "second front" through maritime power, the global 
use of such power can have a similar strategic effect on the 
minds of soviet leaders, and it is in the minds of leaders that 
decisions to continue or terminate wars are made. Denying the 
soviets their preferred strategy of a ·short, single theater war 
is an important, though intangible, contribution of maritime 

forces. 
In addition to contributions directly relevant to Europe, 

maritime·power and the Maritime Strategy offer a means for 
defending other allies. NATO, while America's most important 

defense committment, is not her only one. It is not possible to 
predict which nations will become involved in a global war with 
the Soviets; Soviet paranoia may cause them to see enemies all 

around them and to premptively attack those enemies. Thus, for 
example, Japan might well be the target of Soviet aggression in 
the context of a global war. 49 If such allies are attacked, it 

, will be important to defend them; if they are not, it may still 
be important to the United States' post-war position for them to 

realize they would have been defended. 

War Termination 

Should deterrence fail, the most important contribution of 

the Maritime Strategy, as well as the least understood, will be 
in war termination. While deterrence is chief component of 

United States policy, deterrence can fail. In that case maritime 
power may offer a unique form of war termination leverage through 

.. 
its ability to dramatically alter the nuclear balance, or, in 

Soviet terms, the nuclear correlation of forces. 50 While Soviet 
doctrine may be shifting towards a conventional war option, 
Soviet leaders still assume a war between the two superpowers has 

a high probability of escalating and therefore place great 

importance on the constant calculation and evaluation of the 
nuclear correlation of forces. 
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The ·Navy can alter those Soviet calculations, most obviously 
by attacking SSBNs which, as a probable component of Soviet 
strategic reserves, are central to correlation of forces 
calculations. Such attacks offer significant war termination 
leverage. In addition to altering the Soviet estimate of their 
own nuclear capabilities, maritime forces can also increase the 
magnitude of the nuclear threat the Soviets must face. As the 
Soviet fleet is eliminated, both carrier strike aircraft (which 
the Soviets view as a significant nuclear threat) and nuclear 
Tomahawk-missiles will be in a position to threaten the Soviet 

homeland. Objectively, the incremental increase in allied 
n~clear capability these forces offer is small. Similarly, the 

destruction of even a large fraction of the Soviet SSBN force 
will result in only a limited decrease in total Soviet nuclear 
strike capability. But the Soviets, with their military 
conservatism and penchant for constant algebraic calculation of 
the correlation of forces, will not ignore either factor. They 
will evaluate the correlation of forces as growing constantly 
less favorable. 

The fear that the war may escalate and the fact that such 

escalation is less and less attractive every day provides a 
powerful incentive for war termination. It is particularly 

powerful if combined with a prospect of stalemate on the Central 

Front (i.e. if NATO, while not winning there, is at least not 
losing), and with war termination terms which seek neither Soviet 

dismemberment nor the destruction of the socialist system in the 
Soviet Union, but rather ·the restoration of the status quo ante 
bellum. 

Limitations 

By its very nature, the Maritime Strategy considers only one 

aspect of United States military capability and only some of the 
military tasks United States armed forces might be required to 
undertake. Thus there are inherent limitations in its 
applicability and in the contribution maritime forces can make. 
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Among the more important are: 
The ·Maritime Strategy (like any other use of maritime power) 

cannot alone bring victory in a war against a major land power. _ 
This point is self-evident: it needs to be stated nonetheless 
because -- in conversation if not in print -- maritime critics 
often act as though •maritimists• were claiming that nothing else 
but a navy is needed. They should (and probably do) know better. 
As the Secretary of the Navy has noted, "Maritime superiority 
alone may not assure victory but the loss of it will certainly 
assure defeat.• 51 

The·United States Navy alone cannot implement the Maritime 

Strateqy or any conceivable alternative to it. Again the point 

is self-evident, again it requires restatement. Just as a land
based defense of Europe is inconceivable without allies, so too 
the Maritime Strategy cannot be implemented without the major 
contributions from allied navies, at a minimum those of NATO and, 
depending on circumstances, those of Japan and other non-NATO 
nations as well. 

There are inherent uncertainties in this or any other 

strategy that, by their nature, can never be resolved short of 

war. One element of the strategy, for example, is early forward 

deployment of forces in time of grave crisis. From the coastal 

areas of the United States, it takes at least a week to reach the 
Norwegian Sea, at least nine days to reach the area off Japan, 
and at least ten days to reach the Mediterranean. 52 Thus timely 

forward movement depends on receiving and reacti~g to warning. 
It is, by definition, impossible in advance to be ce~tain such 

warning will be available~ be recognized and, most important of 
all, be acted upon. 53 

In a broader vein, the strategy seeks to counter a specific 
Soviet strategy and a specific Soviet Navy role within that 
strategy and thus might prove inappropriate to counter a 
different Soviet approach. · If, for example, the Soviets were to 

deploy their entire submarine force to the open ocean before the 
outbreak of war, a very different United States approach to ASW 
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might be required. By adopting a declaratory strategy of 
threatening SSBNs, the United States limits soviet options to 
change their strategy before hostili;ies: by conducting a 
successful forward ASW campaign NATO limits Soviet ability to 
adopt an alternate strategy during hostilities: While the 
strategy thus seeks to limit Soviet options, no one can be 
certain Soviet wartime strategy (or Soviet decisions on the use 
on non-use of nuclear weapons) will be as their pre-war doctrine 
suggests. Finally, should war come, the Maritime Strategy, like 
the national military strategy, seeks war termination on 
favorable terms and shares the inherent uncertainties embodied in 
• 54 

such a goal. 
There are plausible conflicts for which the Maritime 

Strategy (but not necessarily maritime power) is inapplicable. 
The first is a major conflict (Vietnam scale) not involving the 
Soviet Union. Drawing on NSDD-32 guidance that the Soviets are 
the main threat, the Maritime Strategy does not deal directly 
with such conflicts except in terms of crisis response and 
containment. Such a limitation is acceptable since only the 
Soviet Union offers a sufficient challenge to require a global 
strategic response. Similarly, the strategy does not deal with a 
regionally -limited conflict outside Europe in which the United 
States _and Soviet Union are dire~tly involved. This latter point 
is significant in light of the occasional criticism that the 
Maritime Strategy is inconsistent with the national policy to 
limit the ·scope and intensity of war 55 . The strategy deals with 

the case in which war has spread to Europe: in such a case war 
is, in essence, already global and a global maritime response is 
appropriate. There is little in Soviet doctrine to suggest that 
any stakes other than Europe are important enough for war with 
the United States: however and wherever a future war may start it 
will ultimately be over Europe. 56 If, however, a regional war 
does occur and does remain limited, a variation of the Maritime 
Strategy would be required. Although it was a major concern of 
the Navy in the 1950s and 1960s, this point has not been 
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addressed publicly by today•_·s • Navy leaders: presumably such a 
strategy would involve global operations on the high seas against 

Soviet general purpose forces and direct projection of power 
ashore within the region of conflict. 

CRITICISMS VALID AND OTHERWISE 
Critics of the Maritime Strategy focus on three major 

issues: risk, relevance, and resources. They argue the strategy 
won't accomplish anything important, is too dangerous, or costs 
too much, .thus diverting resources from where they are really 
needed. In each case there is a legitimate issue buried in the 
criticism, but in each case the critics are, on balance, wrong. 

Risk 
Those who focus on risk have two concerns. The first is that 

the Navy is incapable of implementing such an aggressive and 
ambitious strategy. While the strategy deals with more than 
aircraft carrier operations, critics often frame their arguments 
as assertions about carrier vulnerability when operating in close 
proximity to the Soviet homeland. 57 Retired Admiral Stansfield 
Turner's name is frequently invoked to buttress the judgement 
that such operations ·are excessively risky. Admiral Turner finds 
it difficult •to believe thoughtful military planners would 
actually do this,• is certain that no President •could possibly 
permit such.a high risk effort,• 58 and suggests h~ has ~yet to 
find one Admiral who believs the U.S. Navy would even attempt 
it .• 59 

.. 
Absent actual combat, estimates of the Navy's ability to 

operate carrier battle groups in so-called •high-threat• areas 
are professional military judgements, best made not by those who 
must rely on experience with past fleet conditions, but by the 
men who would have to carry out such operations today. Chief 
among this latter group is the Commander of NATO's Striking Fleet 
Atlantic. Writing recently, the current Commander, Vice Admiral 
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Henry Mustin, said 
... concern over our forward strategy is frequently 
counched in terms of whether U.S. aircraft 
carriers ... can survive in the Norwegian Sea in a 
conflict with the Soviet Union. No one has ever said 
that war with the Soviet Union would be easy. In war, 
ships get sunk, aircraft get shot down and people get 
killed. The Soviet Union and the-Warsaw Pact would be 
very formidable .... they would not be invincible. The 
Striking Fleet can get ... assistance in beating down 
Soviet air attacks through joint operations with NATO 
AWACS and Norwegian air defenses -- including the U.S. 
Air Force -- and we have demonstrated this capability 
in e~ercises .... The Soviets ... acknowledge that a 
moving target ranging over thousands of square miles of 
blue water is much more survivable than a fixed 
airfield ashore. No one suggest that we should abandon 
all airfields in Norway at the start of hostilities, 
and yet some quake at the notion of less vulg0rable 
carriers operating hundreds of miles at sea. 

The second risk issue concerns escalation. Critics see the 
strategy as provocative and likely to result in war rather than 
deterring nuclear war. They condemn the Pacific aspects of the 
strategy because it •threatens to fuel the arms race there,• 
makes Japan •partner to a provocative strategy over which the 
Japanese have no influence,• and •it seems virtually certain that 
such a conflict would 'go nuclear•.• 61 Others see dual capable 
Navy ships (i.e. thos~ capable of employing both nuclear and 
conventional weapons) coupled with ·offensive forward operations 
as eroding •the time-honored firebreak between nuclear and non
nuclear combat, raising the likeih.ood of nuclear war. • 62 

Operating aircraft carri~~s in the Norwegian Sea to defend Norway 

or threaten Soviet military i~stallations on the Kola Peninsula 
is also viewed by critics as risking escalation. The most 
serious criticisms, however, deal with the risks associated with 
attacking Soviet SSBNs. 

To many, deliberate attacks on SSBNs seem dangerously 
escalatory and destabilizing, and must be avoided. One critic 
claims that of •all the possible Navy strategies, this one is the 
most likely to cause the other side to reach for nuclear 
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weapons.• 63 Basing their logic on traditional theories of arms 
control, ·1n which secur~ s~cond strike strategic forces are 
indispensable to stability, such critics conclude that attacks on 
SSBNs offer the spectre of a •use or lose• situation. While 
critics of the first sort fear the strategy cannot succeed, 
critics focusing on escalation fear it will, and in doing so lead 

l to nuclear war, perhaps at sea, perhap~ involving a strategic 

r nuclear exchange. 
The facts are not so clear. With regard to Pacific 

operations, critics and advocates are seeing the opposite sides 
of the same coin. Forcing the Soviets to divert resources and 
attention from Europe is a strength of the strategy, not a 
weakness. Japan's central role arises not because the United 

States seeks to involve its allies in war, but because the United 
States has treaty obligations to defend Japan and there is good 
reason to believe the Soviets will threaten that nation 
regardless of what actions the United States takes. Little in 
history suggests that removing United States naval forces will 
reduce the ch~nce of attack on Japan or, for that matter, of 
North Korean attack on United States and South Korean forces 
under cover of a more general war. 

Concern that United Sta~es actions at sea could force the 
Soviets to use tactical nuclear weapons to counter American naval 
superiority, especially aircraft carriers, are based on a 
misreading of Soviet doctrine. The Soviets place nuclear weapons 
under the same tight political control as does in the United 
States. An extensive study of Soviet military literature found 

... no literature evidence to support the view that 
release authority for tactical nuclear weapons is a 
Navy matter nor that a tactical nuclear war at sea 
alone would be initiated by the Soviets. The decision 
to initiate tactical nuclear war at sea appears neither 
a Navy d6iision nor one that will hinge on Navy 
matters. 

Simply put, a nation with a military dominated by artillerymen, a 
strategy focused on land, and a doctrine that suggests nuclear 
war cannot be limited65 is not going to cross the nuclear 
threshhold based on at-sea tactical considerations. 
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This .leaves the most difficult question: attacking SSBNs. 
·rhe disagteement between th6se who see the risk of escalation and 
those who see war termination leverage in such attacks is based 
on very different models of escalation. 66 Those with 
intellectual roots in traditional arms control theory view 
threats to SSBNs, by general agreement the most secure component 
of strategic forces, as escalatory by definition. They further 
assume that this conclusion is universally valid, based on an 
objective reality that does not depend on the particular 
characteristics of the decision makers involved. Even viewing 
escalatiory through this lens, it is not clear the stability model 
is valid. The loss to conventional attack of one SSBN at a time 
over a period of days or weeks provides no single event 
sufficient to warrant the catastophic decision to escalate to the 
strategic levei. 67 

Advocates of the anti-SSBN facet of the strategy, however, 
reject the conclusion that traditional arms control theory offers 
the proper escalation model. They base their assessment of 
escalation risks not on arms control theory, but on Soviet 
military doctrine. Soviet Navy acceptance of attacks on SSBNs as 
an integral component of conventional war has been made clear by 
such authoritative spokesmen as former Soviet Navy Commander 
Sergei Gorshkov, who noted several years ago that, among the 
•main .efforts of a fleet,• the •most important of them has become 

the use of the forces of the fleet against the naval strategic 
nuclear sys~ems of the enemy with the aim of disrupting _ ... their 
strikes .... • 68 Such an approach is no more than the at-sea 

• analogue of the priority, ~ong recognized in the West, which the 
Soviets give to the destruction of nuclear weapons during the 
conventional phase of the land war. 

Not only have the Soviets long accepted anti-SSBN operations 
as a legitimate military task (and one they would undertake were 
they able to do so), they have also long assumed the United 
States will conduct such operations in time of war. Such an 
asumption is reasonable from the Soviet standpoint, both because 
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,---:---1f doctrinal mirror-imaging· and because senior naval officers in 

Congressional testimony have consistently stressed the practical 
difficulties of distinguishing between types of submarines and 
have indicated all types of submarines would be legitimate 
wartime targets. 69 Thus, while in the West the explicit 
acknowledgement that attacking SSBNs was a component of the 

70 • 
overall Maritime Strategy was news, in the Soviet Union it was 

not. 71 

Even if Soviet doctrine did not recognize the prospect of 
attacks on SSBNs as legitimate, escalation serves no useful 
Soviet purpose. A nuclear strike on the United States would 
result in immensely destructive retaliation. It is difficult to 
see why the Soviets would elect the physical destruction of t9eir 
country unless the only alternative were its political . .. 
destruction. If, therefore, allied war termination aims do n~t 
extend to the breakup of the Soviet state or the replacement 9f 
the Soviet leadership, but rather to some form of restoration of 

.. the status quo antebellum, a Soviet nuclear strike is 
exceptionally unlikely. 72 

.I 

.,. 

Once again, er i tics and advocates are seeing two sides oft the 
same coin. Almost by definition, any United States action 
important enough to exert wa_r termination leverage carries some 
risk of escalation. But no war with the Soviet Union is without 
immense risk and the escalatory risk associated with conventipnal 
attacks on SSBN forces at sea should be acceptable as a uni.qu-e 
means of gaining war termination leverage. Threa~ening SSBN~ by 
conventional means carries far less risk of escalation than ~oes 
the use of tactical nuclear we.apons to restore a declining .. 
battlefield situation, a risk ·NATO has accepted for years. 

Relevance 

Quite apart from any notion of risk, some critics question 
the relevance of the strategy even if it works and even if i~ 
were risk free. 73 As one or the more prolific critics asser~s, 
the •basic flaw in any maritime strategy is that, even if we, 
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swept the .other superpower from the s~as and pulver~~ed all i~s 
naval bases this would not suffice to prevent it from dominating 
the European landmass.• 74 The short answer to this ~riticism is 
that no one ever claimed it would. Even the most vigorous 
advocates of maritime power do not suggest it is a s~bs~itu~e _for_ 1 ~ 

ground forces and airpower in Europe. Wars are won Qn land, but ~ 
- I • • c!n. 

they can be lost at sea. 

tr. 

ra1.:. 

In discussing the issue of relevance, the proper issue 
• ls...,.!'i lC : . 

whether some alternate employment of maritime forces is more 
t- -

relevant. • The first al ternatl ve er i tics propose dea~s with 
protecting the sea lanes to Europe. Critics and supporters alike 
agree with the need to protect United States resupply shipping. 
They differ over how such a mission should be accomp}ished. The 

r t 

Maritime Strategy seeks 
deployments by adopting 

to discourage early Soviet f~rward .. np:.: 

a declaratory strategy of threatening ~---. 
•'- .·u 1 

SSBNs, thus forcing the Soviets to withhold general Fur.pose n.a_v'V:ir , 
forces to protect those SSBNs, and 

, by conducting a successful forward 
to preclude later , deploym~-~_t_ td •3, 

ASW campaign. In contrst, 
critics typically advocate what they term •defensive sea 
control," asking •why wouldn't a passive defense line across the 

Greenland-Iceland-United Kingdom gap protect our sea~lanes? Why 
are U.S. maritime strategists concerned ... if the Soviet Navy 
stays home?• 75 

Advocates of such a Maginot Line strategy miss several 

.. !: 

points. First, of course, there is no reason to assume the _ . :e~ ::, r. 
Soviet Navy, particularly its attack submarine component, will Jai .. 

1 
, 

"stay home" once it is clear the United States has ~P plans _t;_Q. of iavb· 

challenge the bastions. Secon~, such a passive stra~,gy ~ede~~ear ~ngl 
control of the Norwegian Sea (and of the coast of Norway) ~\~ th.e.. ir- i o( 

Soviets, violating the obligation of the United States to defend 
all its· allies. Finally, such a strategy foregoes both the 
advantages to the ASW campaign of early deployments and the war 

• 
termination and deterrent leverage attained by holding Soviet 

. SSBNs at risk. 
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Critics recognize the relevance of SLOC pre~ ~ion: they 

simply disagree about how to do it. In contras· : ;ef :ics 
question whether it matters if .other aspects of st :ategy are 
accomplished at all. Specific doubts have been ;ed about the 
warf ighting relevance of forward pow~r proiect to,· . .: nd :>f Pacific 
operations, and about the relevance to deterrP. ., .,.. .-.1 f. the strategy 

as a whole. 
While they take issue with using amphibiou~ :·~rceE and 

carrier battle groups in forward power projectic, •. ,. perations, 
c~itics have yet to come up with attractive alt~c, ~.tives. In 
theory, alternatives are available. Aircraft c .,• ers could be 
used to engage Soviet clients and surrogates (C .. .. Vietnam), 
used to augment the air battle over the Central • .-'.int, or 
maintained as some form of strategic reserve. 1:·ibious forces 
instead of being employed as envisioned in thP time 
Strategy, 76 could be committed earlt in the . .. augment 
defenses in Europe or used against Third War : .' et surrogates. 
On examination none of these alternatives ap~~~ .ttractive. 

Use of carriers against surrogates may be u: 11 and 
necessary during the strategy's second phase (Se ;! the 
Initiative). One advantage of mobile, flexibilt >rces is that 
they can be diverted to alternate tasks. But nL •Jerations 
against any sutrogate appears to have as much P' >ect for direct 
influence over the Soviets as does the existir. •: :ategy. It is 
diff_icult to see how surrogates can be more r-.le. d11t to a NATO 
battle than the NATO flanks themselves. 77 • fi: ing ..: .trriers as a 
strategic reserve denies the early benef i t-.s :· ~ • m,:· ,:- .a.le forces and 
fails to recognize thaf Soviet str;1tegy inc, r .-~ ;;i •;; .y assumes that 
"the role and significance of the ini ti~ l. pe1. j_vt.· : : the war and 
its initial operations /has/ become incomparably ; :eater. 1178 

The remaining option, using Marine Corps or ~:rier air power 
(perhaps without the carriers) in Central Europe i.~, therefore, 
the alternative critics presumably prefer. Sev · ~i problems 
arise. First, because carriers are the chief U; ._!d States tool 

for responding to crises, and because crisis cont4 >l is an 
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important aspect of war prevention, one cannot be certain where 
carriers will be at a war's start, thus making integrated 
European planning difficult. Second, the 50-60 fighter and 
attack aircraft per carrier are a relatively small addition to 
the 2100 ground attack and 900 interceptor aircraft already in 
place in Europe79 but, by virtue of their ability to threaten 
different areas, can tie down far more resources on the flanks 
and in the Pacific. Since Soviet aircraft in these areas are 
distributed across a wide battle area, carrier aircraft can be 
concentrated in numbers which do make a difference. Finally, 
while direct use or carrier airpower in Germany may or may not be 
more relevant to the Central Front, it is less relevant to NATO 
as a whole. NATO's effectiveness depends on its solidarity which 
in turns requires the defense of all its members. 

Similar arguments apply to amphibious forces. They may be 
required to act against surrogates or, if the European ground war 
goes badly, to •support a NATO defense which is in extremis on 
the English Channel coast.• 80 Given the option, however, their 
use as mobile reserves capable of forceable insertion and 
flexible operation seems preferable to some alternate plan for 
early integration of these comparatively light forces into the 
direct defense of Germany. 

Maritime critics reserve a special form of criticism for 
Pacific for~ard operations. Accustomed to thinking in t~eater 
terms, critics doubt the relevance of global operations and urge 

against any form of horizontal escalation. 81 Since Pacific 
operations are unlikely to draw ground forces from other 
theaters, they are deemed useless, even though the critics 

I acknowledge the Soviets •might reinforce their Pacific Fleet air 
I. forces.• 82 But air power is exactly what will be crucial in a 

European war. The result the critics denigrate would be a clear 
gain for NATO forces; indeed, even if the Soviets do not 
reinforce the Far Eastern TVD but simply fail to draw on its 

. 
resources to augment the West, maritime power will have made a 

. . ·- --significant contribution. The argument that a return to the 
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" swing strategy of the 1970s would be more relevant than 
: aggressiv~ forward operatioris · in . the Pacific is fallacious even 
in terms of European defense1 it is even more so when the 

political impact on America's Asian allies is taken into account. 
The most important criticism to analyze is the allegation 

that the Maritime Strategy is irrelevant to deterrence. The 
first question is what it is one seeks to deter. Mearsheimer, 

for example, in focusing on deterrence of large-scale 
conventional attack in Europe, concludes that denying the Soviets 

. -

the ability to conduct a blitzkreig is both necessary and 
sufficient for deterrence, and that maritime forces are 
irrelevant to such deniai. 83 This approach may be flawed. 
First, it ignores what was termed earlier a •political 
blitzkreig,• a fragmenting of the alliance in a crisis if the 
United States appears to be prioritizing allies. Second, 
conservative Soviet planners must consider unfavorable outcomes 
as well as favorable ones. Real decisions are always based on 
difficult judgements: by demonstrating an ability to deny the 
Soviets their preferred strategy and to adversely alter the 
nuclear correlation of forces, an announced Maritime Strategy can 
make failure of a blitzkreig even more unattractive and thus 
enhance deterrence. 

A more general problem with the assertion that maritime 
forces are irrelevant to deterrence is that it considers only the 
deterrence of large scale conventional attack in Europe. Such an 
attack is only likely to be considered after serious 
deterioration in the international situation. By ·responding to 
Soviet global encroachment·, containing extra-European crises, 
demonstrating United States support for allies, and serving as a 

well-understood symbol of national will, maritime forces can 
deter the Soviets from the type of adventurism which could 
escalat_e into a grave crisis warranting Soviet consideration of 
war. This form of deterrence complements rather than substitutes 
for that provided by the ability to deny a blitzkrieg, just as 
wartime global maritime operations complement direct defense in 
Europe. 
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·,·· The most important problem with those who argue against the 
·Maritime Strategy on grounds of its relevance is that they ignore 
the entire question of war termination. It often seems that, for 
all their stress on innovation at the t~eater level, at the 
strategic level critics are espousing a strategy -whose components 
are reinforce Europe, pray for a miracle, and be ready to use 
nuclear weapons if no miracle occurs. 84 Ensuring alliance 
solidarity and providing war termination leverage appears to 
supporters ·of the Maritime Strategy to be eminently relevant. 

Resources 
Arguments about the relevance of the Maritime Strategy are 

often really arguments about resources, focusing not so much on 
how existing forces will be used as on what will be procured for 
the future. 85 Much debate about any strategy is really a debate 
about money. This is as it should be; strategy should guide 
resource allocation. Critics who recognize this thus attack the 
strategy precisely because it has helped justify the ongoing 
naval buildup. They assert either that there is no strategy, 
only a budget document, or that the United States can't afford to 
buy the Navy required to implement such a strategy. Neither 
point is valid. 

-
The Navy doesn't have a real strategy, only a speech it uses 

for budget purposes. Professional Navy officers are frankly 
puzzled by ~his criticism. In contrast to the rather fu~zy 
decriptions of national stratgey indicated above, the Maritime 
Strategy has been set forth in considerable detai1. 86 • Assertions 
that the Navy has no strategy are based on a misunderstanding of 
what strategy is. The official JCS definition of military 
strategy is the •art and science of employing the armed forces of 
a nation to secure the objectives of national policy by the 
application of force or the threat of force.• 87 In this sense the 
Maritime Strategy, whether one endorses or condemns it, clearly 
qualifies as a global strategy. Operational details -- whether 
aircraft carriers will hide in the Norwegian fjords or fight 
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. through the center of the Norwegian sea, whether the Sixth Fleet 
will engage Soviet forces in the Central Mediterranean before 
moving to the Agean, how attack submarines and other ASW forces 
will balance their two important missions of attacking Soviet 
SSBNs in bastions and clearing Soviet anti-carrier forces from 

1 the approaches to the Soviet Union, th~ sequence in which the 
Pacific Fleet will operate over one-half the surface of the 
world, who will lay mines and when -- all these belong not in a 
global strategy, but in the theater campaign plans shaped by that 
strategy.• Those who expect such details in the Maritime Strategy 
are confusing the operational or theater level of war with the 
global or strategic level. 

Even if the Maritime Strategy is a good idea, the United 
States can't afford it since building a capable fleet diverts 
resources that are needed to improve European defense. Some 
critics who might be prepared to accept the validity of the 
strategy for current forces still conclude the United States 
cannot afford the type of future navy such a strategy implies. 
They argue that if only the funds devoted to new carrier battle 
groups were shifted to Central Front defense, NATO would be 
capable of successful direct defense, preserving the territorial 

- integrity of the Alliance without the need for ~isky attacks on 
Soviet strategic forces. The argument is superficially 
plausible. On closer examination, however, it is flawed. 

The first flaw is the implicit assumption that funds •saved" 
from the navy would be devoted to European defense in sufficient 
enough quantities to dramitically alter the situation. There is 
little in recent history to suggest such a proposition is valid. 
NATO's unwillingness to devote sufficient resources to direct 
defense in Europe is a long-standing problem1 there is no logical 
reason to assume the Alliance would become more willing if the 
United States reduced spending on its navy. 

The second flaw in this argument is a blurring of time 
frames. If increased conventional capability is a solution at 
all, it is a solution for the future. But strategists have an 
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.- ~bligation to decide how to fight a war today. While the 
Maritime Strategy logically requires the naval buildup which has 
come to be called the 600 ship navy, th~ strategy is valid today, 
before all of that navy is at sea. Alternatives aren't. 

Finally, those who would would shift resources away from 
maritime capabilities have elected to compete with the Soviets 
almost entirely on their terms. Such an approach -- opposing one 
of the largest land ar~ies in history in a high intensity 
conflict on the territory of our allies -- carries with it the 
twin possibilities of the political collapse or the devastation 
of NATO, possibilities equally as grave as the escalation risks 

critics deplore. 

CONCLUSION 
The Maritime Strategy -- the early, aggressive, global use of 

naval power in a future war with the Soviet Union -- offers 
- unique benefits, benefits that more than justify continuing to 

use the strategy today and procurement of the type of Navy which 
will allow its use in the future. While it is not without risk -
- a risk free war with a nuclear superpower is a contradiction in 
terms -- its risks are not as great as critics assert. While 
maritime forces cannot alone prevent war Qr guarantee victory, 
they are directly relevant to deterrence, to a war in Europe, and 
to war termination. While there will always be arguments over 
resources iQ the American budgetary process, the strategy is 
clearly a prudent use 'Of resources. Most of all, the Maritime 
Strategy offers a vehicle for the professional military, 
especially the Navy and Marine:·corps, to apply sound strategic 
thinking to the solution of national problems. It is 
particularly ironic that military reformers, who applaud -
correct~y -- the flexible operational and theater level concepts 
embodied in the Air-Land Battle Doctrine fail to see that these 
same concepts on a strategic and global scale underlie the 
Maritime Strategy.BB 
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The challenge for critics :is not to bemoan Navy successes in 
budget battles, but rather to look for serious alternatives to 
those aspects of the Maritime Strategy they find unpalatable. As 
this paper demonstrates, there are serious objections to the 
alternatives most frequently set forth, objections which, to 
maritime advocates, are far more persuasive than any drawbacks 
the critics have yet discovered with tne Maritime Strategy. 

In Billy Budd, Melville noted that •Everything is for a time 
remarkable in navies.• What has been remarkable about the United 
States Navy recently is its attention to strategy and to a 
reexamination of the fundamental purposes of maritime power in 
both deterrence and war. Like all intellectual trends, this one 
will not last forever. Its immediate legacy is a maritime 
component of national strategy which can contribute to 
deterrence, promote alliance solidarity, ensure unimpeded 
reinforcement of Europe, divert Soviet resources and attention 
from the Central Front, and provide unique war termination 
leverage. Its mid-term legacy is a larger and more capable Navy 

' and an increased understanding within that Navy of the need to 

plan, train, and operate w~th other services and with allies. 
Its long-term legacy, perhaps the most important of all, is the 
forging of a new professional consensus on the purpose of the 

Navy and the importanc~ of 5ystemati~ thought and study. It is 
ironic that those outside the professional military who have 
called for more strategic thinking by those in uniform have 
failed to recognize that fact. 
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posing add111onal L'. S. ships 10 So, ,ct 
missiles be more ltkely to deter than ,n
v11c a t nuclear ?l first salvo' What aerer
rent do L' . S. manttmc stratcgms pro
pose. 1f the warning 11 mc ,s too ~hon 
for required · reinforcements to dcp10~ 
forward ~ 
► U. S • ·marrumt fo rces mus1 " eur 
dow" 1he entmvrorces ' · • 1 p I I, l , 
a naval strategy of attnt1un best , u, 1.:J fu r 
the L'mted Staie~. ~on~1J .: nng pre ,~m 
proJccted naval balances and cne ,mpe rJ
uvc need 10 rein fo rce Jnd rc sup~!, ro r
ward dcplovcd elements oi tnc L' S 
Anny and Air Force soon after hos11i111 e\ 
commence '> What aitcmattvcs ha\ e been 
debated and discarded .' 
► • 'Wt art prepared 10 acapl rht ris /c 
that our nation will ma/ct rht r,~ht dec1- : -----J. J 
s1ons to prtvtnt losses of forcts earl\ 111 a 
conflict ... • • Ip . J81 What 1rreduc1bic 
decmons must be :naae . and how wou:J 
they prevent losses .' 
► Tht nttd for "af?grtss11·t fo,-,.ard 
movement' ' of U. S . naval combarants 
" is obvious" (p . 9J. ··tfwarcomts. 11t 
wtii . . . fight nur ,.,av to...,ard So\ 1e1 
home waurs" Ip . 11 1. to desrro, Sontt 
flurs. basts . and support srrucrurts in 

ail t~aurs" fp . /J J. Do the President. 
Secretary of Defense . and NATO leaders 
approve a frontal assault on So111ct na, al 
strength at the onset of war in waters 
where nsks arc greatest ? 'wnar altcm.i
tives did they rcicct that were designed to 
produce combat on tcnns more favorab le 
to the United Sutes and its allies or lea,e 
the Soviet Navy in 1sola11on'.' 
► "As the [U . S .J barrle groups mm·t 
forward. wt wili wagt an aggrtss11t 
campaign against all Sovrtt .. . bal/1sr,c 
mus1ie submartnts , '' evtn in com·t"· 
tion.ai war. and thrtattn • 'dirtcr a11ack 
against the [Soviet/ homeland ... • • 
(p . IJ-141 . "£scaiat1on in rtsponst to 
maritime pressure urvts no ustful pur
pose for tht Sol'ltts . . . "Ip . /4 1. How 
could threats to Soviet SSBNs and the 
homeland help confine the scope and in

tensity of conflict. a pubhc obJccuvc of 
U.S . national military strategy tsce L' . S. 
Secretary of Defense Caspar Wcinber
ger's FY 86 posture statemcntr? Do the 
President and Secretary of Defense be
lieve that U. S. operauons dcscnbed 
would provoke no Soviet rctahauon .' On 
what basis ? 
► The Unt1td StattS could cof!duu 
'forcible tmn· by 1he 55 .0VV mtn or u 
Marine amphibious f orct .. Ip . 12 I. Ho1A. 
long would II now take to assemble am
phibious ships scattered around the 
world . then mount a div1s1on-s1zed as
sault on well-defended shores? Ten ~cars 
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' from no~ ' How would 1ha1 act1on aifect 
all other theaters . which would ha~e 10 be 
inpped ot amph1b1ous capab1ht1es .' 
► Th, l' . 5 Nan· nuds • tht sam, r,:, 
flut to mut ptactllmt d,plovm,,us as 
w, do ro filllll a war • Ip 351. How could 
15 earner banle groups . even with an in

creased operauons tempo . accomplish all 
wan1me tasks prescnbcd by !he mantune 
strategy~ How could they avoid ar:tr111on 
dunng h1gh-1ntens11y naval war I nuclear 
or conventional J'' How could we com
pensate tor disabled or destroved earner~ . 
ot which none .u-e readily available from 
the Naval Reserve! 
► • ·tn wartrm, . pur,ly l' S . forces If! th, 
Suth Flut would havt to rnclu.dt thrtt or 

l \ four carrrtr battlt ffroups . optrarme to 
'<.. 

AndwemMe..,.o..
cuatomen - what they\ 
want ... when they want~) .-: 
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mttt NA.TO comm11mt111s • Ip . 341. What 
threat 10 which U. S , NATO ob1ecuves 
would iusufy that size force m the Med1-
1erranean . i closed body oi water" 
► • 'Tht StcoNi Flttt u tht htart of th# 
Mla1111c 1rrilu flut for NA.TO .·· It u rt• 
sporu1ott Jor Mva/ optrauons 111 all of 
tht Atlanuc aNi nt11rhborrne wartrs. 111-

i clu.dmJ bus of rht Arctic Octan aNi tht 
CanblHan . Four or fiv, ca"rtr batrlt 
groups art rtqu1rtd Ip . 34) . How could 
the Second Fleet. even with allied assis
tance. handle 11s huge wartime respons1• 
b1h11es with roughly the same size U. S . 
force planned fOI' use in :\-iednerranean 
opcrauons' 
► Pacrfic fluts nttd st\·tn carritr battlt 
groups . rwo of wJ11ch must • ·mur our 
commumtflls 1n tht /,ui1Q11 Octan. South
wtsr Asia. East Africa. tht Ptr11QII Gui/ 
arta. aNi Sourhtast Asia" Ip . ]4) . Whal 
threats underpin U. S. wan1mc force re
quirements for the Third Fleet and 1he 
Indian Ocean. 1f the Soviet Navy remains 
in home waters. as U. S. naval 1111elli
gence estimates indicate" 

• 'Ont often htars stlf-appomttd stra
ttg1c t:rptns 1ugstsr thar' • a ca""'" bat· 
tit group • 'rtprtunrs a smglt targtr. · · In 
fact. rr disptrsts ovtr an arta of 56 .000 
.sqwart milts Ip . /2) . Whal area contains 
• the ships. as opposed 10 aircraft on the 

w111g? Whal would happen to the offen
sive stnk111g power of each battle group. 
if one ship-the aircraft earner-were 
sunll°~ 
► "Bv tht tNi of tht dtcadt . wt will 
havt tUhquatt ua/ift for tht movtmtnt of 
m1/11ar:r forcts . But wt ...,;JI ntllhtr lH 
ablt to toltratt arrrmon r;,·p1cal of World 
War If nor pro111dt a<Uquatt dtd1cattd 
stalif1 to transport tht stratl:'e1c ra.,.-ma-
1tr1ais wt .,.,;// rtquirt" Ip . If I. Scalift 
by the end of this decade will be adequa1e 
10 support what forces. where. under 
what circumstances! How ..i:an 11 be adc· 
quate. 1f unable to move all imperative 
loads. 111cludmg strategic raw matenals. 

even in the ab,encc: or hea,, .mnoon ' 
► • ·t also ha,t contrdence m. the ,\fun• 
I/mt Strate~_, btcaust '<t 1ts1 11 rn ,. ,,-r. 
crus . 1n -.ar eamts . ,uui 1n rtal -lrft St<' · 

f1Qr101 · Ip . 151 How manv Offo:e ot the 
SecreW') of Defense . Joint Ch1e1s of 
Staff. or Navy war games have centered 
on al.: . S. -Sov1et nuclear war at ,ea ' 
What assumptions controlled their .:on
duct' Wha1 were the outcome, ' Ho"' 
many limes ha~e umpire, ru led ma1 J 

lJ S ~ircrai! cim:~ '.\ J~ ,,rnk vi d,,abi i:J 
in a conven11onal "'ar , .:cn<1no • V. h~n 
was the last 11me ' 

Finall~ . ho-. does the "'a~~ rc:tute .:nr 
ics who. being unable 10 dm~er rhc:,e 
questions . conclude 1ha1 Amenca \ m.in
llme Strategy IS basco on lhe OCSI L s 
case 11n which we -:onrrol evc:nrs trom 
stan to finisn 1. and that II docs not do\'e • 
taJl well w11h the total needs oi other 
armed services or 1he nauon .' Wh~ 
wouldn ·1 more sclec11ve aims accomplish 
essential U S m1rnor.s at !e~s r.sk and 
cost! 

"The father or •forcible 
Entry'" 
tStt R S RQJm . pp 6: • ·o :-;o,tmn.er I ~M• 
p,,<KttdlffJ I I 

Victor Suthrtn . D,pun Ch1d Curator. 
Canadian War Muuum . Ottai.·a-\lr 
Rogers s an1cle on L1eu1enan1 General 
Sir Ralph Abercromby 1s a most inreresr-
111g study of an earlv prac1111oner of 
"forcible entry " : 11 may be 111accura1e. 
however. to portray Abercromby as the 
father of the arnph1b1ous assault . 

In I 758. Bn11sh land forces were in

serted 1n10 the Cape Breton coasthne . in 

the face of considerable French opposi
tion. to anack the Fortress of Lou1sbourg . 
In the following year. one of the most 
significant landing operauons took place 
at Quebec. where the naval forces of 
Admiral Sir Charles Saunders of the 
Royal Navy deposued James Wolfe and 
his army ashore to deiea1 the French 
under Marquis de Montcalm de Sa1n1-
Vcran. and thus end . for all pracucal pur
poses. the French empire in Amenca 
Indeed. the poorly trained but enthus,a~
tic New England force that 100!.. Lou1~
bourg tn an earlier assault in 1745 ~ .t~ a 
seaborne force. Even as earl~ as 1739. 
the Bnttsh. under Admir.11 Edward Ver
non. earned out what 1:an onl~ be de
scnbcd a~ an amph1b1uu~ assault iij1ains1 
Ponobelo in the Canbbean. 

Mr. Rogers 1s qu11e nghl to point out 
Abercrombv's refinement of the science 
of amph1b1~us ,maul!. but that he gave 
birth 10 It 1s less defensible an argument 
in the light ot history . 

f'rocftat" \t■rch 19116 



R.-ur AJm,ra/ \Vi/lium Prndle,·. U. S. 
/lru, ,·. U1rrC'lor . Struue,· . Plun.f und p,,/. 
in-. 0/fia of tlrr Chit'{ of Nurnl Opua
twnf-John Collins ra1~\ a numbcr of 
in11:rc,11ng and imfllinanl que,11on, m hi~ 
comment on 1he Janu;iry 19116 Man111nc 
S1ra1egy Supplemenl. One reason why 
Sc:cretary u:hman. Admiral Wait.ms. and 
General Kelley prepared lhe wpplement 
wa~ ~romorc d1-.cu,Mon m\ldc and nut
m.lc ol lhe naval pmles,mn. Thc:rclore. I 
would ltkc lo re~pond 10 Mr. Collin~·s 
quc:s11ons . 

- - Some general obscrvauons first: The 
man11me slrategy is noc an mfle,.1blc 
blucpnnt or a derailed war plan. Such 
plans arc properly 1he pr,wm~e of 1he 
unified commandcn. who mu~I fighl fu. 
1urc war; . The srrarC-J!Y seeks ro provide 
1he,e commanders w11h rhe hes! collec-
11ve protc,,1unal 1udgmen1 ot lhe ,c:mor 
un11ormed and c1vil1an naval lcadc:rin1p 
of how 10 employ man11mc for1:cs 10 
de1cr war ur-,hould war comc-ro 
meet U. S . ob_1cc11vc:s. given our bc,t 
unc.Jer,1and1n1? of Sov1e1 s1ra1q:y . Thus 
lhc: ,1ra1c:~y. tit..e anv ,uch hroac.J docu
menl. ignores many po\,1hle altemauves 
whi1:h arc properly lhc: ,uh1ect ol 1:on11n
izem:v plannml! !\.lanv ol !\.Ir . Collin, 's 

Sol'lrt l'num uuptrd ,,, Eust A.tw' How 
WtJU/d JI/( /I nm//n·t 11rjcu LJ . S. lll(lfl/1/lll' 

stratCI(\' , .. II 1s m lar!_:e pan 1he dctcrrcn1 
effcc1 ol our nauonal m1l11ary ,muegy. of 
which our maritime ~lratcgy 1!! a key 
component. 1ha1 preven1s 1he ,upcfllOW• 
ers from lighung w;,n anywhere . Should 
deterrence fail. rcg1')nal wars tw1ween 
the ~upcrpowers arc pos,1ble. bu1 ii 1s 
unlikelv 1hat-g1ven 1he focu, of So
v1e1 mil11ary force,-they would rcmam 
re111onally confined for very long. 
Globahza11on is not automauc. and the 
strategy doc~ not cons1uer it such . In
deed. lhe ,1ra1egy rcco11n1zes 1hat lhe 

. fle•1bdi1y of manumc lon:es 10 conram 
and re~olve regional cn~e~ " amon)! our 
moM 1mponant contnbu11ons to maintain
ing peace . 

The srrut,I!\' u.uumrr that nuw1/ or,ra

tinn r '" the I'anlic can dirrctl\- contrth
uu to u European cunf/tt'I . This nuds to 
be eluburutcd sIncr "1mp/1t'd lin/..ui:i:s 
au mou und,t1r .. Pactiic opcr:iuon, arc 
importanl for several rea~n~ . Fir~I. as 
ho1n Senctary u:hman and Atlm1ral 
Wa1l,.ms mat..c clear . many ol our most 
imronanl allie~ and much of tJur 1mpor
tan11ratle are 1n the Pa1:1l1c. Ont: neetl not 
accept anv p:rnKular a~\ump111m, about 

comrnents rJ1~e qucstton~ :ibout ~uch ~J . the cnnduct nf P~,:t:c :1Jtu,ns Jn ~ fut:Jre 
1cma11vc,; 11 1s importanl lor u, lo con- war ru reco1m11c thar l.J . S . m1ere,1s d.:-
s1c.Jcr rhem. but we must firsl -.cl lorth a mand th:u we not abanc.Jon the region m 
ba~chne ~lratcgy . Such a baseline I\ what lime 111 conll11.:1 . Pa1:1l1c operation~ are 
the ,upptcment pre\enreu . directly relevant 10 a European war. The 

Becau~e of ,pace l1m11a11ons. my an- lhre:ll nf U. S. combat opcra11un~ m !he 
swcr, mu,r be ie,~ complete: than l would Paciric ~erves 10 11e c.Juwn Sov1el h>rces. 
UC\lrc . I have a11cmp1cd 10 addrc\, the particularly air force\ I hat could 01hcr-
mam Iheme: of every que~llon . M:mv of Wl\e be 1:omm111cd 10 a European 1:on-
lhc quc:~11on, did nol lend rhermclvcs 10 01c1. Our untlerstantling of Soviet s1ra1-
lhc: .. ,hon simple answer.." Mr. Collins egy i, 1hat lhe Soviets would rref,r a 
rcoui:,ted ,mcc we: do not an11c1pa1e a sindc=-lront war-which would he lo 

in -.cope 1han an111:1pa1ed. A ,hon. lio:r• 
manv -only war " not cnvl\1one<I Whal
ever rhc l,:ngth ,,f 1h,: war. ,_tv rem
forcemc:n1 and resupply ol NATO forces 
in Eumpe would be vual. E- ;, bnd __ . 
conl11ct would C:"-hau~t NATO'~ war re
sc:rve ~locks . Thus. marn1me furccs assist 
in 1he C' i:niral Fmn1 campa1!_ln by a~~unng 
remfon:emcn1 and resupply. bohtering 
our alliances worldwide, ~ing down 
Soviet forces on the flanks or d1venma 
other Soviet force~ 10 ahem. md. if re~ 
quired. 1hruugh the direct ,-.cctmn of 
amph1hiou~ and/or tacucal air power . The 
man11me stra1cgy does not. of course . 
enva\lon the Navy winning a war hy 11-
sclf. As .Secretarv Lehman males clear 1n 
his an1clc. "Manume ,upenc,nry alone 
mav nol ;,ssure victory. but ltlc lo" ol 11 

will cenamlv a,~ure c.Jeteal." 
How would the pruu,cr r,f ielnhu/, 

rarl\· . Juir/\- e1°enl\· distnhuud ,wm/ Je
plorm<"nt.1 Jurtnl( th<' trunslllc,,t 10 .. -ar 
"pum,r the U. S. Na\'\' . uluadv rpreud 
thtn. to cont <'nlfllle itr comhur po><·,r al 
drctuw• pmntf ,. • Such tlepuwmcnf\ Jre 
dc~11mcc.J-m con,un1:11on w,tn move-. 
meni~ <11 our '"'er ,crvice~ ano alhe,-10 
cec.Je no vital area 10 lhc Soviet~ hv c.Je
fault. Con,c4ucn1lv . the vital i';onho:a,r 
At!~n:ic . Nor.h,~:c:,t PacitK . .inJ ~ ... tcuncr• 
rancan mu~I 1:cnamly under~o rapid 
bu1lc.Jups ol s1gn1fo:ant naval forces. Con
cen1ra11on of U.S. Navy comhat power al 
decl\tVC: prnnts 1s prcc1~ely the: ;,1m of 1he 
man11me \trale!!y , a con1:enrra11nn ren
dered more potent by II~ 1:oorc.Jma1111n 
with other 1om1 and comh1ncd torces . 
Again . the: mam,me s1ra1e11y 1~ onlv one 
component ul our nauunal md11ar,, ,1rat• 
egy. and require~ more than U. S . naval 
forces h> achieve 11, !!Oals. 

itohal war w11h the SO\'ICIS being Clthcr 1h,;r advanlJl!C. hy all anaJv,cs. Ju,t as 
short or simple . - oor World War· fl e·~-pencn°CC md1catc:d- · 

"Hui,· could rhr jm·,ct Nun· i111rr(crr 
.JrrwuJI\' K'tth U. S. ub1rcm·rs 111 u nm
venuonul 11·ur. if cmlv a smuil fruuum 
deplnved forn·ard.' Undrr Ju,·h n111tli-
1ions. whv woultln' t a pa.ut1·e d.-fe11u 
line ucrnss the Grunlund-frelund-U111fl'J 
Ktnf(dmn Gup protrct our ua-/11nef .' 
Wh_v are U. S. nwritime strutexists co11-
urned ahn11t a Sm·1t:t first sufro . if the 
S01·1n Ntny sta,·s homr .'" Fir..t. of 
course, 1here is no guarantee the Soviet 
Navy will. in Mr. Colhns·s wOC"ds. "stay 
home .. forever and 1hc: "home .. rc:fcrri:d 
to e"'tend~ thousands of kilomerc:rs oul to 
sc:1. Should 1hc: United S1a1es unilaterally 
cede Soviet "home" wa1crs as sanclu
arics. Soviet forces. particularly suhma
rines. could he e"'pccted lo son1e m large 
numbers . It is far more prudent 10 engage 

·the~ forces early and aggressively . Sc:c
ond. some of our allies hvc: beyond l\lr. 
Collins·s proposed defensive line and 
Within Soviet "home wa1crs." Wri1ing 
off our allies and fnends as well a.s some 

Tlir mur111me Jtratr,,:y "nearlv ig- thal o;econdary fronts were required 10 
norrs·' nuclrur war at uu. " How tJ this deteal Gcrmanv. ii "es-.cn11al IO any suc-
,·onsI.uent wuh prudent p/11nn111~ and cesslul ,rrarcgy that the Soviets he faced 
whut ultunut11·es au m·utluble ,f nudeur wi1h a muh1-1hea1er ch;illcngc-a~ op-
war cumrs:' The stra1egy docs not ignore posed lo their preferred ~11uat1on. Thus. 
lhe pos~1bili1y of nuclear war. lns1e;id. the prospect of a war occumng an Europe 
by allenng the mili1ary balance:- is. in part. delerred by our actions m lhc: 
spec1lically. the nuclear balance ( in So- Paci tic. 
v1e1 terms. the nuclear correlation of "Would auth,orirum·r spokrsmi:n dr• 
forces)-it seeks to make c:.cal;,1100 un- finr _ the longr.,} shurt wur, and ,•.tpla111 
111racuve to the Soviets . By domg this. hoK·•na,·ai powrr could favorahfr anect 
we seek to deter nuclear war. Should de- the outcome ufsuch bnrfcumhat hetwun 
terrence fail, the basic outlines of the NATO und the War.ww Pal'/ 111 the Frd-
slraregy will ~till be relevant, although ual Republic of Grrmanv?" Dclinmg 
there is obvmusly no stra1egy less diffi- "the lungesc ~hon war" is not the func-
cult h> implement once nuclear escalation lion of a ba.,;clinc s1rategy 1hat has been 
takes place. dc~l!!ncd 10 provide overall guidance: to 

"What prt1·ents the .tupt'f'tJK'rrs from national and naval planning and prof!ram-
fiJ<hlln!( rt!(ional war.1 tlse1< 0hue? Whllt ming effons. anJ lo ca1aly1.e s1ra1egic 
interests. for r.zamplt:. would milituril_v operauonal lhmkmg in the Navy and 
inw,frr our European al/in, if regional elsewhere. History. however, tells us lhat 
combat httwun tht Unirrd Statf'.J and 1hr - wan are likely to be longer and broader ---·---· - -· , .. -- . 
24 . . , 
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of our own force\ on the Northern anJ 
Southern tl~nks t;:nJ t:1 ~h~ Pac1ficl-as 
m;iny of 1he advocate, ol \ta11c dclen~1ve 
s1ra1eg1es 1mplv-w11uld destroy allied 
cohesion and cnpple bo1h deterrence and 
allied warligh11ng c.:apah1l11y . A pasMve 
dcfcn~ hnc ·acm~s the Greenland-keland 
-Un11ed Kingdom Gap could protect , 
wmc 1ran,a1lan11c ~a-lanes. but would 
condemn Norway to Soviet occupallon 
and kcland and the Unucd Kingdom 10 a 
ma,s1ve Sov1e1 air offensive . 

Ai notcJ .:,ul11:r. iho.: ~ir.ii.:~y ,~ l1c~1blc 
enough to deal with the key unc.:cnainues 
of wan arc . Ncvcnhch:ss. a strategy rc
~rcs making cho1c.:c~. and we have con
·sc1ou,ly cho~en the appmac.:h we consider 
10 be the most likely to achieve ~ucce~s . 

time of cmcr~cnc.:y to venture in harm ·s 
way . ... " 

Secrc1ary of Ddense Wcinberi:er has 
tcs11fied that the manumc ,tra1c:gy 1s a 

' vi1al part of our ovenJI ,11a1cgy, espe
. cially w1lh regard to ehmmaung the So
; viet means ol w:utarc u 4u1dly as possi-

The mar111mc ~tralegy seeks 10 do far , 
more than simply pro1ec1 sea I Illes. II also 
sceh 10 apply levcra11e on 1he Sov1e1 
Union and Its stralC!!IC forces-in order 
lo end lhe war or.._ ev~n heller. to ensure 
Iha! war does not occur. All of thc-;c ' 
goals re4u1re our forces to mm·c forward . ' 
11,i~ furwaru movement. c.:ouptell ~ Hh 
lhe foci lhal ,omc Sov1c1 forces will b.: 
deployed our ot :irea. resull~ in the need 
lo be concerned w11h the battle of lhe tirsl 
salvo . 

Whv does .. e.rpmm'l 11ddi1tnna/. U . S. 
sh,p.r /0 S11,·1ct mu ulr 1 .. 111 //mt' 11(, rnu 
detu 11i:Krt'nwn' \Vl,111 J,·trrrrnt Jo 1n• 

propntt' tj ttmr d11t'r nm pum11 uJJ11wn11I 
f11rwurJ drplo\'men/f J11nni: I.I cr1.11.r .1 

Early forward Jepluvment, ,ervc two 
dc1crren1 purr,,-.:~. F1r,t. they en~ure no 
one i:an m1~tai..e our dc:1ermina11on to 
mee1 our ohhcalu>n, 111 u/1 of our allie\ 
(not JUSI lho~e na11ons where 1roop~ arc 
s1a11oned1 . In add111on to this political 
deterren1. early lorward movement 
make~ II clear that the Soviets will not be 
able to accompli:-.h their pnmary naval 
m1:-.\lon~-dc:temc of the homeland and 
protection ol their SSBN forcc-hy de - ' 
fault. Ir also forcclm,es any \inclc front 
advantage . There 1\ no sub,111ute for ~uc.:h 
a deterrent movemcn1 of lorces; that 1s 
why both Admiral Watkins and Secretary 
Lehman s1rcs~d the 1mponancc of rec
ognizing and rcactlnll to cnsis. 

Adm,ru/ WutAin.r 51.1\'J wt' must ''wrar 

"Whut irreduetble dt:cHwn.r {tu pre
'llent loHf'f nf forl'f'1 earfr In the cm1/l1ct/ 
mu.rt ht made. tJnd how would the_,. pre
vent lo:ues?" A hml of dccl\ions will 
have 10 be made. a, event, unfold. to pre
vent losses of forces early 1n lhe conllicl. 
Among these are decisions regarding 
rules of engagement. alliance solidanty, 
timing of forw:trd movement and reserve 
mob1l1zauon. budcctary authority . mdus
tnal mob1l1za11on . commitment!> to 
friendly ~liih:) wlu~h are not rormal al
hc:s . P<"'1t1on, v1s-a-111) untnc:ndly \ta1e, 
be\1de\ the Suv1ct,. and rc,ource alloca
tlOn pnor111es. e\pcc1ally airlift. To the 
e:ltenl \Uch deCI\IOn\ arc made ,n J~ lo 
bnng the whole vancty of U. S .. allied. 
and fnem.llv force\ 1,1 t>ear quickly and 
appropnatc:h· a11am,1 the cnemv . lossc~ 
will t>e prev.:nted . If we: were not conri
dcnt uf uur ability lo make: )uc.:h dec.:1-
s10n,. we would ncc:d h> hudd a muc.:h 
larger navy to accommodate the str:itei:y 
that would tnen he nccc\\ary . Prcd11:11ng 
all the,e decl\100\ in advanc.:e I) neither 
pos~1ble nor prudent: h1~tory clearly 
teaches that war\ do n<>I lend rhem!>elvcs 
10 pre-scnp11ng . War.; are won by 1he side 
with a cohcren1 s!ratecy and the cap:ibil
i1y for 1mplementat1nn ol 1lc:l1blc upuons 
as events unfold . 

"Du the Prt'.Hdrnt. s,.,crnan· of Dr
fense. und NATO leadus apprm·r ufron
tal assault on Sonl'I narnl .s1renc:1h ut the 
on.rn of wur in wat<'rr whae risks arr 
xreate.u .1 Whut ultnnatn·rs Jid thev re
ject that t1.·ere Jt'St~nc·d 1/J produce c·um
bat nn term1 mort' fuwirublr to the Unued 
States and lf5 a/1,e.r or lru1·e the Sov1t'I 
Na1·v m iso/arwn? .. As Adm1r.1l \Vatkms 

down the t'nemv . •• •·1.i a naval Jtruus:_v ,if : carefully p.11nted out. the mantime strat
a11r11wn best suited for ,1,,. Unt1t'd SttJtes. ; egy provides a founda!lon for naval ad

I _ CO!J_mlerJilg_._ . ...:_!~,. _1mnua111·e nud to , vice to the National Command Authori-

ble. NATO pohc.:y and 11ra1egy arc totally 
congruent wuh the rnan11mc \trategy. 

: Thi) 1s by design . m\Cc the NATO Strate
gic Concept and C oncq,t of Man11mc Op
erauons are key ba!>Cs of the strategy . The 
NATO policy of "susuincd convenuonal 

; defense in forward .rcas agamst large-
• Kale convenuonal a,:grc,s1on ' • is fully 
• reflcc1ed m the maru1mc strategy . The 
, Un11cd States and the ocher NATO na-

lions have con~1stcntly n:1ec1ed ap-
• proacncs Ulat would au1oma11cally ucn
: fice key alhc:s or leave the Soviet Navv 
, untouched. uncc Soviet aggression h~ I occurred . 

1 
"/low could thrrarr to ~0111et SSBNs 

i and the humelunJ helo t·un/1nr. 1hr sr.npe 
und tntt'ns1tv of conf ltct. a public ub1ec-

• tn·e ol U. S. natwnaJ m1/1turv Hra1e11v 1 

, Do the Pres1dem and Secrnurv nj De
frnse hrltne that U. S. opaa11ons Jr
s,·rthf'd would prnvuitL no Suv1n uw{,u. 

tion .' On "h"t bu.u1.1
•• A key feature of 

the \tralC!:':V 1, to 11~ mant1rne forces 10 

contain cn!>Ci an<J prevent !!lob:il war 
from occumng in 1he tirst piacc. thus tul
fillin,z the uadt110naJ man11me role of 
limllm!! the scope of contl1cts . Should 

, global war nonetheless occur, aggrc\
sive U!>C of marmme power-mclud,nl! 

; threat~ to the Sov1e1 homeland and Suv1ei 
'. SSBN,-could h:c.ten an end to the war 

and l1m11 Soviet options by demonstra11ng 
!ha! c:scalatmn 1~ no! m the Soviet inter

; est . Secretary Wcmber!!er has 1cs11fied 
, re!!:irdmc the an11-SSBN m1smm. notml? 
: th;I Sov;e, knowled11e of our capab1h11e~ 
! in this area helps di~scouro1ge them from 
/ going to war. The Navy believes such op
; eratmns will not draw rctaha11on c if by 
I "retahallon .. Mr. Coll ms means nuclear 
1 escalauonJ, because such e~ala11on 

remforce and rrsuppf_1· J1>rwurd dep11Jl'ed lies ( NCAI. i.e .. !he President and !he 
elemf'nl1 uf thf' U . .S. t\rm_v and Air Foret Secrct;iry of Ddense . The maritime strat-
soon ajia h0111/itin cnnimenct'.7 " Whut egy clearly recognizes that the unified 
alternattves lull'r bun considered, In and ~rccified commanders (the comman-· 
calling for man11me forces to wear dowl) ders-m-chief) fight the w:irs, under the 

I would serve no useful Soviet purpose . 
. Soviet writmgs are qu11e clC3t that they 

I 
will undertake attacks on nuclear-capable 
forces with convenuonal forces • where 
they have 1he capahihty . It is difficult for 

lhe enemy, Adnural Watkins ts rccogniL- direction of the NCA. 
ing that the Sovie! llcet will not sonic en The maritime s1ra1egy flows from ell• 
masse for a smgle climactic battle:. But plicit NCA guidance and is in concert 
this fleet must ~1111 be destmvcd as with that guidance . A~ President Reagan 
quu.:kly as possible . Ir we cannot ~ccom- has stated publicly: "Freedom 10 use the 
pltsh this, the residual Sov1c:1 naval force- seas is our Nauon's life blood. For that 
in-being could interdict our resupply cf. reason. our Navy is designed to keep the 
fons and deny us the lcveraµe of holding sea lanes open worldwide:. a far greater 
the Sov1e1 homeland :wd Sov1el ~!r:itegic task than closing 1hosc sea lanes al strate• 
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forces al risk . While manv alternatives m Jic choke pmnts . Ma.nume supenonty is 
the maritime strategy hav~ heen debated. for us a necessity. We must be able in 

_,....., __ -~\. 

I 
I 

1 me 10 under..und why 3 Soviet doctrine 
of conventional a!tacks on nucle.ir 
forces-which ha.s uistcd for years-is 
beni!?n while a comparable U.S. strate~y 
is somehow too dangerous or escalatory. 

"Hv111 lon.t would it now tau to as
srmhie am i11h1nu.r shi s scatlt'rtd 
around the M·orld. {and/ thm mount a 
dil-isum-1i:ed assault un we/1-drfended 
shorn? Ten years fro"' now? Huw would 
that ac1io11 tJjJect all other theaters. 

-'"'~~ch wou/J have_ !'? be stripped of am-

----
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1p#iihiou,- ·ctipabilin/i?r 'Assembly or 
.ampl\Jb10UJ shipping would obv101Ldy : 
•talc weeks. simply bcausc of the transit · 
• limes involved. ·nu.s- i! entirely consistent · 
, with the stnt.cgy's n:Jecnon of the notion 
that oaly the first few days of the war 
matter; The flc1ibili1y to concentrate 

, amphibious forces for one large a.nault or • 
to luve diem dispcncd for smaller as-

' . 
of the U. S. Second Flecll will pnmanly process. Should a number' of vanablct 
be concerned w11h 1hc baulc for the Nor- change-such as the geo,znpiuc ongins 
weg1an Su. By winnm~ that baule. we of lhc global conflict. the number and 
v;in the baulc of the Atlanuc . Thus the type of U. S. and allied wps ava,lablc, 
apparent d1span1y between forces and attnrion rates. tempo of opcrallons ,o 
geography that Mr. Collins $Uggcsts docs each 1hca1er. etc .~r requunnenrs w,11 
noc e11st. be altered . Consequently. lilc Dcpanmcnt 

Secretary uh'""n':1 article su~f(rJU of Defense and the Navy constantly re-
that rwo carrier battlt f(roup:1 from the evaluate their 5c.il1ft needs. and thrs 1s 

; sauJts in diffcnng theaters is one of the ' 
,;inherent advantages D'Ulrttimc forces offer : 
t the Un ired Stalc:5. • ; . . '. . : I 

0fiU:,., -~-;..id -~~-;;·;;;;J;-groups 

Pacific Flu, mav ht required i1t tht In• reflected in n:finemcnti to the mamunc 
dion Ocean. "Wlwt threats uruitrpin 1tra1egy and to rhc sca!Jft procurement 
U.S. wartime force requ1rrmmts'' in th~ program. U. S.-conuollcd scalafl lo 

~ . . • .. accompluh all wan,me rasu pre• 
.' icr,!Nd trv the mamime ·srrate~v? .. How 
: wuu/J th~y u~oid attrrt101t and how 'K'Ou/J 

1W' repiu,·e lu;;I ur Jw-r.al,{cd nirnen? 
Our earners will accompli,h the tasks set 
fonh for them by opcraung in multi-

; earner baule force~ for mutual suppon 
anJ pmtecuon. anJ hy operaung 1n con
junction w11h allied lorcc:~ and the forces 
ol our sister ser.'1ces. They will under
take tasks sequen11ally within a given the
.iter smcc, a~ Mr . Cullin, correctly p<J1nts 
out. there will never he enough ~hip'> to 
do everything we would wanl to do SI· 

mu1t.1neou~ly . We do not c:.11pcd to .ivo1d 
a1tnt1on and we recoizn11e tnere arc no 
n:placemcnrs . Unfo11unately. it is the 
nature of war that ships arc sunk and men 
arc lilied. But we believe that. properly 
operated. our earner ballk forces will be 
able to fulfill 1he1r many m1s~1ons . 

• .. Whal thrrat to which U. S .1NATO 
ohjectzves' • could ju.wfv thru carrier 
buule !(mups '" the JfeJuerranru1t, "a 
cloud bod\' of water., .. U.S. forces w,11 
be 1n the Mediterranean bccau~e that is 
where our allies arc . Five NATO nations 
have MeJttc:rr.mean coasrhnes; three of 
them lie en11rely w11hm the region . A 
coaJitmn s1r.11egy reqwres that we depend 
on our allie~ and. m tum. that they be 
able 10 depend on us . Carner ban le forces 
in the Meduerranean will provide a1r sup-
pcm for the land banle and will de~1roy 
S_ov1e1 naval forces m the Meduerr:mcan . 
The fact that the Medm:rranean 1s "a 
closed boJy" of water means that mutual 
support between land-ba,cd and 1tCa
based forcei-which is a key clement of 
cum:n1 U. S. naval thought-is panic6-
larly important. 

"How can the Seco1td Ffut, evm with 
allied auista1ta, ha"'lle 111 hu_l(t' K"0r• 

: lime re1po1tsibilitir1 w11h roughl_v the . 
s~ Ji:e U. S. fora pla1t1ted for use in 

. Mediterranea1t operatums? .. While the 
area of poun11u/ action for NATO Strik
ing Fleet. Atlantic, is very large, the area 
of probublr action is not. The capabilities 
of allies in each area also differ. In line 
wirh the strategy's t.cncts 10 use sea power 
aggressively in forward areas. the NATO 

. Stnltmr Fleet (which is composed mostly 

' Prwli 11 111 I Na..- R..-..,_ 1916 

, lrui1an Ocea1t if "the Sov,n Navy rt•· '"'--transport _s~1eg1c raw .-.cnals is pro-
nvims 11t homt waur:1?" The Navy docs jeered 10 be 1va1iabl.: .. bu1 w1ll mall l1lte- ·-
not e11s1 simply to destroy the Soviet , lihocxi. be inadequate . . .ia the 11b~nce of . 
Navy Indeed . in a strate~•c sense. de- • the desired rcbulld111g .,- our mcn:hara 
5trucuon of the Soviet Navy ,~ only a mannc. 2.!1crna11ve policc, would have 
meam to the end of conrrolline the ~ea. to be 1mp1cmcmed-P--1'1bly tncludmg 
proJectmg power ashore. and hrmging ~a1cr use ot forc1g!l-~g si11pping. cco-
pre~sure on the Soviet Union . No one can nom1c tightening of Uic belt at home. 
prcd1c1 1he course of a future war or the and/or use of ships cum:nlly planned to 
areas m which U. S . forces will be m- carry military car~o. 
volvcd. Secretary Lehman was '1mply "H11w mam- Office oft~ s;arra"rv ;;i 
rccogn111ng the . pm~1hil1tv that earner Defense . Jmm Ch1ers of Stuff'. or Nuvv 
ballle groups might he requ1rel.l to ~uppon war l(Umes lw,·e arrttrrd on u U. S . . 
U. S . miluary opcra11on~ m the Indian , Soviet nuclrar ,var at sea! Whu1 ussumo• 
Ocean . One advanla!!C: of sea power 1s tlons conrrvllrd their t·OntJun .' Whut 
tha1 naval force~ have the lle'1b1liry to go were the outcomes' How ma1tv 11mrs 
or n,11 go. l!cpcndin:.: on the mil11ary ,11u- lwve ump,r,s rufrd 1ha1 a U. 5 . uircrarr 
a11on . Obvmu~ly. 11 in an at:tual "'ar there curru~r wa..I sunlc or d1suhlrd 1n u con,rn• 
was no mrlu.:iry purpo-.c ~cr.'cd by earner t1onal wur scenurw.' Whe1t wus 1he /wt 
bauic forces in the Indian Ocean. tho~e time!" We have played . .nd conunue 10 
forcei would be used elsewhere by the play. w~ game~ centered on a U.· S .-
un11icd commamJcrs . Soviet nuclear war at ~. as pan of our 

"Whut urea /of 1he 56.000 Jquare overall gammg ac11v11y . Becau~e . how-
miles over wl11ch a currier huule xroup u ever. of the detcrrenl aspects of the man..-
d1spuud/ conra,ns the sh1pf . us opposed time slr.ltegy and of Soviet srrate~y a~ ....,e 
to aircraft ult 1he .,.,,nl( ' Wltat would hup• under.;tand II. we do not t:On'1der a tuture 
perr to the offensn·e Jtrrkini: powrr of war centered on a U. S. -Sov1e1 nuclear 
ta,·h barr/,- xruup if 01te sh,p-11,e uir• war at sea a~ the most likely ~cnano. As 
craft earner-were mnl< :1 " The 56.000 with all games. a vanc1y of assumptions 
square nau11cal miles Admiral Walkins have been used. and. tnerc:rore. J -.arn:tv 
c11eJ was for ships; aircralt increase that of outcomes emerged. which gave us 1hc 
combat are3 s1gnifican1ly . One rca~on for vanety of ins1gh1s we have needed 10 
Navy mterc:~I in Tomahawk cru1~c m,s- improve our Llctlcs and proirr-.1ms . 
s,les 1s 10 <li\per\e otfcn\lve power ~o 1ha1 L1kew1sc. earner a11n11on m games or 
some offem1ve t:apah1l11y remains even if exercises 111 doc~ happen> abo ~1ves us 
a earner 1s put out of action . Nl"venhc- valuable and U!>eful rn~1gh1s. whii.:h we 
less. the earners remain rhe heart of our then can and do act upon . In rhe real 
combat capability ; that •~ why the Navy world. however. earners have proven to 
docs not propo~ single carrier baulc be among the least vulnerable:: ~hip~ m our 
groups. but ra1hcr multi-earner bantc fleet. with an inherent mobility that 
forces where the lo!\S of a single ship is makes them less vulnerable than lanJ 
less likely and 1he con~4uenccs of such a bases . The Falklands Connie! ccnamly 
loss less severe . proved many of our a.ssumptmn~ con-

"Sealih bv the end of this decade will cemmg rhe utility of our big earners and 
be adc-qua,; to support whut forces. their low vulnerability when properly 
where. u1tder wlwt ori·umstuncts:' How equipped. operated. ,md pro1ec1ed-i1s m 
can it IN adtquure, if u1tahle to move u/1 U. S. 'Navy practice. • 
imperam·e loods, i1tcluJ1nl( llrutr~ic raw "How ,Ion 1he Na,'.V re/Ille rritics. 
mauriu/1, eve1t m thr ubsr1tct of hc-uvy who. bei1t_l( unuble to amwc-r theu ques-

.attritwn'!" Sc:alil! by the end of this de- timu, t·o11c/11de thut Amencu'.1 muriume 
cat.le will be adequate for the movement strotef(_V is busrd on tht !Nst U. S. cau 
of military forces m a global war with the {i1t whic·h ..,,. ·,·a1t"ol ewrru fri,m star, 10 

Soviets, under demanding assumptions finish>. u1td that 11 does ,wt rio,·etuil w,-// 
govemrng the nauonal mthtary pl.anning with tM total rruds u/ o,hrr armed ur-
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vicrf or thr flutum ·> Wit" .. ,,.,11/Jfl' t mnr, 
sdrcr11·r ui,,u accmnplHJt nun11nl U . 5. 
mu.nuns ut les.t rult uftll cost.'" The 
above ellpiana11um, ~hotrid help refute 
any cmics who haJ been hcrc1oforc un
able to answer 1hese ~ucsuons. Rather 
than hcmg basrd on lhe bcsl case, the 
manllme s11a1cgy i~ dc~ipled 10 crratr 
the be,, case. i .e., to enabk us 10 conrrol 
evcnu so tha1 war w11h the Soviet\ never 
starts: and if such a war were 10 lake 
place, 10 enable us to c.-ul cven1s ~ 
that we could term mate II favOl'ably . This 
i1 in precise agreement with Rear Admt• 
ral J. C. Wylie 's widely ~uoted admon1-
tJon that, .. the aim of war 1s wme mea
sure of control over the enemy ." 

The man11mc ~1rarcgy 1s al'M> Je,1gncd 
to doverall well w11h rt.e ~u1rcmcn1s of 
the other lJ . S. armed !><:rv1ces .inJ lho-.c: 
of our fnenus JnJ allre,. All luntnou1t:t1 
to 11~ dcvelnrmeni: JI! h~11e lon:e, n~es
sary 10 1mr1cmen1 11: anJ all hJve lorces 
which rc4u1re II~ 1111olc11icrt1.111on in order 
to be e1frc11vcly cmrloyed . \fore ,clcc
t1ve ;11m, m1ch1 well .. 11.:comol1~h ,ome 
U . S. ml\,1on~ JI Ii:,~ in111al ui,i: bu11hcy 
would undountcJlv lhcrebv great!:, m
crea~c the overall n,k to our,eJ11c, and 
our :illic, . 

No \lrategy I\ rcrfect : none 1, w11hn111 
nsk . A n,k.- lrr.:c v..ar hc1wecn 1he _~ur,t:r• 
power\ 1s a contraJ1c11un m 11:rrn, . The 
mant1me ,1ra1cgy ha\ given 1ho-.c or u, 1n 
the naval prnre,"on a way 10 ur)!anrze 
our 1h1niunl!. 10 heller \lructurc our cf. 
forts. and !hereby to rncrca.!>e our pro,
pec1, for dctemng war-or. \houlJ Je
h.:rrcncc fail. ending rhe war on 1<:nns 
favorahle ro rhe Untied S1a1c:~ and 11, JI
hes . It t, only by con11nueJ d1~cus~wn 
and Jcbare 1ha1 we can rncrca-.c: our ,1ra
teg1c undef\ranJrnl! and our preran:d
ne~~. ~o c~~nual to deterrence . 

"Will WW 111 Catch Us l 1naware?'' 
!Su L GraJc:hu,. pp. lbll-t 70. :-.1.,,h i<,~c, 

/'ro,,rrJ111fJ/ 

John F . Vander:r,_li. 5r.-Fr.inkly. Cum
manJcr Gradchus ·\ piel·c scare~ the ht:11 
our of me-cspcc1ally thal part at>ou1 rhe 
clec1mma!tnc11c pu1'e cffccl ncutrah11ng 
our electronic supcnonty . No computers 
means no Navy . Also. tha1 neutron bomb 
business eliminates the nuclear winter 
threat theory uf the "Pcace-A1-Any
Pricc" crowd. 

As 1he former skipper of lhrce ships 
dunng 1he World War II nastrne~s. I pre• 
fer to ~pcnJ the res1 of my years na, l)!al• 
ing my ea~y chair over the turhulenr ,ur
face of my den rug. not holding my 
brea1h for fear the neiu one will be loaJcd 
wuh fission bomb pan1dc!>. 
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Rttar AJmmil William Pen,Jlev. U . S. 
/1.'m-y, lJirertor. Stratt~y. Plun1 un,J l'ul
,n-. Office uf the Chief of Nuv..il Op,•ra
tions-Juhn Cullin5 ra1sc~ a number of 
mtcrc,11m: and ImportJnt 4ue ~tI11m m his 
.:n1m1Icnt ,,n the J..inu.lf) I 9~<, \IJr!l1111c 
Str.1tq.') Supph:1m:nt One rca,on "'hy 
Sc,: n:1,1ry l.chrnJn. ,\J1111rJI WJti.1m. JnJ 
Gc.:nerJI Kelley prc:pdred the \Upplcmcnt 
W;I\ hl prom111e 01\l'U\\lnn lll\Hk and nut
~1dc.: nl th<' n~v .tl prok\~1on Tht'rctnre . I 
1.1, pu ld 11~1· tn re\Jl(md tn ~tr C.i ll 1n-,' , 

· ,,tf iu." !-'l'. f1l · r,t i 1,0,\.'f\ ,&ij\1f1, l, r f I lit: 
111.111111,w , rr.u ,~i''-' 1~ not .,n 1·~ 1 l1• 1<1 hl1 • 

l.111 · ;1111;1 11r ,I 1;, ·( .11 i,.- ,J \A, -I( jli 1U 
0

)lf \. '1 

p:..::i, Jrc ;·n•p~ ... -d \ :r.~ r,rl 1\ 1ri~ . ..: ,, r (i i~ 

1, 0,11 , .... t I otfft t'I •tttl~,, , ,,tin r1111 , I 11 :•i•' !'I · 

!:.: : ·: ' · .. :: .. . ·r1 ... ,1 .. . , ..... , .. .... . 1 . , ... .. , , I ,.. 
• .... . ...... ~ .. , ..... , ... . . t ' , . • -~~ 

tt. ,·-..,· ,, !nu:,.1nd~r, .... 11h lht· t-.,,. , 1 , 11l i t·1 -

r,, ~· pr1 1ft' "' ''•n .d J1H.i :...·111c11t 1,! l in• , l'.' n1 i, r 

,111:: ,,rmc.:d Jllu u11i 1Jn 11.n .il k Jt1•:r , n1;i 
OI r .. " ' I,) t:mpllly lllJlllllllC.: lt1 flc', (ll 

cc ·, ~ ·.•,:.ir nr--,hnul J ,,,ar :on,,· -to 
111,·:·! t : S oh !tTIIH" ',, r1q•n 1,11 r h<:\f 
u1,, :cr-,lJ11J 1111.! of S"' 1,:1 ,tr.,lt'l:1 ·1 h11 , 
th, ,lr..ilS:t!). 11~..: J111· , u,h hroJJ J.,,:u
mt:nt. I::n.irc, 111Jn1 ro,\lhlc Jlkrn:i111c, 
1.1, h1ch an.· pror-:rly lhl' ~uh1cd 111 c11n11n
!!Cncv p!Jnnin~. \1Jny ol ,\Ir Collin,·~ 
rom111cnl\ r JI,e 4uc,t1nn, ;ihout ,uch al
lerna111 i:,; II I\ ImponJnt for u~ lo i.:on
,11kr them. hut we mu,t l1rsl ,et lnrth a 
ba ,~!i ::c s~~atc~ :-, . Su"·h a b1i&::,~lin~ b v.. hJl 
the , 1.Jpplc.:mi:111 r resentl'J . 

lkcau,c of ,pace ltm11a11on,. my an
~1.1,er~ mu,t be le~, complcle thJn I ""uld 
lk,,re . I have aucmnti:d lo adure" the 
m.11n theme of e\'t'f) 4uc,1Ion . \IJny of 
Ilic 4uc,11on, d1J not lend tht·1md1e, lo 
th:: .. ,hort 'impk .imwcr," \Ir Collin, 
re4uc..tt·J .\llll't: we do n(lt anru:1r:it:: a 
fl, ,Ii.ii "ar "'1th the Sovich 1->cing i:1Iher 
~hurt ur 'lmple. 

Th,, mari11me .Hrtlfrgy ' 'nc"rfr ig
norer · • nucll'a r kUr at .H'u ." Jiu ,.· u thts 
umII.I Icnr ll'ith prudent pl,111nini: an,J 
k ·h,11 ,ilt<"rnu111•cs urr ,11·wlubfr 1f nudcur 
1-i-,,r t .,.,,,,,1;" Tilt" ,1r;1h:fy dt)e~ nnl tgnnrc:

lht: ro~,ibi lity of nudt::ir war. fn,t::JJ, 
b) altcring the milllJr) b..i!Jnl·c
ll[x:r i fi,..illy. the nuclt·ar halJrKc t ,n S11-
\ tt·t tc:m1,. the nudt'ar currt·l ,1t1nn of 
force,1-it ~eeks In m;1 ke e~cal.1:1nn un
allr JctI11.'. to the S1wicb . Ry dllmi: tht\, 
"c si:d, ln deter nuclear war . ShnulJ tle
tcrren,c fail. the ha~i.: outline:\ of the 
strJtq:y will ,till oc relevant. althnuµh 
thcri: 1, oh\1ou,I~· no strJtcg) le,~ dilli
cult lo rmplemcnt once nuclear cscalJt1on 
takes pl.ii.:e. 

• 'Whc11 prl'l'cnts the superp11k·ers frnm 
fi1.:h11n1< rel!ionlJI wars rluk'hae? What 
intarsts, for example. 14 ·ou/J miliwrilv 
inn•ll'e our European 111/us. if ref?wtwl 
combut h,-,...,·ecn the (.init,·J Stutes and the 
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Sm 11tt Union erupted in F.ast Asia .' /low 
wou/J .1u, h ,-on/lict ..i/Ject U.S. m11r111mt' 
.1traIe,•v 1 " It 1s in IJr~c part the tlctcrrenl 
el feet o f our na11onal milllJry \trJtegy. of 
"h1<.:h our m.1r&11111e \tratcgy i~ a l,.cy 
compo11cn1. llut pre\cnh !he ,upeq1ow
er, lrn,n li!!ht111~ 1.1,ar, an)1.1,hcre . Should 
deti:rrcni.:c IJ1I. n:i:1onJI "'ars he111,ecn 
the \U[X'fl}()wer~ are po\s1hlc. but ti 1s 
unl1l,.elv that-given the t,i.:u, of So
vret 1111l1tJry 1,1rccs-thcy would r~m;r,n 
rcl.'.1,,nJII, ~on1i11 c.:d fur very Ionµ . 
<, ;, 1C•r1 1, 1 .1lttH1 i-, ont .1u111n1attc . ;,111 1 J 1t1e 

\lr..itc l!y J, •. :, n111 llll1'1Jcr 11 , uL11 dn 
d~· t·d lh t' \. fr :1:t,', '\.' ri• c n ~ n!/C"I thJ( th e 

l k · -.1n1 i11" n 1 rtt,HtUft tl.' luru .. ~, tt, L·11n1.t1n 

Jth.l r .. ·, t d·.~ r,-~h1t1JI ~rl "i l.''\ l "i JllHH1e our 

f l1 1'"' lf!'['f •!1:Jfll t ·r.1r.t!"!!"'U!I Dn '-: t : l mJJ;;!JlO · 
.. .. ... ... .. .. 
"' r- t " .. w,-.~. 

/ J,,, ,, r ,1tr 1' .' l/\"\ 11r,11•, rl•ar 11a~·a/ r·rcra 
{1('11\ in rile /' .1, ·1/i, um ,!tr,·, 1/1 1011111h
ur,· tu u l .ur, •:11 an , flll//1 , r / l:n ,:n (1, I .J 

lw , l ,11,,.rurc J 11111., • ·,mf)it c-J i111i..,i,•1'J 

u1 , . n111 ,r 1,11 ( /('a r . • • P.u. 1 tit < •fl(.: r . 11 11 Hi"- ~tre 

l!llf"'riJlll Inr \C\eral fC:J\On, . I Ir,1. J~ 

h< ,111 'ic:L r r t;irv l.,·h111Jn ,ind Adrn 1r :II 

\\ JI~ 111, IIIJ~<.: dc.:Jr . IIIJII" 111 our 11111,1 
llll f'••rl.&n t Jiii-:, Jlllj 1111Jd1 of our Irnp.1r . 
!Jilt lrJ,k Jre 111 the l'ar1lic One nn·tl n,>t .. 
arccpl Jny pJrt1culJr a"u111p1I11n, ,1h<1111 
the u,ndul'I ol l':il·1tic n:.itIon, ma fulurc: 
WJr 1t1 rero~n11c th:.it C . S. 111tere,rs J~
m.111J thJI "e nol Jh;mJun the: rq:1on ,n 

li me: .,f u>nf1,-.t . l'J,di ~ up,:1.1l1tH" Jrt: 
d1reL·tly rdn,an1 to a Eur<1f'(:an "Jr. ·11:c: 
thr,Jt tif U . S. romh:.11 11pcrJtmn, 1r. the 
Paulic ,i:rvc\ to 1Ie cJ01.1,n Soviet lnrccs. 
pani<.:ul.,rl~· air lorn·~ 1h;11 could nthi:r
w 1,c Ix: i.:om11111ted to a Lumr-:;,in con
flict. Our unJi:r,tJncJ1111i of Suv1et str JI· 
ery 1, th;,it the So\·1c1, w,,ultl pr,J<'r a 
~111~h.: -lron1 war--wh1, h would he to 
thc-11 adv .int.i r e. h:,, ~II an.ily,e, . Ju,1 a, 
our \\u,IJ \I. ..ir II e.,r-:nen<.:e 1m.i1, ;,ited 
!hat ,c:n,ndJry fronts 11,cre rt'4u1rec..l to 
dc:t..:Jt (1,flllJff' . It 1, l'\.\t'nltJI lo Jny \U<.: 

cc:,slui Mratq:y that !ht: Soviets Ix: l;1ccd 
w11h a mult1 -1he.1t..:r 1.:h.ilkngc-a, op
l""nl '" th1·1r prt:frrrt·d ,j111;1t1nn Thu,. 
the rrt'~r-.:~t ef :.1 '-'-':.tr L"..:Ct!rr:n~ :!i Eur~!,.: 
is. 111 pJrl. detl·rr..:d hy our al·t1rn1, i11 the 
Pai.:1 fie . 

" l\ i 111/d uu1/wrirur11·e Jpokt·.,m,·n de
Jinr tlrt· /,,111:nt {hort H"ar . and rrp/(lln 
how nanil poH"cr could (..i, ·orahfr 11(/i_,ct 

the ourcom,· r,(.rnch hru'[ comhm l,ctH"t't'n 
N:\[O anJ th,· \for.ww l',u ·1 ,n the f"ed
e,.,/ Rcpuh/,c ,,j Ciermwn·:'" Lkli nmg 
"th..: 11•111,?e\l ~hort war" i~ not the func 
tion of a ha,clme stratr)!y thJt ha, tx·en 
de\i)!ncd hl provide over JII i:u1tl:.incc to 
national anJ na\ al plan111n~ anJ prnµram
mmi1 effons: anJ to ratJly,e ,trJlt:l,!IC 
Clpcrat111nJI thinling in the Navy and 
elsewhere . llt~tory . h,,wever. tell, us lhJt 
wars arc fii,.cly to t>c lon)!er anc..1 hrnader 

in -.cope than anlit·1patcd . A short . Ger• 
many -only war I~ not cnvl\1uncd . \Vhat
cver the lcnµth of the war. 11mcly rein
forcement anJ rc\Upply of NATO force~ 
in [uri•r'(! would I'(! vnal. Even a bncf 
conlht·t woulJ Cll.hJu,t NAHJ'~ war re
~ave ,to.:ls. ·niu, . maritime lt1rces a~~I\I 
in the Central I mnt ca111p;111,!n.hy a,,unng 
reinforcement anJ re,upply. bol-tenng 
our all1Jnce~ worltl1.1, 1de. l)'&nl! dn"'n 
So\td forcc~ on the flanl,.s or J1vening 
other S11v1,·t l <>rcc, 111 them, Jnd. 11 re-
4u1rl'd. thrnu :;h the d1rcn pro;cc11,;n 11 f 
ampn1h1t1u, am1: 11r IJcl1<.:al JIr po1.1,cr . In c 
mJr&lIme ,t r.1tn:v Jot·~ nnt. nt c,11Ir<r 
en vl\1Pn th~ ~ avv w1r.111nc J 11,:ir !ov 11 -

,clf. ,\, St'i:rctJf\ Lch111Jn 111.1>.e, uc;,ir ,n 
h i, Jrtlc,fc. " :O.t..ir:11111c , ur-:r111111~ Jh,m: 
/11Jv 1,, ,1 J"uli: 11L111r\ . hu1 !he In" 11f it 
\\i !I cc !1J1nl :r a~:.urc d..:ka1.·· 

""" ., ·1111/,/ thr f'rl/ , /1, ., ,,f .,/,./,11/ 
, ·ar/-,. l.iirl, ,. , , 11/ 1 ,/1 ,1rih1111·d 11a, al ,Ie
p l11\ nw11n ci11•·1111t /flt' rrc111\/t tt1n 1,, 1t ar 
··p,·rr,111 tht' U.S. /',," .'°· alrcad1· ,r,riad 
Ih111 . lo cum cnrrulc 11s u1mhm f'"k r r 01 
,Jr, lt1' 'P nnoHt J " \11, ·h d,•nln,,,n_..n, .. •,r..-, • • - - I • • ..... ... - • -
Jc:\l cnt:tl- ,n 1..onIun.:11on w11h mo\t:· 
men: , nl nur ,I \ ll'f ,cr.I-:" and Jil,e\-l<l 
cctl..: no vllJI ari:a to ri.i: Soviet, h de
fault Con,e4t:ently . 1he VIIJi 1',111ni:aq 
AtlJnt1,·. North.,,.c,t l'Jufic JnJ \kd1 1a
rani:an mu,1 rertJ1nly umkr).'O rap,d 
huild;;p, of \1Cn1fic;in1 n:.i,:il lurl e, . C1in

~'l.'nlrJ11nn ol L . S. r,,.iJ1'\ como.11 •"'"'r JI 
<kL'l\ 11e p,i:m, I\ p;cc1,dy thc Jim of 1hc 
man:Imc ,tr:i:r:1..'\', a c11nci:n1ratIon rcn
tlcret.l more potent h~· it~ t·omJ1nJt11>n 
with othcr J<llnt ;ind , 11mh1nr"d lnrcr~ 

Aµain . the mar111me ,trJlt:I.!)' I\ onl~ one 
romp.mi:nr ot our n,,tUlnal n11l11ary ,tr..it
eg). anJ r.:4uire, more than L'. S. naval 
torrc~ to a:.:h:e, e ih i:o;ils . 

• 'Jfo11 could tht• S111'11'/ ,",'an· ir:tafrr!' 
serwutlr 1.-rth U . S. oh1,·cr11·,·s in <1 cnn
i·r1111nna/ 11 ·ar. if onlr a .mw/1 jruc11nn 
d,·,,low·d j11rk ·ari/'' Under sue h co11d1-
t1UnJ . u-h_,· wou/.Jn • t u f'U.UIH' ,k_l, •n.te 
lmr arr:1.u the Grl'l'nlcmJ-1, durul· l'111tcJ 
,...,,,gtfn,n Cop rr1•rccr 011r j('Cl-/t11rl'! .' 

11'1:y ere' l' . S. :r..~r:::m, s:r::::.:;;:.~:; con 
urned a/Jou/ u Smii-t fint Ju/rn. if the 
Sm·i,·t Nun· swn home?" First. of 
cnur,r: . lhcrc'•i\ no j!Uarantec the: Sn~tet 
N;,ivy will. 111 Mr . Colltn,·s wortls, "stav 
h,;m~" forever anJ the "home" referred 
to extend, thou,and, nf l,.,lomctcr\ out to 
sea. Sh(lulJ the Un11i:J State\ unilaterally 
n:tlc So\lC:t "home" "atcrs as ~anctu
anc~. Snv1cl f11rre~. par11i.:ulJrly ~uhma
nne\. could he nrc1..·tc:J 111 some 111 l:ir!:!e 
numocr, . Ir is far mort· prudent to engage 
the~e fnrre~ early and aggre"ively . Sec
onJ. ~nme uf our allu:~ live heyonJ Mr. 
Collim 

0

\ pwpo,ed defcmrve line and 
w11h111 Sm 1e1 '"home wari:rs." Writing 
off our allies and frn:nds as well as some 
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of our own forces on the Nonhem and 
Southern flank\ , ,mJ in the P,u:1fic)-n 
ma11y of the advocates of .\ldllC dcfcn~1ve 
str;1tcl!1es 1mrly-would dcmoy allied 
cohc\;on and n•rrlc both deterrence and 
all1cJ warli!,!'111111.! carahil1ty . A ra,~11.-e 
dcf<.:n,e line aero\\ the Gret:nlJnJ -kclanJ 
-L1111ed K111l!Jum GJp coulJ rrutcct 
some 1ran~atlJnt1c sea-I.mes, but would 
condemn Nor,1.•ay 1<1 Soviet cx·curJIH>n 
anJ lu:IJnd and 1he I '. nrtt:d K rngd11rn ro a 
111.i."1,e Suv1,·t air nffcmn·c . 

i ;,,. rn.111111 11,· •lldk'P) ,cc~, 1t1 do fdr 
rr•• ••c 111.111 ,1111r,i_. ,,,.,led '><!J l,nc, . It .ihu 
,,·,·k , ,,, ,1rrlv kvrr:we 1111 the ',11v1cl 
L r- 1 •n ,Hid '" ,1r,11n!1c· , .. ,u.-,-ir, 11rdcr 
111 .:11J tnc ""ar .. r, even h<:t!t.:r, t,> en,ure 
'h]' ·>- ·tr •I•'<'' 11••! ,., .. cur All "' 111.--e 

·r ,,. , t .. rv. .,rd 11111v,·1111·n1 . u>i1p k d "'"h 
rhi: 1.,t'I :lur \IHT1t: St1 ,·1c·t f,,rrc:, ,,.,II he 
1kp111•,nl our ol ,Ht:J . roulr, 1n tt ,c nci:J 
to l•i: 1.u111.crncJ v. 11h rhc bJttlc 111 tl,c I ,r, t 
,al·. n 

\\ f: ,- dr1n ' ' rffltHtn l( wld1t111ru1/ C: . S. 
.1h1r11 ro S111·1rt m11 Hit'1 •• 111 llm<' ,,(, r11Is 
J, ter u1t11rrH11111.' \~hut J,•rarcnl ,lo »e 
pr,•po1e ti 1Imr i/n,•s n,,, prrma udJ111nn11/ 
jur,,.ard rfrpln,-memr dunni: a cri.rts? 
[arly furwJrJ Jl·plo~rnents ~erve two 
deterrent purpme~ . hr~t. they en,ure no 
one can m1,takc our Jc:tcr1rnnJt111n tu 
meet our ohlifallon, to ull ol our allit:s 
I fii,t 1u,1 iho~c nauom 11, here :rno r\ arc 
~t.11, , ,neJJ . In aJJ,11un lo th1, p< d111cal 
dctcm:nt. early forv.ard movemt:nt 
makes it clear that the Soviet, 11, ill not be 
ahlt: to accornpli,h their pnmarv naval 
m1\\1on,-ddcme of thc hornc:IJmJ and 
prntccuun of their SSUN furcc:-h; de
taulr. It aho forn:lo,c, any \lnf'lc front 
advantafc . There 1s no suh,t1tute for ,u,h 
a Jt·icrrcnt movement of f11rce, ; that 1~ 
wh\ huth AJm1ral WJtl.in~ anJ ~.:,rt:IJry 
u:hrn,rn ,trl'S't'J the 1mpnnJnce of rec
o~n111n!! anJ rcal.!1n!= tu n1,1~. 

Ac11111ral Ii ,11.i.111j sun we must "11•£·ar 
du"' n thr ent'mv ." "Is a narnl s1ra1et,1_\ rif 
(lf/nt1 , ,ri h,·,1 wi,,.r/f,,r ,It,. Un111·t! S1,t11'{ , 

co."l!t,!c-rin;; . .. the imrua111·e nud lo 
r,•1,;{ur, ·c und rrsuppil' fon,urd Jcplo,ed 
elements ,if the U.S . Arm\' und Atr /'fJrLe 
snvn ,1rier hoH1li11es commence''· Wh111 
til1rrna111·ef hm·e heen con.wlued.'' In 
callinµ to r mantrme forces to wear J,,...,n 
the en<'my. A<lrn1ral Watl.rn~ is rc:c11gn1z
ing thJI the Soviet fleet will not ,ume en 
maur for a ~inglc c.:l1mae11c hattle . But 
1h1~ fleet mu~t ,1111 be destroyed as 
qu1(l,.Jy a\ pos,ible . If we cannot acrnm
pli~h 1h15, the residual Soviet na\·al force
in-bcing could interdict our resurply cf. 
fons llnJ Jeny u~ the levera11e of hulding 
the Soviet homeland and Soviet strategic 
forces at n,k. While many alternative, in 
the man11me strategy have been dehated, 
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few have hc:cn "Lfocardcd" irrcvncahly . 
As nnh:d c:ultcr. the strategy is fl<:x1ble 
ennu~h ru Jeal v.1th the key uncenaint1es 
of wartJre . Nevenheless, a ~trategy re
quires mJk1n1: chmces, an<l we have con
~c1ou,ly lhown the arrroach we comaJcr 
to he the mo,t likely II> achieve success. 

"Wh<11 1rrrJuuble Jecuion1 f 10 pre-
11en1 Innes 11[ jnrces earlv in 1he conf11a/ 
mu.ri he m,,Je, und hnw would ihf'y pre
ven/ lorrn .''' A hmt of ucc1\IOO\ will 
h.111r to ric 1T1Jde, a, event\ unfolJ, 1<1 pre
•c111 l .. ,,c, .,f lt1r<..C\ C,111\ Ill tl,c <..t1llll1d 
A111,111g lt,o.:..e JfC JCCI\IOn\ rO.:l!Jf•~llg 
rule, 111 enr.1;.:cnient. alliance ,ot1ll:mty, 
1111111111 "' 1 .. r.,..~,d 111<1\cmcnt ,md rc,crve 
111ohtl1LJ1i.in. huJcctary authority. indu~-
1r1 ;,I rn .. t,tl1tdflllft, co11111111111enh to 
fr::.:::~! ) •, :.it::\ •,. h11.h ar:: 11ot formal al
l1e, . l""'""n' \l\·d·Vt\ unlnt:nJI~ \IJIC\ 
ric,,dc, th.: S11, 1et,. anJ rt" \ ourc·c Jll o<.. d· 

11011 pr11•r111c:,. c,1x:uJ1iy .iirl 11 1. Tu the: 
cH.:nt ,u.:h J.:cl\1,;m Jrc maJ.: ,o J\ to 
tinn1: lhc Y.hnlc vanctv ol L' . S .. ;il11cd , 
Jnd fril'111fly f11r1.e, 111 hc:.ir qu1d:ly and 
anrm1priJ1clv Jl!a111,t the cncmv. lt»,c~ 
will be prc\t:nti:J . If 11,e "'en: not confi
dent of PUf abd11y w mal.c wch <lcc1-
s1on~. we would neeJ ro build a much 
lar)!cr navy to accornmo<la1c the ,1ra1ci;y 
that woulJ then he nece\,af)' Prc:J1cting 
all thc,c dt:u,1on, rn advan(e 1~ nc11hcr 
po\\1hlc nor rrudcnt : h1\lnry dearly 
tca,·hc~ that • .. ·ar-. J o no t lend thcm,cl ·.-c, 
10 prc -,cnptin)!. War, are won hy the \Ide 
with a c:ohcrenl strategy and the: carabil
ity for 1mplcmentJt1on of flc,ublc optu,ns 
a, event, unlolJ . 

"!Jo the l'rr.HJent. Srcre1arv of De
feme. arul .\'A.TO leader.r apprr>\'l' <J fron
wl ursuuli on !)01·11•1 nurul l'frt'nl/th 111 the 
onl'c/ 11 1< ur in 1< '(1ttrJ 1,,heu r1.1b art' 
,l/rt'U/1'.\I ., u hut ulu•rntJ/1\'t'{ did ihn· re• 

J1'C/ thut "'"'" dn1/,/nl'li to pr11tlucr com
hm 0111rrm1 morl' ful'f•rah/e to the Untted 
::i1ate.r w1J 11s uiltes or le<J\·e the Sm iel 
Nu, ·,· rn uulut1on.'" As AJm1ral \Vatl.ms 
carefully pointeJ PUt, the m.1n11mc ,tral• 
t'f'Y pr11v1dc, a fn11nJJt1on fnr naval ad
Vll'e 111 the Na110nal Cnmmand Authnri
tic~ 1:--.:C:\), i .e., the Prc,idcnt and the 
Senctary of Od.:n,c . The mant1mc strat
egy ckarl} rt'rngn11.c, thJt the unified 
anJ ,pcc11ied commanJer, (the comrnan
der,-m-ch1efl fight the wars, under the 
d1rcct1on of lhe NCA. 

The manllme ~trategy 0011, s from e,;

pliclt NCA ~u1dJn(e and I\ in concen 
with that gu1Jancc . As PresiJcnl KcJ11an 
ha\ ~tatcJ puhlidy: "FrecJom tu u,c: the 
sea.~ i~ our Nation's life bl<Ki<l . For that 
reason. our Navy is designed to keep the 
sea lanes opc:n worlJw1de, a far j!reatc:r 
la~k than closrnj! those sea lanes at ~1rate
g1c choke points. Man11me ~upcnonty is 
for us a necessity . We mu,1 he a hie 1n 

--

time of emergency to venture in h.um's 
way . ... " 

Se(retary of Dden,;e Weinherrer has 
1e,111ieJ that the mant1me strategy 1s il 

vital rm of our overall ,trategy, e\pe· 
ciall) with regard tu chrntnJllrt)! the So
viet mean, of ..... dflare as 4u11.kly J\ po~~i
ble . NATO policy an<l ,trategy are llllJlly 
con)!ruent 11, 1th the mar1t1mc ~traregy . 
Thi\ 1., by dc,um. ~rnlt: the NATO StrJ1e
g1c Concept anJ Concert of MJnt1111e ( Jp
c:ra11011, arc key bJ,l''> ot the ,tralcg~ 1 lit: 
NA f() pul1cy , if' ' ,u,1.11n,J .:nnH'nth >n,;I 
Jercn~e 1n for11,,11J .ireJ ', a11.i1mt l.11 !;! <.:· 

S(ale convc:nt1onal J!!).'.rC ~\ llJO I\ lullv 
rcllc..rcJ rn tile 111.,r111111e ,trJt.:v,- . 11,c: 
l.Jn11cJ ~IJtc:~ anJ the other NA I CJ 11a
t1011, have n,n,1,1<:ntl:,, reJt'<'lt:tl ;ir

pr<><!Lhe, thJt w1•cllJ J!Jt1111ul 1Ld ll:, \JUI· 
f1ce key all,c, 11r lt'.J\ r 1he ~ov1~t ~ .1\ y 
unt ou,hcJ, once Sovie! an:rc\\1or1 ha, 
1.x:curreJ 

"lfu1t· cou/J thri·,111' to !)m·1rt SSIJSr 
und thr h11ml'i11nd lwtp uin/111r thr 1cnpe 
u11,I 1r11,·1111n· of, r,n/11, ·1. <J r1uh/1r "h/l'C• 

1I1e o( U. S. nut11Jnu/ mtlttur.· llrutt' ',/\' ' 
Do 1he l'rcrnfrnt and !)ccr,•turv o{ /),•. 
fe111e heite~e th,11 {,' . 5 opn1111,in1 de

scr1hed wuu/J prornke no Sonet retulw
tion ? On ,,.·hur ba.ris :'" A key feature of 
the ,1ra1cgy I\ to u,c mJt1t1rne force:, to 
conta111 cn,e, and prevent gluhJI ..... ar 
from Pccumng in the: f1r,1 plJcc . thu, ful
fi!!ir1 ;.: the traJ :ta;nJI m.Jn::rnc ro!e r ' 
hm1ting the \CPf'C of c~mtl1rt,. Shou ld 
rlohJI war nonethele,\ occur. a~11re,
s1ve u-.c of mar:11mc power-rnduJing 
threat\ to the Soviet hornclanJ ;mJ Suv11:t 
SSll:-1,-coulJ ha,tcn an enJ to the 11,ar 
and l1m11 Soviet option\ hy Jemon,lrJlln!; 
that e,calat1on 1, nor m the Soviet in1cr
e~1. Secrctaf)· Weinhcr~er ha\ te\llficd 
reprJin~ the :int1 -S~B~ rn1s\lon. notinl:! 
that Sen 1ct knowleJ!,!e of our carahil1t1es 
in th1, llrea heir, d1,coural:!e them Imm 
going 1<111,ar. TI,c: N,n: bd1c\n .,ud, u p
era11on, will nor draw retahat111n ( 1f hy 
"rctJhauon" Mr. Collin, mcam nuclear 
e\calat1on ). t>ecau,e such escalation 
would ,erve no u,clul Soviet pumme . 
Soviet writing\ arc quite clear that rhey 
will undenal.c attJcks on nuclear-capable 
force~ 11,"'ith conventional forces 11, here 
they have the capahil11y . It I\ difficult for 
me tn unJer~tanJ why a So\·1ct doctrine 
of convent1onal auacks on nuclear 
force~-which has e,mtcd for years-is 
benrgn 11,h1lc a comrarahlc U. S. strategy 
is somehow too dJn)!en>u\ or C\calatury . 

"/lo-.· long "' 'ou/J i1 no-.· take tn as
semble amphibwus shtps scattered 
arounJ the K'or/d, f anJ/ /hen mount a 
dil'lwm-si:ed uuuult 011 K't'll-deft'nded 
shores.' Ten years from now.' I/ow would 
tha, action <Jjfect all other thea1us, 
K'hich ·,rnuld ha1·e to be smpped of am-
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ph1b1nu1 cupahilities?" Assembly of 
amphibious ,h1rr1ng woulJ ubvwu,ly 
t;ike weeks. simply h.:cau~e of the 1rans11 
times involveJ . ll1i.\ 1s cn11rcly cnm1\tcnt 
\A.1th the ~trategy·~ reJt'Ctinn 11f !he n1111(1n 
th.II unly the liN few Jay~ of the ,,. :tr 
mauer. The lln1hil11y to com:cnrrare 
amr,h1hiou\ force\ for one brge J\\ault or 
to kave them dl\J)\:r,cJ for \rnallcr as• 
~aulr~ in J1fft:nng theaters i\ one of the 
inhcn:nt aJvanlal!e~ maritime force, 01fa 
the Uniti:J St;.ire~ . 

"l/ua· cuu/J 15 ( CJrrta /1CJll!c i:ruups 
.. . utC1Jtllf'l1.1h ,ill I\Urllmr Ii.11J.1 pre• 

.)(,,;,,..,Jin: 1i1e ,nu1111me .Hru,rxv ·" • iiuw 

I\IJU/<I 111('\' (ll'{JI</ <11/11/IIJII <llltl /l<J\\ "0Ultl 

IH' r, ·11l11ce /,,11 ,,r d1trllt1',/t'd , urnt•rs.1 

Our ,..1rr11:r~ 1'.ill ..1..:1.:0111µ!1 \ h t!1c ta~k, ,.:t 
for1t1 f11r thi:111 hy OJ"l<=r,!ling in multi• 
larr:<:r hallk fon:n lor mutual , ul'r,,rt 
JnJ j'f<llCC(l<lO, anJ hy orcrJtln)! in l<ln· 

JUn, u .. n v.111I Jil1cJ ll>f(I.'.\ JnJ O il ' t,,r, o 
,•1 <'Ur ,I,1cr ,en In:,. ri1\:y "'iii unucr-
1.i~c I.1,b ,i:4uc11u.dh, v. 11h111 ..1 11I,,n 111c
a1cr ,1111.:e. a, :\Ir Collin~ nirrcctlv r,rnnt\ 
our. there "'di ni:vi.:r hi: cnou!:h , lllfh lo 
Lin L""l'f)lhang ""'-' ""oulJ l'.anr 1,, Jo,,. 
n11d1,1nt:C1u,ly We do nnt c,rx-,1 lo Jvo1J 
at1rn111n anJ we re1.:o)!n11c there arc no 
n:rl.r,t:nH:nts. l.Jnlor1una1cly. 11 I\ rhe 
nJlur..: uf v. ar th:il ,l11r,, arc ~uni. JIIJ ml'n 
arc ~,!led . Uut we J-.clicve th;.it. rrurcrly 
ori:rJleJ. our carrier h.ittlc lorl-e\ "rll he 
;ihlc 1,1 lullill !heir man) m,~,I<.>ns . 

' ' \\ '/wt rhrcut /II """ h u. s ... VATO 
oh/l'C:11·rJ" n1u/J 1ur11[\' three C"Urrt,·r 
bCJrric groupJ in the Mt·ci,rcrrunrun, • ·a 
d,1.11 ·J hodr ,if .,mer:'"' U.S. force, will 
Ix in 1hi: \ fi:J11crranean hccau,e th;.it i~ 
"ht:ri: C1ur allrc~ arc . hve NATO n..1l1<>n~ 
ha,c \kdrli:rr.rni::m l"na-tlrne,: rhrcc of 
them lie cnt1rcly w11hrn the n:pon. A 
co.ii 11 ,.,n ,1 r .ilc)!y rl·4uIres 1ha1 v. e ~krcnd 
on our all1c\ and. in rurn. th;.it the) he 
ahk 11, Jcr'-:nc..l on u~ . C Jmcr h.illk l<>r,c, 
i11 11«: \kJi1c:n..111c:J11 will p1u, iJc: JII ,up• 
J1<•r1 111r the lanJ hault: and v.-1II ,k-,rflly 
Soviet naval fon.:e, in the \l.:J11crr..1nc:1n . 
The IJCI thJI the \kd11crrancan 1~ "a 
c:111,cu hoc..ly" of water mc:an, thJt mutuJI 
surrnr1 hcll'.CCn !Jnd -ha,ed :ind ~eJ
h:J\l'd lorces-which 1s a key elemenr of 
cum.:nt L'. S. na\·al thought-is partH.:U· 
larly important. 

'"/low can the Second Flat . even with 
all,rJ unurance, hCJnJlc us h11',/e war
time reJr1111.11htl11ie.r H'ith rour,:hly the 
.ramr si:e U. S. fura plan11ccl for Ull' in 
Afrditar,111e11n 11pcraT111ns:''" \Vh1k the 
area of potc1111,i/ action fur NATO Strik
ing Fleet. AllJntic. is very brge. the area 
of prohahle action i\ not. The capahilities 
of allic\ in each area also differ. In line 
\\-ith the ~tratc:gy ·s tenets to U\e sea rower 
aggre~~avely in forward areas. the NATO 
Sinking Fli:et l which i~ compmeJ mo~tly 
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of the U. S. Second Fleetl will primarily 
be cuncemeJ "'Ith the bJttle for the Nor
wegian Se.i . By "'mning that hJllle, we 
win the bJlllc of the Atlantic. Thus the 
apr:irent d1,r,1n1y ~l...,c:t·n fnrre\ and 
geopJphy that Mr. Cullms ~ugge~ts Jucs 
not e\l~t. 

S.·a,•1ary l.ehman's arttde Ju~xnrs 
that two carrier battle xroups from the 
l'aufic Fleet nwv be rt'qutrrd ,n the In• 
dwn 0< t'(Jn . "What rhrt'at.r 1mtloptn 
U . S. wartime f,irce requ1rementJ " i11 the 
/11J1un Uu·un 1/ ":he !;u11cr ,\'un· rr 
mu111s 111 l11•mc 11i.11ar''' The ~iJ, y J~,cs 
11\Jl C\1\1 \llllpiy IU Jc,1ro,· 1hc .:>OVICl 

~J\) . lmJcc.:~. in a ~lIJl~:..Ii.: ·..:11:;c, .:.: 
,1ruuIun <l l the Sov1c·1 ,,;J,·y 1, ,,11/y J 

mc.:..11" tu the.: i.:11J uf 1..t1111tui:111l! lilt! -.ca. 
rrnw<:1Int= rower a,hore .. rnd hrrnt'.ln;? 
rrt.:\\Ufl.'. un lh:: :-i11,1~·1 L lllt/11 ·"'" UIIC CJn 
rn:J1i.:1 1hc L<1ur,c: of J furure v. ar or the 
JfC..1, 111 '-'111,h C . ~ - l11rll'\ v. ii l he 11I
voiH:J Sl'l'lt:Ur) Ld1n1J11 ,, J\ ,1111ply 
rl'l'Ol!fll/.111~ (ht: f"l\\lhrl11~ lhJI lJf"IIC:r 
h.illk i:rnur, mr;:hr he required r., ,ur,rort 
lJ . S. rnrl11;.ary <>J)\:rat111n, in 1hi: lnJ1Jn 
(ke:in One ac..lv;.anla~e of ,ea rower I~ 
1ha1 naval lnrce, hJ,·c the lkx1hrl11y to go 
or not !!ll, Jl'.rcndm!! (,n the: mrlrtary ~IIU· 

a11on Ohv1ou,ly, 1f in an artuJI v.ar there 
"'J' nu mi!itJry rurpo~c ,cnc.:J h) i.:amcr 
hJllk forces in the Indian C ke:in . tho,c 
fur1.:cs woulJ he u,ed cbe"' here by the 
unified n,mmanJers . 

"Wltut arru {of rite 56.(,0() Jquarr 
mrfr.1· m ·,·r »·ht< ha carr11·r haul,· ~r,,up is 
d1.r11er.1t'J} nmrums the .,h,pJ. w opp11.1ed 
to CJtfl raft 011 the w,ng :' What 11 ,mid l,,1p
pen to rhe oJTcn.ifrr strt/..1ni; po" er of 
1·CJch huu/c 1:rou11 if one .1l11r-1hc uir
cra/r ntrrtt·r-w,·rr .runk :•· • Th,· ~6.CM 10 
s4u;.ire nau11cal miles Adrrnral Warkin~ 
Clll'd 11.a, fur ,h1r~; airrr;il1 rnnl'a,,· that 
cumhat area ~1!,!nificantl~. Oni: rca~on for 
"'J'"Y m1crc,1 m ·1om:1hawk rru1~c rni~
~ih:, i, lu Jr,l><:"c: uffc&l'l'<" I""""'' ,v th.JI 
snrnc ,,llcn,rH· capah1li1~ rrmJan~ even 1f 
a earner i~ put out of a,t1on . Se,·erthe
le,~. the earners remain rhe heart of our 
<:omhat 1.:ar,abli1ty; thal •~ wh~- the Navy 
d,~~ nnt rrnrn~e single carrier hallle 
groups, but rather mult1 -camer h;.ittlc 
f11rc·es "here the loss of a ~inglc \hrp is 
le" likely and the con..cquence, of such a 
loss less ~eve re. 

"Sca/1(1 hv the end of this decCJdr will 
hr adeqrwre lfl support ,.-har forces, 
Mherc. unda .,..1,m nfl'um.m111cc.1.' /low 
cCJn ir he u,frqrwre, if unuhlt' ,,, mol'f all 
1/llf't'rutii·t' /oCJJs, includ111i: Jtrur,·1:1c raw 
marrrial.r, ei•en in the CJhscnce of lrt'avv 
a11ritifln.'" Sealirt by the end of th1\ de
cade will he adequate for the m1ivemc:nt 
of n11lttCJr\' for,e~ tn a 1lohal war w11h the 
Soviets, under demanding a\su111r11ons 
governing the nauonal n11!11ary plJnning 

.' 

process. Shou!J a numhcr of 'tanahles 
change-~urh as the geographic ongins 
of the glohal conll,ct, the nurnher and 
type of U. S. anJ allied \hips available, 
ann11nn rates, tempo of t>J"'("r ,111Pn, ,n 
eKh thcJtcr. etc. -our rc4uIrl."ment~ will 
~ altered . Comcqucnrly, rhc Ol'r:inmcnt 
of Oden~ anJ rhe Navy rnn\lanrly re• 
evaluate their ~calift nc:cds, and this rs 
rcllei:t.:d in refincment~ to the rn.intrme 
s1ratri;y anc..l lt1 rhe ,ealdt pnl(;urerncnr 
progrJrn . U. S.-umtrollcJ ,eJlrfl to 
tr..111 •,pun :,t:Jl~i.:l..: TJ'.lt' r11Jl'-.:fl:.Jl., i, nro
j..:ct.:J r.i be J \ Jilahk . but "'111 JI; J:: Iii..: . 
lrhooJ. be 1nJJ.:uu..11e . in me Jh\Cn<:e of 
II1C <.JC\lrCtl rcllu1IJi0i! vl our rn.:rd,Jlll 
manni:, ,thl'rnJII '•~ polI1..1c, v.uuJJ ti.ive 
to he 1111nic111cn1cd-p<1~,1hiv 1r,, i11,J1;;g 

1=n:.rrer ~'-C of f,,mi:n·tlJ)! ,h,pp,n~. ,: .:o~ 
nu1111l t1dllcmn~ ol the l><:I1 ..11 home. 
and or U\e of ,hip, currcn!ly planr.cu 10 
1....lrt~ llllfr(JI) L,111.'.0 . 

" //1111 · ,r:,;,n OJ;,u· n( rl:c Sn rcr,.1r1· of 
I h'/t"ll\t', 1111111 Cht,•fl" of .\tat,-. 11r /'vavv 
i. ·ar l!cttnPS /r,.;1·e n•11:acd <•tr a U . S .• 
Sm tt·r nu, /car ,..CJ, ar JCCJ .' ~rhut ,11111111p

T1011s c on1ro/t,,J rhcrr n111d11c r.' \\"h,11 
..,,,,r thf' ouri 11mt's.' I/ow ,rui111· toner 
ha,·r wnr1re.r mled that a l'. S. ,11rt ra/1 
C"lJ'rtcr l\ 'CJJ sunk or cl11uhfrJ in CJ c nn1·en
twnul ,. -,ir .11 ow,,,,:• \rl,rn l\ 'Cn rh,, lu.11 
/lfnt' ., •• We hJvc rJJvcJ . anJ l"l>nlrnue 10 
p!Jy. war !!amc:s renraed on a U . s .. 
Soviet nuclear wa~ :it ,ca . J ., r:ir1 ol our 
O\'CrJJI )!Jllllll!,! Jl:trvrt:,· .. Oc1.:;.iu,c. how
ever, of the deterrent a,rcct~ of the man
lime \tr;.ile!!y anc..l ol ~nv1et ~,ratcgy a~ we 
unJcr\l;.ind it. "c Jo not ..:un,1Ja a future 
war centered on a L'. S. -Soviet nuclear 
"ar at ~ca a~ the mml 111.dy ~,enarro . A~ 
w11h all J!ame,. a varr.:1, ol a\\umr11nn~ 
ha\e h.:cn u,ec..1. ;ind. therelore. a vanc:1y 
of 11utromes cmer..:cJ. whri.:h pve u, the 
v:mcly of in,1~hts "e hJ,·c ni:ec..lcJ to 
improve our tact1c.:s and programs. 

Lil..:~i~c . .;.,r, I.:r ..1111111"11 11, g.1111c, ur 
e~c:r,l\e\ 111 d,,c, harr<:n. al~u i:Ive, us 
valuable and U\eful in,1ght~. which we 
then c:in and do ac.:1 upon. In the real 
world. however. carnc:r!> have proven to 
he among the lc:a~t vulnerahle ~hrp~ in our 
lleet, w11h an inherent moh1hry that 
make\ thtm ·1c~s vulnerable than land 
ba~es. The Fall.lJnJ~ Conflict certainly 
proved many of our a\\umr,11ons con
cerning the u11li1y of our big earners and 
!heir low vulnerabilrry "hen rror<:rly 
equ1rrcJ. orcratcJ, anJ protected-as in 
U. S. Na\·y rrac11c.:e. 

"/low doCJ thr Nan· rrf111e critics, 
who, being unable ro CJnrwrr theu ques
tions, conclude that America" s mar111mt 
strategy is hCJsrd on the hest U. S. cau 
(in which wt control rvenrs from start to 
finilh), CJnd that ii does nflt d,weratl well 
K'ith the tow/ nuds of mhu armt•d ser-
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~•ias or thr nation' Wh_v would11't more 
selccm·e mm.{ uccompl,sh e1un11(.J/ U. S. 
mt{.lwns ut lt•J.J rtJlc und cost .1 " The 
ahove c:1;rlanJllun\ shoulJ help refute 
any ,·nt1r~ 'A-ho had hcen hcrctntorc un
at,lc to Jn,"cr thc~e 4ul·,tI11m. !<Jthc:r 
lhJn h..·111µ /,u.rrd on the lx,t t:a\c:. the 
rnaritIrnc ,tralC!,'.Y ts dc~1i:ncJ t11 < rt'<ltr 
the hc,1 c1,c. 1.c .• tu enJblc: U\ tu u>ntml 
e,ent, ~" thJI war wHh th•! S,1v1cl\ never 
~tJr1\: aml 1f \UCh a war '-'Crt: to t..1ke 
pl..1l'e. to cn..1hlc U\ tu cu111n,I c, en 1, ,u 
tt1JI "'(" ,·oulJ tcnrnn..1tc: H l..1,11rahl~ 1'!11~ 
1, In rrct:r \ C agreement w11h l<c.1r !\drnr 
rJI J l'. v.,1ie ·s 'A1,kly 4ui,1cJ .1 J111\lnJ• 
t 1< u1 rh .1t . "the a1111 nf war" ,,1111c mea
curc ,, t conrml over the: em:m,· " 

rt1c 111 ;irI1111Ie \lr..1Iq:y ,, aho dc" t= nnJ 
t11 ,!,,-ct . .111 ·.1.dl "'Ith inc rcyu,n:ment , ot 
tii,· 01hu l ; S. dJ111.:J ,.:n,ru.:, JliJ ti 1<hC 

, ,I ,,ur tri ..: mh ;md .J!lrc, . /\II 1.:or.tr1~utcJ 
1,, 11 , dc·,,·li>nrncnt : all h:J\~' !,irc'l'\ n,·u:,
,,,rv t» I11,ph:I11,·I11 rt. ,111J ..111 ti .1, c t, irt:e, 
...,h,, h rcqum: 11\ 1111pk:111en1.1I111n 111 urJ..:r 
id b,: l'lt,·,t1H:I~· l'lllrlmcJ ,, .. re wkt·
IJ\C a,m, n11~hl well .1,·, 011 :p!i -. h ,ome 
L1 ~ - !!~!''!"!"!'- :H !,:,, 1n111 d ,n,1 h111 rh,·~ 

""u lJ unJ<>uhtcJh th,·rc:h~ ,-:rc.,tl) 111-

,ri.:.1 , e th.: o\er;,,ll r1\I. 111 uur,-.:h,·, JnJ 
our all,e, . 

t-iu ,1ra1egy i, rcrfrct: none 1, "11hout 
n,l . ,\ rl\l -ln.:c "'ar het.,..e::n the ,uncr-
1"""'.:r, ,, a contraJrct1on In tcrim . The: 
rn,1fllImc \tratc;:y hJ, given 1h11,e ol u, in 
tnc fl ,I\ JI rrotC\\Jl)Jl a \l,,ay· Ill ()f l!,1111/e 
l•ur tn,nl.rng. to lxtter \trucrurc our cf. 
lnr1\. and thcrehv h> mcrca\c our nros-

• f"Cl'h fllr deterring war-or, ~h11ulJ Jc-

la\(>r.ihlc 10 the UniteJ State\ ;,,nJ 11\ al
lic\ . It i, only hy rontrnul·J dr,cu"rnn 
anJ Ji.:hate th :tt we ran 111nea\e l•ur ,tra
t,'!!IC undL0 r\1J11J111!! a11J uu1 prcpJreJ
nc,,. ,u e,,cn11..1l to dctcrrcnc:e. 

l~.-r L (jrJllchu,. !'!' IM-I70. '1,rrh 111~1> 
rr,l!f rrd,n,:JJ 

joiin F. Vundn1ri(r. S, .-F,.,,.;..:,. C0rn
m;111Jcr GraJelitJs ·~ piece \l'an:, the ht:11 
out ,,f mc-e,rcl·rally thJt ran ahout the 
clcctmmagne11c puhc ctlc:ct m:utral111ng 
11t,r ekctronii: surcnorrty . No cnmputt:rs 
mc.111 no Navy . A1'o. that neutron tximb 
hu,incss elirrnnate, the nudear "inter 
threat theory of the .. Pcace-At-Any
l'me" nuwd. 

A, the lormcr ,lcirrcr of three ,hips 
during the Wnrld War 11 na,tincs,. I prc
h:r hi ,rend the rc,t of my yea_r~ navigat
ing my ea~y chair over the turhulcnt sur
fan· 11f my den rug, not holJ,n!,! my 
breath for fear the next one will be loaded 
wtth tis~uin bomh par111.:lcs. 
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Each certificate feature!! 
• Full -color ii lust ration5 
• Gold seal ,md ri!Jllon 
• Matchinl{ wallet card 
• upt1ona1 custom 

pcrsonalt.l.1 t10n 

lJ11kttcrcd ccrtlf1ratcs arc $3 .00 <"acli. and cw,to111 -1<:11crcd ccr
ttf1 ,· :.1tcs are ~fj .:iQ cad1. \Vnrr· ,1rtrl ;1<,k about our <,pcC'lal d1s
co1mts olft'rt>d on order<; of 25 or more . 

:~ Check the couunerni,ra live ccrtificatc(s) you wish to order . 
Whrn onkring custom-lettered certificates, plea~e fill in re-
4uestcd information. 

sn,o a.,. Lonqrtvt'.M 

keotuM Subpc>ene - 8 ''7 • a 1 ·1, • 

ArctJC Circl• (" ' fJh,e MoM'' ) - 11· I, •• . fo, c,011109 the Archc: c ... , .. 
Sh,o --------------- 0••· ______ L<>nQllude 

GolOen Ora90n - It'"• 14"' , 10f cr0tt1nQ lhe 180th ~er.a,~n 
Sh,o ________________ 0•1• ______ llt,(ude ____ _ 

Aecomm1e11on1ng - 1e· • 20· . commemorar,n9 t~ recomm,,sl()n•"9 ot 1 1h1p 

Sn•o ________________ Oare AKomm,isioned 
~ lanll O•n., - 11 • a 1.c• , Co,t')f'l14mQ(at1ng IM COffll'ThlS10t'UnQ o4 I lt"IIO 1011• 11a tt()('I , Of S<Jv.arOf'I 

Sh,p ________________ 011ft Comm,ul()nftd 

Coto.n ShellbKlt. - 11· r ,, ... to, cro.smo ,,.,. eou.11or 11 lt'le 1&0,n Meridian 

Sn,o _______________ 011e ______ Long•tude 

' ,-,..,nA '""- Workt - 16'" • 20• to, ()OfnQ IIOU'ld the w,o,k, 

Stup _______________ S1ar1 Oar• ____ F,n,,ti Oare 
lce1and1c Oo,na1n (''81••• ') - 11• 1 1.c· , to, 1en,tee ,n 1eet1nd 

Sn,o _____________ From ______ To 

Please send me: Quantity 
Unlettered certificates. ______ (it $3 (),J -
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Address 
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603J Memo 052-86 

MEMORANDUM FOR THE RECORD 0 9 MAY 1986 

Subj: ATLANTIC COUNCIL MARITIME STRATEGY FORUM 

1. On 30 April I attended an Atlantic Council Forum on "The 
Maritime Strategy: Hel?ful or Harmful to U. s. and Allied 
Security?" The forum was the third in a series of national 
security issues forums sponsored by the Council and was held at 
the University ~lub. Forum participants included LGEN George 
M, SPionious II, USA (Ret), former Director, U. s. ACDA and 
Fresi~ent of the Atl~ntic Council: Dr. St~nlcy Hcginbn~h~m, 
Congr ~ssional Rese3r~h Ser·,ice; Amba3sador Robert Komer; and 
Mr. Bing West. (List of participants and biographies at TAB A). 

2. Dr. Hegir.botham initiated the panel discussion with a fairly 
authoritative overview of the origins and development of our 
curr~nt Mariti~e Strategy. He ended his presentation with two 
thouohts for the following panelists to fr~me the discussions; 
for Mr. West: . 

Is the prolon~~J conventional 
Maritime Strategy valid? 

war in · thc 

and for Ambassador Komer: 

Although the Navy is criticized for their strategy the 
Army has been considerably less successful (for various 
reasons) in building a credible strategy for the Central 
Front. 

3.• Mr. West, in the role of Maritime Strategy advocate, 
presented a very good defense of the Strategy. The key points 
in his presentation were (brief outline at TABB}: 

Reiterated importance of denying Soviets their single 
,theater preferred option. 

Maritime Strategy provides President with a viable 
conventional option, without which he would be faced with 
two unacceptable alternatives: go nuclear or capitulate . 

. ·, 
This Strategy keeps Pacific allies on our side. 

Strategy is a concept of how to fight. This is important 
because deterrence can fail. 

Our Maritime Strategy can change nuclear balance. 

• .. c; • .. , 



He emphasized the ultimate criteria for judging the 
Strategy is whether u. s. is bette,r with or without it? 
His answer, "better," because: 

Provides important options 
Complicates Soviet war planning 
Confident Navy makes sense 

4. Ambassador Komer then took the floor. He ran through his 
standard litany of Maritime Strategy criticisms. His 
presentation wa~ not particularly well prepared, not very 
coherent and, certainly not as convincing as Bing West's. Major 
points: 

- Strategy is 3 unilateral, Navy go-it-alone strategy that 
ignores our Allies and sister Services. 

- EvP.n if the Nrtvy can sink the entire Soviet Fleet, so 
what? The war will be won or lost on Central Front. 

Maritime Strateay pays lip service to but never . 
substantively addresses how maritime forces contribute to 
war termination. 

S. Forum was very worthwhile for promoting better understanding 
of the Strategy. Bing West is a very persuasive advocate and I 
strongly recommend we arrange to have him give his presentation 
to OP-60 and the 0P-603 branch. This would be particularly 
important and ger~ane as we are beginning work on Version IV of 
the Strategy and some of his thinking may be useful in helping 
us to better defend and package this next version. 
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MARITIME STRATEGY Bing West's Presentation at 
Atlantic Council - Graphics 

1. WHAI IS IT? 

2. MEASURES OF THE STRATEGY. 

A. GEOPOLITICS 

B. DETERRENCE OF NIBBLING 

C. DETERRENCE OF GLOBAL WAR 

D. FIGHTING A GLOBAL WAR 

3, CRITERIA FOR DECIDING IF THE STRATEGY IS HELPFUL OR 
HARMFUL 

A. US POLICY WITHOUT THE STRATEGY --:;,-· 

B. US FORCE STRUCTURE WITHOUT THE STRATEGY 

' ·' 

I 
I 



WHAT IS II? 
- CONCEPTS ABOUT HOW TO FIGHT THE SOVIET UNION 
- GENERAL 

- CONVENTIONAL, NOT NUCLEAR 

- GLOBAL, NOT ONE THEATER 

- CONDITIONAL WAR 

- PROTRACTED, NOT SHORT 

- FOCUS IS TWO SUPERPOWERS 
J 

- END WILL BE ONE SUPERPOWER 

- NAVAL 

- BETTER 
.~ .. 

- ATTACK AND DESTROY 

- CHANGE NUCLEAR BALANCE 

HOLD ACCESS WORLDWIDE FOR US 

- KEEP PACIFIC (JAPAN, PRC) WITH US 

- APPLY MOBILIZED REINFORCEMENTS 

- PROJECT POWER AS CINCs REQUEST 



'i ... , 

WHY IS IT? 

- WHY A CONCEPT OF HOW TO FIGHT? 

1) DETERRENCE DOES FAIL 

2) NATO NUCLEAR THREAT RESTS ON CREDIBILITY OF · MUTUAL SUICIDE 

J 
3) NOT APPROPRIATE IN ALL CASES 

·~· 

/ 
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LIMITS OF DETERRENCE 

"OUR DETERRENT STRATEGY FAILS, IF WAR EVER OCCURS," 

(RAOM JEROME PLASKINS, 13 OCT 1940) 

(GENERAL JACK VESSEY, Nov, 1984) 

"WE HAVE WARNED THE JAPANESE OF OUR .STRENGTH, WE WI LL 

DEPLOY TO SHOW THEM WE ARE SERIOUS," (VAOM THOMAS FAY, 

17 DEC 1940) 

~~· 

J 

'· 
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HELPFUL OR HARMFUL? 

FOUR MEASURES 

1. GEOPOLITICS 

- US NAVAL CONFIDENCE 

- SOVIET LACK OF CONFIDENCE 

z. DETERRENCE OF NIBBLING 

3. DETERRENCE OF GI OBAL WAR 

- MULTIPLIES SOVIET UNCERTAINTY 

(NEXT SLIDE) 

.4, FIGHTING A GLOBAL WAR 

- CHANGES NUCLEAR BALANCE 

- KEEPS PACIFIC 

- MOBILIZATION ACCESS WORLDWIDE 

_i 

~~~ 
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US UETERRENT THEORY 

1. REASSURE ALL I ES. 

- FORWARD PRESENCE 

- INVOLVED IN FIGHT 

2, CONVENTIONAL DIRECT DEFENSE 

STRONG 

- YE1 QUESTIONABLE 

3. UNCERTAINTY ABOUT FINAL OUTCOME 

- MARITIME STRATEGY CHANGES TERMS OF THE CONFLICT 

- A CONTRIBUTION TO THE ALLIANCE 
~-

- SOVIETS PERCEIVE WAR CANNOT BE CONFINED AS THEY WISH 

4. NUCLEAR RETALIATION 

- NUCLEAR LINKAGE ESSENTIAL 

- UNACCEPTABLE COSTS 

• - BUT NO CERTAINTY OF USE 

J 
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.l.s__STRATEGY HELPFUL OR HARMFUL? 

1, CONSIDER U.S. RESOURCES WITHOUT IT: 

- PROBABLY THE SAME ALLOCATION 

- IF LESS NAVAL, 

DOUBTFUL IF CONGRESS ALLOCATES MORE TOW, GERMANY 

DOUBTFUL IF U.S. ARMY ALLOCATES MORE TO Wi- GERMANY 

2. CONSIDER U.S. POLICY WITHOUT IT: 

- LIMITS PRESIDENT'S OPTIONS 

- MAKES SOVIET WAR PLANNING EASIER 

- LIMITS NAVY ANO GEOPOLITICAL CONFIDENCE ~--

) 

,,, 
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CONCLUSION$ 

1. A CONFIDENT US NAVY MAKES SENSE. 

2. AN UNCERTAIN, NOT-SO-CONFIDENT SOVIET UNION MAKES SENSE. 

3. A .CONFIDENT WESTERN ALLIANCE MAKES SENSE. 

4. A CONVENTIONAL ALTERNATIVE TO IN IT I AT I NG NUCLEAR WAR MAKES SENSE. 

J 
5. THE EUROPEANS WILL NOT ACCEPT A CONVENTIONAL OPTION. 

6. THEREFORE RESOLVE THE CONTRADICTION BY A COMPARTMENTED PROGRAM . 

.. ~'7 
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SUMMARY 

- A STRATEGY OF CONFIDENCE 

INCREASES UNCERTAINTY IN SOVIET CALCULUS ABOUT NATO AND 
LARGESCALE CONFLICT 

INCREASES OUR FREEDOM OF MANEUVER IN GEOPOLITICS 

-~-

~) 
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(1-~ y~· 
p,i t,, MARITIME STRATEGY 

1, Wl:i.AI IS IT? 

2. MEASURES OF THE STRATEGY. 

A. GEOPOLITICS 

8, DETERRENCE OF NIBBLING 

C. DETERRENCE OF GLOBAL WAR 

D. FIGHTING A GLOBAL WAR 

3, CRITERIA FOR DECIDING IF THE STRATEGY IS HELPFUL OR 
HARMFUL 

A. US POLICY WITHOUT THE STRATEGY 

8, US FORCE STRUCTURE WITHOUT THE STRATEGY 
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WHAT IS II? 

- CONCEPTS ABOUT HOW TO EIGHT THE SOVIET UNION 

- GENERAL 
- CONVENTIONAL, NOT NUCLEAR 

- GLOBAL, NOT ONE THEATER 

- CONDITIONAL WAR 

- PROTRACTED, NOT SHORT 

- FOCUS IS TWO SUPERPOWERS 

- END WILL BE ONE SUPERPOWER 

- NAVAL 

- BETTER 

- ATTACK AND DESTROY 

- CHANGE NUCLEAR BALANCE 

- HOLD ACCESS WORLDWIDE FOR US 

- KEEP PACIFIC (JAPAN, PRC) WITH US 

- APPLY MOBILIZED REINFORCEMENTS 

- PROJECT POWER AS CINCs REQUEST 



WHY IS IT? 

- WHY A CONCEPT OF HOW TO FIGHT? 

1) DETERRENCE DOES FAIL 

2) NATO NUCLEAR THREAT RESTS ON CREDIBILITY OF MUTUAL SUICIDE 

3) NOT APPROPRIATE IN ALL CASES 



LIMITS OF DETERRENCE 

"OUR DETERRENT STRATEGY FAILS, IF WAR EVER OCCURS." 

(RAOM JEROME PLASKINS, 13 OCT 1940) 

(GENERAL JACK VESSEY, Nov, 1984) 

"WE HAVE WARNED THE JAPANESE OF OUR STRENGTH. WE WILL 

DEPLOY TO SHOW THEM WE ARE SERIOUS." (VAOM THOMAS FAY, 

17 DEC 1940) 



HELPFUL OR HARMFUL? 

FOUR MEASURES 

1. GEOPQ.ITICS 

- US NAVAL CONFIDENCE 

- SOVIET LACK OF CONFIDENCE 

2. DETERRENCE OF NIBBLING 

3, DETERRENCE OF GLOBAL WAR 

- MULTIPLIES SOVIET UNCERTAINTY 

(NEXT SLIDE) 

4. FIGHTING A GLOBAL WAR 

- CHANGES NUCLEAR BALANCE 

- KEEPS PACIFIC 

- MOBILIZATION ACCESS WORLDWIDE 



US UETERRENT THEORY 

1. REASSURE ALLIES 

- FORWARD PRESENCE 

- INVOLVED IN FIGHT 

2. CONVENTIONAL DIRECT DEFENSE 

- STRONG 

- YET QUESTIONABLE 

3. UNCERTAINTY ABOUT FINAL OUTCOME 

- MARITIME STRATEGY CHANGES TERMS OF THE CONFLICT 

- A CONTRIBUTION TO THE ALLIANCE 

- SOVIETS PERCEIVE WAR CANNOT BE CONFINED AS THEY WISH 

4. NUCLEAR RETALIATION 

- NUCLEAR LINKAGE ESSENTIAL 

- UNACCEPTABLE COSTS 

- BUT NO CERTAINTY OF USE 



Is STRATEGY HELPFUL OR HARMFUL? 

1. CONSIDER U.S. RESOURCES WITHOUT II: 

- PROBABLY THE SAME ALLOCATION 

- IF LESS NAVAL, 

DOUBTFUL IF CONGRESS ALLOCATES MORE TOW, GERMANY 

DOUBTFUL IF U.S. ARMY ALLOCATES MORE TOW, GERMANY 

2. CONSIDER U.S. POLICY WITHOUT IT: 

- LIMITS PRESIDENT'S OPTIONS 

- MAKES SOVIET WAR PLANNING EASIER 

- LIMITS NAVY AND GEOPOLITICAL CONFIDENCE 



CONCLUSIONS 

1. A CONFIDENT US NAVY MAKES SENSE, 

2. AN UNCERTAIN, NOT-SO-CONFIDENT SOVIET UNION MAKES SENSE. 

3, A CONFIDENT WESTERN ALLIANCE MAKES SENSE, 

4. A CONVENTIONAL ALTERNATIVE TO INITIATING NUCLEAR WAR MAKES SENSE. 

5, THE EUROPEANS WILL NOT ACCEPT A CONVENTIONAL OPTION. 

6, THEREFORE RESOLVE THE CONTRADICTION BY A COMPARTMENTED PROGRAM. 
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SUMMARY 

- A STRATEGY OF CONFIDENCE 

INCREASES UNCERTAINTY IN SOVIET CALCULUS ABOUT NATO AND 
LARGESCALE CONFLICT 

INCREASES OUR FREEDOM OF MANEUVER IN GEOPOLITICS 
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Maritime Strategy and Nato Deterrence 

F.J. West, Jr. 

T he 1970s was a period of malaise and turmoil for US national security 
interests and organizations. For the US Navy the period was no 

exception. At the beginning of the decade, Navy force planning stressed 
ASW and convoy protection in the context of a Nato war, and procurement 
considerations such as the Sea Control Ship were hotly debated. Considerable 
respect was given publicly to Soviet naval power, including statements that 
the Soviets could have defeated the Sixth Fleet during the 1973 Middle East 
War, that the US Navy had less than a 50 percent chance of prevailing in a 
major US-Soviet war, and that a sea line of communication (SLOC) to our 
allies and geopolitical friends (i.e., the PRC) across the Western Pacific might 
not be maintained in a major conflict. While some of these assessments may 
have been for public consumption in order to influence budgets, they did 
reflect a defensive and pessimistic tone. 

Similar resonances could be heard in the other services, while in the Office of 
the Secretary of Defense in 1977 an effort was made to codify the self
perceptions of reduced capabilities by assuming a reduction in foreign policy 
commitments; e.g., US forces would not have to transit the Norwegian Sea to 
reinforce Norway. In the resultant furor over capabilities versus commitments. 
the Department of th~ Navy produced its own version of naval missions and 
capabilities, called Sea Plan 2000, asserting that a Naco war would actually be 
global in nature-due to the worldwide interests and alliances of both 
superpowers-and that US naval forces should, where prudent, attack and not 
sit back on the defense. A goal of a 600-ship Navy was suggested. Special 
emphasis was given to attack submarines, which were designed for the offense; 
to the introduction . of phased-array radar AA W cruisers into fifteen carrier 
battle groups; and to enhanced electronic warfare. 

Working with the fleet' commanders in chief and testing the development 
and employment concept through repeated wargaming at the Naval War 
College, two successive CNOs-Admirals Thomas Hayward and James 
Watkins-steadily developed an overall concept for the wartime employ
ment of naval forces. The plan was a conceptual strategy for maritime forces; 

Mr. West has served°as Dean of the Center for Advanced Research at the Naval 
War College, as the Assistant Secretary of Defense for International Security Affairs, 
and is currently associated with The Hudson Institute. 
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Table 
Maritime Strategy Concepts 

Numbtrtd listing indicates a Wa,fighting Conceyt and, where applicable, a related Deterrence 
Concept follows. 

1. Warfighting Concept: War termination without use of nuclear weapons.1 

Deterrmce Concept: "Aggressiveness on the part of our ships is the greatest deterrent 
we can have. And the Soviets really understand that. "2 

2. Wa,fighting Concept: Nonnuclear option to put at risk Soviet nuclear force. 3 

3. Wa,fighting Concept: Three flanks of the homeland are every bit as important to 
the Soviet Union as Central Europe. 4 

Deterrmce Concept: "We simulate running strikes into the Crimea. I would not 
preclude an opportunity to go in and clobber the Soviets at the right time and the right 
place . .. . I think it is unlikely [ on Northern Flank] at a very early stage. "5 

4. Wa,fighting Concept: Our operations are sequential in a global war strategy.6 

Deterrmce Concept: " ... if the NATO Treaty means anything, it means we have to 
protect and to hold Norway. The minimum reinforcement plans require both the 
Marines and the ACE mobile force to move by sea. They all have to go by ship, to 
Norway, after the conflict breaks out. If we allow the Norwegian Sea to be 
controlled by the Soviet Union, Norway is untenable. ''7 

5. Warfighting Concept: "If we are swift enough, we would move rapidly into an 
attack on Alekseyevka. ' '8 

Deterrmce Concept:" . . . we cannot disavow the capability to hit [with tactical air] 
their forces that arc threatening our forces . , , . ''9 

6. Waefighting Concept: "Very carefully planned and coordin.ated rollback 
operation with heavy SSN combat in the upper Norwegian Sea. "10 

7. Wa,fighting Concept: "We have to know how effective the SSN surge would be 
against the S~viet bastion force around the SSBNs. It is very critical to force them 
back up in there. "11 

8. Wa,fighting Concept: " . .. sequential rollback of the Soviet defenses. " 12 

9. Wa,fighting Concept: "War is inherently unpredictable ... so nullify the 
[Soviet] submarine force in the Norwegian Sea .. . a tough sea . .. may take a 
week, a month or three months. "tJ 

10. Wa,fighting Concept: "Seizing the initiatives is essenti~l. We hav.e to move up 
north of the GIUK Gap. We have to control the Norwegian Sea and force them back 
into the defensive farther north, under the ice, to use their attack subs to protect their 
nuclear missile submarines,- to use their attack subs to protect the Kola and Murmansk 
coasts, and similarly their Pacific coast. If we try to draw a 'cordon sanitaire' and 
declare we are not going to go above the GIUK Gap, . , . then they have the 
capability to use their attack subs offensively against our SLOCs. " 14 

11. Wa,fighting Concept: "Our submarines have to go and nullify the Soviet 
submarine force before we can send any surface ships, certainly before we send the 
Marines up there in amphibious craft . .. we cannot control the Norwegian Sea if 
we cannot operate carriers there. In order to put forces into that area, we have to 
provid·e air support for them . . . m the subsequent phases of the operations. " 15 

, , 
' 
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Maritime Strategy and Nato Deterrence 7 

it did not give tactical rudder orders to the fleet and unified CinCs, who are 
responsible for the development and execution of operational war plans. 
Instead the maritime strategy provided the policy parameters for operations, 
relating campaign options and emplo~ent choice risks and realities on the 
one hand and strategic principles and national goals on the other. When 
Secretary of the Navy John Lehman began speaking publicly about the 
forward employment of US naval forces-to place Soviet forces on the 
defensive and to protect distant US allies-he was drawing upon an empirical 
body of doctrinal concepts. 

What is the Maritime Strategy? 

The maritime strategy "is the Navy's current determination as to the best 
overall conventional Maritime Strategy for global war today. "16 The 
principles of the strategy set forth here are excerpted mainly from the 
informative SecNav/CNO testimony to the Senate Armed Services 
Committee on 14 March 1984. They are summarized in the accompanying 
Table. It must be stressed they are general strategic guidelines and it is the 
CinCs who design the campaign plans. The maritime strategy provides a 
strategic framework by establishing general policy parameters that are useful 
guides to operational thinking. 

Wa,fighting Aspects. As Dr. Robert Wood of the Naval War College has 
stated, "Any deterrence strategy that does not consider how the war will be 
fought and terminated is a hollow · shell. "17 The maritime strategy is 
concerned with the a~tual employment of naval forces capabilities; that is, 
with consid~ration of how a major US-Soviet war would be fought. The 
strategy does not address the employment of nuclear weapons, but employs 
conventional forces and campaigns to safeguard Western interests and to 
secure leverage fqr ~ease-fire negotiations.18 Its premise is to plan for a 
protracted conventional conflict. 

The strategy takes seriously Dr. Henry Kissinger's observations that it is 
foolish to base the security of the West upon the threat of mutual suicide. 19 

The US Navy is confident that, with the coordination of the other US services 
and allies, the wartime n;val missions of the West can be accomplished, the 
offensive can be seized and Soviet naval power can be gradually destroyed, 
enabling Western military assets to be deployed across oceans around the 
globe. These principles have been stated repeatedly by naval officials and 
similar statements have been contained for the past several years in the OSD 
Posture Statements, reflecting a growing consensus about the wartime 
employment of conventional naval power and how confidence in those 
capabilities reinforces the stability of deterrence. 

From the Table, five principles of combat emerge. 
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First, nuclear weapons are not used. 
Second, sequential operations in a protracted war are planned. There are 

no fixed time lines or fixed plans for execution in a rote manner. 
Third, offensive sea control is stresse4_ repeatedly because the best defense 

is a good offense. The United States presumably conserves naval resources by 
attacking rather than by defending a "Maginot Line" like the GIUK Gap. 
Rollback ASW campaigns in the Pacific and the Norwegian Sea are proposed 
to prevent Soviet submarine interdiction of the SLOCs. Marines contribute, 
especially on the northern flank, to prevent the forward basing of Soviet 
aircraft to attack the SLOC. Soviet Naval Aviation bases, where vulnerable, 
will be hit. Offensive orientation seeks to pin down, bottle up, or destroy 
Soviet forces, conceding no sanctuaries. 

Fourth, war termination leverage is sought. There is the option of changing 
the nuclear balance by nonnuclear attacks. The Soviet Navy will be 
destroyed; there will be few or no ocean areas the Soviets can claim to control 
during cease-fire negotiations. It will be a US option to grant any sector or no 
sector of ocean to the Soviets. After a cease-fire or during negotiations, the 
United States can use all the seas for commerce, reinforcement, SSBN patrols 
and the application of power. 

Fifth, by dominating the oceans the strategy emphasizes the ·eventual 
application of the effects of US mobilization ( e.g., $1 trillion a year), and of 
non-European allied mobilization (e.g., another $500 billion a year). 

In sum, the warfighting principles of the strategy are: 
• nonnuclear, 
• protracted coalition war with sequential and rollback operations, 
• offensive pressure to protect SLOCs, 
• war t~rmination leverage, and 
• control of the seas co apply effects of a massive Western mobilization. 

Only two of the five principles relate to sea control-the maritime strategy in 
its essence is not maritime; it is a conventional war strategy. 

Det,mence Aspects. In large measure, US naval planning is based on the logic 
of how to fight if deterrence breaks down. In the event of actual conflict, as 
former SacLant Admiral ~arry Train, USN (Ret. ), has expressed it, there are 
only a limited number of :options.20 First, it is possible that the Soviets would 
be stopped and would then quickly accept a cease-fire on status quo ante 
terms in order to avoid possible escalation. This is unlikely. Second, the Allies 
could be quickly pushed back and accept a cease-fire on Soviet terms. This is 
also unlikely. Third, the Allies, losing ground, could initiate a full nuclear 
exchange, killing hundreds of millions of people. Fourth, the Allies, losing 
ground, could employ nuclear weapons in a "limited" way and the Soviets 
would respond in kind. Tens of millions would be killed and either the Allies 
would accept a cease-fire on negotiated terms or continue the war without 
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further resort to nuclear weapons. Fifth, the Allies, despite initial setbacks 
and loss of ground, could continue a conventional war until able to negotiate 
an acceptable termination of hostilities. 

Because the first two are unlikely a_nd the next two are unacceptable, 
naval planning proceeds from the fifth case. It is based on two assumptions . 
The first is that officers must plan seriously for actual conflict involving 
current capabilities. This is in marked contrast to the long prevailing 
attitude that; since the current allied forces are unable to provide a 
successful defense, the goal of planners is to list the resource requirements 
for a successful defense ten years hence and not to think through the course 
of a conventional war if those requirements are not fulfilled. The second 
assumption is that history supports real capabilities rather than deterrent 
theories. Deterrence has failed time and again when an aggressor should 
have remained deterred (e.g., Japan initiating war against the United States 
or Argentina seizing the Falklands). 

Nato planning derives from a different wellspring. Having fought a 
terribly destructive war forty years ago, the West Europeans are determined 
not to repeat the experience. Nuclear weapons, because they risk the mutual 
suicide of nations, have been perceived as the guarantor of nonwar. 
Therefore, many West Europeans tend to take warfighting seriously only as a 
means legitimizing the use of nuclear weapons. The role of the hundreds of 
thousands of Allied troops in West Germany reeling under the impact of 
Soviet aggression is to engage the pitched emotions of the 16 Nato nations, 
making credible any desperate Wes tern resort to nuclear war. Therefore , the· 
"deterrent-only" theory views any serious planning for conventional defense 
as weakening deterret1ce because it weakens the supposed automatic resort to 

l ' I nuc ear weapons. • 
The "deterrent-only" theory is based on the credible possibility-in the 

event of major conflict-of catastrophic nuclear destruction of Europe and, 
as well, of the American and Soviet homelands. This means there can be no 
clear firebreaks between battlefield, theater and strategic levels of nuclear 
war. Why? Because to many West Europeans, firebreaks provide a means for 
the destruction of Europe alone, while the United States and the Soviet Union 
remain intact-this d~es not sufficiently enhance the deterrence 
of war in Europe. The SS-20s in the western Soviet Union targeted against 
Wes tern Europe provide one link between the destruction of Europe and that 
of the superpowers, while the Pershing II and US cruise missiles in Wes tern 
Europe targeted against the SS-20s provide another. Clearly, the West's 
nuclear weapons are not seen as redressing Wes tern shortcomings in 
conventional forces ... 

Under this theory Nato conventional forces must at least be strong enough 
to put up a stout defense, to prevent any quick fait accompli by a Warsaw Pact 
blitzkrieg. Enough time and treasure must be expended that the peoples and 
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policymakers of Western Europe and the United States fully appreciate that 
the war is a struggle to the death. Once the West is deeply and emotionally 
committed, then resort to nuclear weapons is credible. 21 

Critics argue that this theory of total, even suicidal, commitment is 
incredible, not least because those advocating the theory are doing so in order 
to avoid very modest peacetime increases in conventional forces. If the 
democracies of the West arc unwilling to support even five percent GNP for 
defense in peacetime, critics have observed, they will not choose the final 
sacrifice in wartime. True, they admit, the ferocity with which the Western 
democracies fought in two world wars, despite having voted against defense 
appropriations even on the eves of both conflicts, suggests that the level of 
sacrifice cannot be predicted in advance. But, they point out, the objective in 
previous wars was to build strength in order to win and preserve or restore 
the societies of the West, while the deterrent-only theory for a future war is 
to blow up the societies. 

In brief, reliance on nuclear weapons has led some to view as unacceptable 
any defense planning which lessens the likelihood of the nuclear apocalypse, 
because that is perceived as the essential element for deterrence. In contrast, by 
assuming a protracted conflict, the maritime strategy rejects the assumption of 
the early resort to nuclear war. Thus it is a threat to the theory of "deterrence 
only." Those wedded to the deterrent theory refuse to plan for conventional 
warfighting because such a plan might include initial setbacks or destruction and 
maneuver within the federal Republic of Germany (FRG); such plans are 
politically unacceptable in most West European nations. Therefore, the current 
Nato str.ltegy is principally about the deterrence of war. 

How do the five principles of maritime warfighting relate to deterrence? 
Deterrence encompasses, inter alia, these following concepts: 

• forward presence-the aggressor sees he will have to fight Americans. 
• Reassurance of allies-by forward presence, by the nuclear umbrella, 

by contacts and rhetoric, and by credible plans matched to capabilities and to 
the seriousness of the threat. 

• Direct Conv~ntional Defense-the standard interpretation is to add 
bulk to the Central front to defend against a blitzkrieg. All too common West 
European wisdom is that._ this defense cannot be done given Soviet strength, 
and so should not be done, because it would undercut the nuclear automaticity 
which is the true deterrent of any war. The common American view is that 
direct defense has less than an even chance today, but could be successful if all 
the allies contribute some real growth per year to their defense budgets for 
ten years. Unfortunately, the present Warsaw Pact modernization rate is 
exceeding the modernization efforts of the Nato allies. 

The maritime strategy contributes to direct defense by insuring continuous 
reinforcement acros.s the SLOC for protracted war. Thus the Soviets are 

. 
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Maritime Strategy and Nato Deterrence 11 

faced with two tasks: break the center; and seize the flanks and choke off 
reinforcements. If the Soviets cannot choke off allied reinforcements, they face 
a long war against an economically superior opponent. With the US maritime 
principles of rollback pressure on all the_ Soviet flanks, the probability of the 
reinforcements-and so of a protracted war-is high. 

• Uncertainty about the terms and costs of the war-this refers to efforts 
(sometimes called retaliation, horizontal escalation, analogous response, etc.) 
which indicate to a potential aggressor that a war will not be fought on his terms 
or on his choice of territory. For instance, the public voicing of possible Nato 
planning options to seize East German ( GDR) territory or create an uprising in 
Eastern Europe would add to Soviet uncertainty about the terms of a war.22 This 
assumes the GDR is vulnerable to a Nato counteroffensive-such action would 
gain territory for Nato bargaining purposes, encourage the defection of 
Warsaw Pact armies and lead to the disintegration of Soviet control in Eastern 
Europe.23 

The maritime strategy adds to Soviet uncertainty by declaring that, 
regardless of how well the Soviets are doing on the Central Front, the US naval 
policy is to: 

• apply pressure globally, 
• possibly change the nuclear balance, 
• prolong the war, 
• apply to Europe the effects of US mobilization ($1 trillion), 
• assist in the mobilization of Japan and other allies ($500 billion), 
• possibly transport hi-tech military items to the PRC, 
• apply pressure on the Soviet ·flanks, 
• attack Soviet b~s. 
• destroy the Soviet Navy, and 
• prevent the Soviet use of any ocean for any reason. 

Added together,_these capabilities point to a conflict of different dimensions 
than a blitzkrieg on the Central Front. In deterrent terms, this increases Soviet 

• uncertainty and complicates Soviet planning. 
In sum, the maritime strategy adds to deterrence through: 
Direct Defense, by making it clear that the Soviets must achieve two tasks: 

break the center, and seize the flanks to choke down the massive reinforcements 
which will be coming across the SLOC. The maritime strategy makes seizing 
the flanks and squeezing the SLOC very difficult. 

Increasing Uncertainty about the terms of the war. Whatever else the war will 
be, it will not be limited in time to one month or in focus to the Central Front 
theater. If the Soviets _attack, they must expect a world war of protracted ( if not 
nuclear) dimensions: Because the blitzkrieg cannot cap the US defense budget 
or prevent the transoceanic movement of the US assets eventually produced, in 
war the Soviets would face a severe long-term problem on a global scale.24 
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Critiques 

I f the maritime strategy seeks to enhance deterrence, why is it attacked 
so stridently and persistently by _several critics? Three reasons are 

apparent. First, the Navy has not explained its concepts. It is Pentagon style to 
give briefings, because that is the only way to get the ear of busy officials. But 
briefings are elliptical and there has been no rigorous, comprehensive analysis 
setting forth the maritime strategy. Two CNOs-Hayward and Watkins
have been personally responsible for the strategy and have done so with a 
handful of assistants. Routine staff support has been thin. Most naval officers 
are, and should be, first and foremost operators. Some tend to be impatient 
with concepts, viewing them as irrelevant or academic. In the maritime 
strategy, the Navy had a good idea which could add a dimension -protracted 
war-to deterrence and to war plans. (Another contribution to deterrence 
has been the Army War College work on maneuver and campaign strategies, 
which, although possibly at variance with Nata quasi-linear defense, would 
seriously contest any Soviet blitzkrieg on the Central Front.) But whether the 
Navy will develop and refine the strategy it has announced remains to be seen. 
There are about ten articles written attacking the strategy for every one 
written to explain it. Many who champion the Nato deterrent strategy, are 
skeptical of the maritime strategy, while the central thesis of this article is 
that the maritime strategy actuaily contributes to Nato deterrence .. 

Second, critics and proponents alike mix and confuse warfighting and 
deterrent concepts. The maritime strategy was developed as a discrete set of 
warfighting concepts and, later, concepts about deterrence were added. To 
the extent that warfighting concepts are realistic (and perceived as realistic 
by the Soviet~), they are also deterrent. They are not two separate branches of 
the same tree, but are more closely intertwined. Recently, the Navy has been 
developing an agenda for bilateral negotiations with allies, for crisis 
management, for signaling to the Soviets, and for dealing with the repertoire 
of concerns to policymakers in international security affairs. All of these are 
legitimate issues but when they are lumped together, there' is confusion about 
which concepts apply if a US-Soviet conflict occurs: There is· not a clear 
distinction between those_ ~heories that enhance deterrence of a major conflict 
and those that apply to managing crises. 

Third, some critics have genuine disagreements with one or more of the 
essential principles of the maritime strategy and do not believe US naval 
power contributes to stability in proportion to the resources it receives. 

The principles of the strategy address warfighting and articulate a set of 
means in a protracted conflict that are premised on avoiding massive nuclear 
destruction. The maritime strategy says that having a coherent plan for 
warfighting-as the Soviets do-strengthens deterrence. If war comes it still 
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might go nuclear, but if war comes and does not go nuclear, the maritime 
strategy seeks to contribute to a termination satisfactory to US interests. 

Nato Europe prefers to observe that, since any war is unsatisfactory to 
W estem interests, no realistic planning for conveDstional war can be done 
beyond a short forward defense because such plans would reduce the 
automatic resort to nuclear weapons and so might encourage the Warsaw 
Pact to use its superior conventional strength. 

This is a serious dilemma. The US Navy, together with allied support, can 
probably achieve its wartime tasks of insuring allied resupply worldwide and 
of delivering mobile firepower, while threatening to destroy all Soviet naval 
assets. In similar fashion, US . and allied tactical air can probably destroy 
Soviet tactical air, and should, given that Nato invests twice as much in tacair 
systems. But these achievements do not offset the extraordinary Soviet 
investment in land, armored warfare. 

On a GNP or per capita basis, Western Europe spends considerably less on 
defense than docs the United States. By the standard, quantitative measures, 
the allied inputs are not equal to the conventional warfighting task, unless 
early setbacks and initial loss of territory are accepted as a real risk. Under 
Secretary of Defense Fred C. Ikle has identified this as a critical concern 
stating, "If we are serious about emphasizing conventional defense and 
avoiding 'first use' of nuclear weapons, we must be serious about the staying 
power of our conventional forces. ''25 

The democracies of Western Europe appear to be willing to accept added 
risk rather than to increase peacetime spending. Their preferred solution is to 
rely upon an automatic linkage between Soviet conventional aggression and 
an allied nuclear response. Scriow US Navy thinking and planning for 
protracted conventional conflict upsets the comfortable theory of auto
maticity-which may not prove to be very automatic if put to the test. 

Another West European reservation is that US naval planning is too 
global/diffuse in scope and slow in response. Nato Europe links an attack 
upon one nation as an attack upon all. Therefore, many believe the onslaught 
of hostilities will spread quickly to the Central Front as the key battlefield in a 
ferocious and short_(probably less than 30 days) war. In contrast, the US Navy 
is spread out in the North Atlantic, Norwegian Sea, Mediterranean and 
W estem Pacific. The Central Front is not central to naval forces and naval 
forces are not central to the Central Front. 

Also, while Nato land forces are tied to a political deterrent policy of 
forward defense along a thin line which permits little maneuver backward or 
forward, naval forces are freer to employ maneuver, testing the enemy before 
being committed far forward. The military logic for naval forces is to delay 
full-scale engageme.nts until enemy capabilities have been probed, while 
Nato land forces do not have the luxury of delay or for large geographic 
maneuver. Conceivably, large-scale naval battles may not begin until weeks 
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after momentous land battles have been -decided. Hence, those planners that 
believe the Central Front is the key, quite logically want to reduce resources 
for naval forces and insure that those naval forces procured be committed 

. early-on in a way which supports the Central Front battle. 
SLOC support for the Central Front is perceived by some as achievable with 

less investment in carrier battle groups. Carriers in tum are perceived as 
contributing less per dollar in allied tactical air than fixed air bases near the 
Central Front. Only if one views conflict with the Soviet Union as occurring on 
several fronts, on a scale and length comparable to the previous two world wars, 
does the mobility inherent in naval airpower make sense in a major conflict . 

In 1984 the perception of allied tactical air superiority gave rise to proposals 
for its full utility against Soviet armor. Emerging Technologies (ETs) would, on 
a cost-effective basis, enable Nato to target, attrite and disrupt Soviet vehicular 
forces 100-300 miles in the rear through the use of precision-guided munitions 
(PG Ms) launched primarily from tactical aircraft and secondarily by land-based 
intermediate-range missiles. The concept of Follow-On Forces Attack (FOFA) 
or "Deep Strike" has the added political benefit of placing some potential 
pressure on the Warsaw Pact (at least the GDR would not be a sanctuary) 
without appearing to make Nato, and especially the Federal Republic of 
Germany, look too offensive-minded in peacetime. 

The trend in US tactical air forces is toward PGMs, and FOFA has been 
conceptually linked to the US Air Force.26 It is doubtful whether serious 
planning should rely on the application of naval tactical air in or beyond the 
Central Front for the initial weeks of a major war. The Soviet submarine and 
air-to-surface missile threats, the demands of other regions and the sheer 
ocean distances naval forces must traverse all suggest that naval tactical air 
not be planned as a substitute to-although it should complement-land
based tactic~! air in the region of the world most densely populated by 
land-based air systems . 

By virtue of its environment and its systems, US naval forces show marked 
differences in planning assumption when compared with Nata Central Front 
doctrine and the deterrence theory of automaticity. These differences can be 
papered over, but. they are serious. US naval planners look to employ 
conventional systems, even if that means initial setbacks. They look at 
theaters around the globe, not at one battlefield. They envision a long 
struggle, perhaps punctuated by episodic cease-fires, and not a short war. 
They view deterrence as resting on the conventional capabilities to achieve 
policy objectives , not capabilities to achieve an emotional commitment and 
intensity of sacrifice to compel the initiation of nuclear war without 
calculation of the consequences. 

Nato Europe has ~ot yet recognized the seriousness or the extent of the 
evolution in US naval doctrine and strategic thought. Within American 
circles, there are reservations and suspicions about the naval doctrine. Critics 
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suspect naval motivations arc for reasons of force structure justification, 
especially of large-deck carriers. (The cutting edge of naval strategy, 
however, begins with the attack submarine and ASW.) Others believe that 
the naval effort is misdirected strategy in terms of geopolitics and that these 
resources would be more useful if allocated to Europe to stop a Soviet 
blitzkrieg. This reallocation of forces presumes that the US Congress 
would vote to do even more for Western European nations (which arc 
equally as wealthy per capita as the United States), who as a general rule 
are content to put forward half the effort of the United States on a per 
capita basis. It also presumes conflict will occur in the Central Front, and 
that other areas of Western Europe and the globe would benefit less from 
the mobile power of US naval forces. Because the strategic challenges to 
US interests have been increasing outside the Central Front, the argument 
for more US Central Front forces at the expense of more flexible forces is 
open to serious question. 

The US naval focus has been on persuading all US armed services that the 
issue is not a force structure debate but rather the need to develop a 
conventional warfighting concept. This is because the initiation of nuclear 
war is not militarily sensible, especially when rhetorically cited as a reason 
why wealthy nations do not have to provide prudently for their common 
defense by conventional means. 

Naval planning strained of the salt water, is a plan for a protracted; 
conventional conflict. Since democracies often do not sacrifice sufficiently 
for security during peacetime, the planning recognizes there may well be 
initial setbacks if war occurred. In its realism, it can strengthen deterrence. 
Given Soviet nuclear strength, the Western initiation of nuclear war, after a 
conventional setback: is becoming less credible. What is becoming more 
credible is die weakness of the Soviet economy and the enormous strength of 
the US economy and the economies of other allied or friendly nations. In a 
major conflict, regardless of how the first month of conventional war went in 
certain theaters, the Soviets would have to calculate the one-year, two-year, 
and three-year consequences of US economy with a $1 trillion annual defense 
budget with an add:itional $200 billion annually devoted to strategic defense. 

With or without the Central Front, US naval planning has been based on 
analys~s of how to fight conventionally. Because this involves a protracted 
war ( meaning possible destruction in Europe) N ato Europe has not addressed 
the issue, preferring to cling to a deterrence-only theory. Yet naval planning 
can be explained as reinforcing, not reducing, deterrence. As the credibility 
of initiating nuclear war weakens, so the comparative strength of mobiliza
tion economies rises in the calculus of those who must make the decision to go 
to war. The effect otmore than a trillion dollars per year in US conventional 
and nuclear forces would weigh very heavily on the decisionmakers in the 
Politburo when weighing the risks of major conflict. Lastly, US naval 
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planning is premised on a basic assumption: a military professional must have 
a concept and plan for how he is going to fight . 

T hen, what are the serious obje<:tions to the maritime strategy? 
There are four. 

First, that US naval losses by offensive sea control would be much higher than if the 
United States stayed south of the GIUK gap, stayed out of the Seas of Japan and of 
Okhotsk and, in general stayed defensive and let the war play out to a conclusion on the 
Central Front. 

This is a professional military judgment about net power. The available 
evidence suggests that the United States has the power to press forward and 
that losses on the SLOCs would be higher if defensive sea control were 
employed. 

Second, if the Soviet blitzkrieg destroys the Central Front, the war is terminated and 
over. 

Why? If we define blitzkrieg as an attempt to quickly destroy an opposing 
army by penetrating its front and driving into its rear, then there have been 
several successful blitzkriegs. If we place blitzkrieg within the context of 
successful "war termination," then the evidence about blitzkriegs is mixed. 
Hitler's blitzkrieg against Poland precipitated hostilities with England and 
France. Hitler's blitzkrieg against France did not end the war with England, and 
Hitler's blitzkrieg against Russia failed to put the Soviet Army out of the war. 

How could the Soviets use a blitzkrieg attack along the inner-German 
border as a means both to start and terminate a war with Nato, including the 
United States? Such an attack would have to achieve two objectives-the 
defeat of Nate's forward deployed armies and the neutralization of allied 
( e.g., US, UK, Spain and Japan) ability to mobilize and continue to fight in 
force. It is difficult to imagine that the latter objective can be achieved by the 
Soviets without major operations on the flanks of Nato designed to change the 
geography of a US-Soviet SLOC war. If this is true, then the US Navy has 
considerable influence on how long a war would last. 

The unstated assumption of a blitzkrieg leading to war termination must be 
that the United States would be deterred, by the Soviet threat of nuclear 
attack, from persisting in conventional attacks and full-scale mobilization. 
Hence, the Soviets win by.forcing the United States to accept surrender terms 
by the threat of nuclear attacks . This point of view, if correct, would really 
undermine West European confidence and Nato cohesion because it is a 
double denial of US stated policy. First, it denies that we would initiate 
nuclear strikes rather than accept the loss of West German territory and 
second, that we would be deterred from retaking territory out of fear of 
Soviet nuclear strike~. 

A successful blitzkrieg 4,000 miles from the United States does not solve a 
central Soviet dilemma: how to cap the US defense budget, prevent a shift in 
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the nuclear balance in favor of the United States and prevent the United 
States from applying massive reinforcement, sooner or later, across the 
SLOCs. The old adage applies: "if striking a king, strike to kill." How a 
blitzkrieg against the European Central Front would result in the de facto 
surrender of the United States is not clear. Most likely, the war would not be 
over; it would be just beginning. 

Third, if the Soviet blitzkrieg dces not succeed, the Soviets will accept terms. 
This is not to say chat SLOCs are not relevant to the essential battle, or to 

the deterrence of that battle. The logic here is that the Soviet General Staff 
would plan an attack only if quick victory were anticipated. Only increased 
Nato strength on the Central Front will lessen Soviet confidence in a quick 
victory, and therefore only increased Nato forces on the Central Front 
contribute to deterrence against the blitzkrieg. 

This logic has three questionable assumptions. First, it requires more 
resources, especially West European, at a time when West European (and 
US) defense budgets show no real growth. Second, it denies that a US/allied 
capability to change the terms of the war (e.g. , to a global war) strengthens 
deterrence. This denial is implicitly a denial of the nuclear deterrent, which 
also lessens Soviet confidence by threatening to change the terms of the war. 
Third, it denies that the Soviets must seize the flanks and choke off the US 
reinforcement through the Atlantic SLOCs, in addition to seizing the center. 
If an initial Soviet blitzkrieg is halted in the center and the war appears to be 
going favorably for Nato (i.e., little or no loss of territory), a Soviet decision 
to accept a cease-fire and negotiate is likely only if Soviet prospects for 
continued conflict look bleak. If initial defensive success on the Central Front 
is bought by Nato at the cost of losing Norway and the ability to sustain the 
SLOC, therl a decision by the Soviets to avoid a protracted conflict via 
negotiation~ is not likely since, without the SLOC, Nato loses the advantages 
in a protracted war. 

The maritime strategy complicates Soviet planning and confidence because 
the Soviets must ~eize the flanks as well as the center. Despite the pace or 
direction of the land battle in the center, as the fighting drags on allied tactical 
air begins to assei:t itself. ( Confidence in allied tactical air is the critical 
assumption for endorsing FOFA or "Deep Strike.") With Nato controlling 
the seas and air, Soviet movement against the flanks would be difficult and 
probably would not have the characteristics or timing of a blitzkrieg. Hence, 
the strategy complicates the Soviet timetable for a quick victory and a quick 
cease-fire, because it says the war will be protracted, global and fought on 
terms chosen by Nato as well as those chosen by the Soviet Union. 

Fourth, if the Soviets can be stopped in their initial blitzkrieg, the war can be terminated 
because the allies will b~ willing to initiate nucltar war. 

This logic does not explain why the initiation of nuclear war by the allies is 
more credible after a conventional defense of weeks, rather than of days. The 
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incentive to escalate is the same in either case: conventional setbacks on the 
Central Front. The consequence of escalation-disaster-is not different in 
the two cases. 

In summary, the maritime strategy seeks to enhance deterrence by 
indicating to the Soviets that aggression against the Central Front may 

encounter: successful direct defense; nuclear escalation; or a protracted 
conventional war with different terms added to the conflict ( e.g., a shift in the 
nuclear balance, a SLOC to the PRC, the mobilized economies of Japan, Asia 
and other countries, pressure against the Soviet flanks, a long war in Europe 
and the eventual effects on the nuclear and conventional balances of a trillion 
dollar US defense budget). Given that the United States possesses a reasonable 
set of capabilities for the maritime strategy, it is not clear why we should deny 
ourselves the deterrent effects which that strategy offers. 

The Navy is suggesting that a war between the superpowers and their allies 
could remain conventional. Regardless of the initial outcome on the Central 
Front, the Soviets would have to contend with the eventual application of the 
technological and industrial might of the United States. Unless the Soviets 
could persuade the United States to cap its defense budget, eventually the 
nuclear balance would favor the United States. Unless the Soviets could seize 
the flanks and approaches to Eurasia and choke the transit of allied material, 
eventually US naval superiority would result in the buildup ashore of a 
massive amount of Western military power. This concept of a protracted war 
is dismissed by some who believe, as did the JapancS'e in 1941, that the United 
States does not have the will to sustain such a war, or that the Soviets will 
initiate nuclear war if they arc in danger of losing territories they seized in 
their initial conventional attack. 

Others reject the possibility of protracted conventional war because to 
entertain the possibility would weaken a deterrent which they believe to rest 
upon the credible threat ofNato 's initiation of nuclear war iflosing territory 
in the conventional war. However, the credibility of this threat to commit 
mutual nuclear suicide has eroded. That credibility cannot be reinvigorated 
by refusing to examine the conduct and consequences of protracted 
conventional war. • 

The Navy and Marine Corps, however, do use resources which, 
Congress and world events permitting, could be dedicated to a further 
strengthening buildup of US forces in West Germany. Those resources 
would not in themselves yield confidence in Nato 's initial defense. That 
defense would require renewed West European dedication and resource 
increases which are not forthcoming. It is generally accepted that the odds 
for successful Nato·· initial defense are decreasing because the West has 
chosen not to allocate the required resources. So the choice is not between 
confidence in a successful Nato initial defense and plans for a protracted 
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conflict. Neither is the choice between such plans and the nuclear 
deterrent; it is not suggested that the nuclear forces which provide the linkage 
to the nuclear deterrent be reduced. 

The protracted war option increases deterrence because it adds to Soviet 
uncertainty. Even should the hypothetical major war not escalate to the 
nuclear level, the Soviet Union-no matter how successful its initial 
blitzkrieg in one theater or another-would have to reckon eventually with 
the full force of a mobilized America that has control of the seas and whose 
forces could be applied to any theater. As Germany and Japan learned, initial 
success in war against the United States is transitory. Knowing that US 
defense planners have thought through the course of a protracted conven
tional war, wargaming on a global scale year after year, complicates the 
calculus of Soviet planners and contributes to the deterrence of war . 
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Robert W. Komer 

MARITI~1E STRATEGY 

T 
VS. COALITION DEFENSE 

he United States is in the t~roes of another fundamental 
reexamination of defense strategy and posture comparable to that 
leading to primary reliance on nuclear deterrence in the early 
1950s. This culminates a process which began over 20 years ago, 
as U.S. planners first began to grapple with the implications of 
likely Soviet catching up in nuclear capabilities. Now that nuclear 
stalemate is a fact of life, U.S. attention is turning to alternative 
strategies relying even more on conventional capabilities than the 
current strategic doctrine of flexible response. While crucial nu
clear issues must still be addressed, this article will focus chiefly 
on the leading non-nuclear alternatives now under debate. 

To oversimplify, one is a m_aritime supremacy strategy which 
tacitly acknowledges Soviet military i:redomlriance on the Eur
asian landmass and stresses U.S. exploitation of the medium 
which we can most readily dominate-the sea. The other calls for 
trying harder to generate a credible-con_y~ritional defense of such 
high priority areas as Western Europe, Nortlieast Asia, and the 
oil-rich Persian Gulf littoral, primarily via greater coalition bur
den sharing and a more efficient collective effort. At present the 
Reagan Administration is Lrying to ride both horses. Since con
ventional capabilities are so much more expensive than nuclear, 
however, econo-nic constraints may force on it the necessity for 
choice. 

II 

The chief factor impelling the United States toward a new 
strategy has been . the gradual improvement of Soviet nuclear 
capabilities, to the point where they make a U.S. deterrent strategy 
based primarily on nuclear retaliation lose a great deal of its 
earlier utility and appeal. Of course, from the dawn of the nuclear 
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age there have been voices arguing that nuclear weapons of mass 
dcstniction were too terrible ever to be used, hence that adequate 
convent io11al st rc11 .l{t h was also csscnt ial to deterrence. Nor has 
rear of U.S. nuclear retaliation stopped Soviet exploitation of 
vulnerable targets in the Third World, although it has no doubt 
helped deter any Soviet designs on major U.S. allies. Indeed, the 
United States itself has been self-deterred by the awesome nature 
of the atom it unleashed. Though the United States fought two 
major limited conflicts at a time when it enjoyed massive nuclear 
superiority, it never seriously contemplated nuclear escalation. 

• Instead the United States, seeing that defense-on-the-cheap via 
"massive retaliation" would have declining deterrent credibility 
as the Soviets gradually caught up, took the lead in seeking 
alternative strategies less dependent on nuclear escalation. Gerard 
Smith describes how ac; early as 1958 he convinced John Foster 
Dulles that "massive retaliation" was becoming outdated and got 
the Secretary to so advise the Joint Chiefs of Staff (Jcs). 1 The 
Kennedy Administration, spurred by Secretary of Defense Robert 
McNamara, shifted in 1962 to a "flexible response" doctrine 
which called for building up conventional forces to permit an 
initial non-nuclear threshold (and make it more credible). 

However, U.S. attempts to get NATO agreement to this revised 
strategy ran into strong European resistance, not least to the costly 
conventional buildup entailed. Our allies still preferred nuclear 
defense on the cheap, especially since the United States (for its 
own reasons) kept footing most of the nuclear bills. Not until late 
1967 did NATO officially adopt "flexible response," and then only 
in a deliberately ambiguous compromise formulation (MC 14/3) . 
This permitted the Europeans to interpret the strategy as calling 
for a brief conventional "pause," with only a modestly 
strengthened tripwire to trigger nuclear escalation, whereas the 
Americans favored building toward an indefinite conventional 
defense. 

In 1973-75, after·our long Vietnam entanglement, Secretary of 
Defense James Schlesinger returned to the fray. He found our 
allies almost as reluctant as ever to pay the price for a more 
"stalwart" conventional defense. Then the Carter Administration 
picked up the cudgels. Its Long Term Defense Program and other 
arms cooperation proposals were aimed primarily at co-opting our 
NATO allies into a sustained non-nuclear mutual buildup, to be 
funded by at least t!1ree-percent annual growth in defense spend-

1 Gerard Smith, IJouhlttallc: Tht Story of SALT I, New York: Doubleday, 1980, pp. 10-1 1. 
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ing. As so often, our allies embrace_d the goals bu~, in contrast to 
the United States, have fallen short to date on their performance. 

We simultaneously responded to growing European concern 
over the adverse "Euro-strategic balance" (Helmut Schmidt's 
phrase) being created by Soviet SS-20 missile and Backfire bomber 
deployments at a time of strategic nuclear stalemate. But this 
long-range theater nuclear force modernization program was not 
the centerpiece of our NATO initiatives. It was tnore an add-on 
designed to reassure our allies that no "gap" in the deterrent 
spectrum would be allowed to develop while we all focused on 
thickening NATO's conventional shield. Even 572 missiles (464 
ground-launched cruise missiles-GLCMs-and 108 Pershing II 
intermediate-range ballistic missiles) were not regarded as provid
ing NATO with a militarily adequate escalatory option. Besides, 
GLCMs (with relatively long flight times) are not much of a first 
strike system; instead, they would serve primarily to prevent the 
U .S.S.R. from holding Europe a nuclear hostage. 

Nor was the United States ever enthusiastic about the buildup 
of British and French nuclear forces. We regarded them as super
fluous, potentially destabilizing (could we rely on de Gaulle not 
to pull the nuclear trigger?), and almost inevitably funded at the 
expense of U.K . and French conventional forces. Though we aided 
U.K. nuclear force modernization, most recently in promising to 
provide Trident II missiles, this was essentially because we saw 
the U.K. as determined to modernize anyway, and hence calcu
lated that we might as well help it do so less expensively in order 
to minimize the impact on its conventional NATO contribution. 

In short, .it : is we Americans who have been trying for over 20 
years to get our allies to move away from dangerous over-reliance 
on nuclear weapons. It is allied governments which have clung to 
the U.S. nuclear crutch, primarily because of their reluctance to 
-pay for adequate conventional forces. Thus it is ironic io find a 
large segment of European opinion accusing the 'United States of 
wanting to fight a theater nuclear war at Europe's expense. 

Similarly, the Uniteq States has almost always taken the lead 
in efforts to help tame the nuclear monster via arms control. The 
apparent interruption of this process-when the Congress · failed 
to ratify SALT n and then the Reagan Administration deliberately 
held hack so that the United States could negotiate later from a 
.. position ul" strcngth"-tur11cd out to he a ~rave tactical error, 
which the Administration is belatedly seeking to rectify. lls hesi
tancy, at a time when the superpower nuclear competition is 
creating such high levels of destructive power on both sides, has 
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s1inrnh11rd :1 risin ,g pnp11l.ir rc;,ction in thr W<·st. This dinrntc hns 
c11t1ll'ilrn1,·cl 10 0111sid,· proposals li11· ;1 l l.S. "110 -lil'sl-ww" pl,·dg,·, 
various forms of nuclear freeze, or even unilateral disarmament. 
At bottom these are symptoms of an underlying fact of life-that 
the advent of nuclear stalemate makes a NATO strategy ba.:;ed 
primarily on nuclear retaliation less and less appealing to the very 
people it is designed .to protect. 

This factor has spawned another problem-growing question
ing of a Western alliance system based primarily on U.S. nuclear 
deterrence. Reliance on the U.S. nuclear commitment to defend 
Western Europe has long been the glue which held NATO together. 

• While many centrifugal tendencies have created recurrent strains 
in the alliance, the decrea.:;ing credibility and appeal of the U.S. 
nuclear umbrella is surely the most serious to date. A.:; former 
Secretary Schlesinger ha.:; said, "the fatal naw in the Western 
alliance system is its over-reliance on nuclear deterrence."2 

Another impetus to the search for a new U.S. strategy is the so
called ''three front" problem created by the emergence of a power 
vacuum in the oil-rich Middle Ea.:;t. After 1945, U.S. strategic 
thinkin.~ focused primarily on defense of Europe and Northeast 
Asia, and the U.S. force posture was geared to a sizing scenario of 
"2½ wars," i.e., coping with the Soviet threat in Europe and a 
Sino-Soviet threat in the Far East, plus a limited war somewher-e 
in the Third World. Exploiting the Sino-Soviet split enabled the 
Nixon-Ford Administration to accommodate to America's post
Vietnam defense cutbacks by sizing our forces for only "1 ½wars." 
But the demise of our Central Treaty alliance (cENTo), the fall of 
the Shah, and the Soviet occupation of Afghanistan have now 
compelled tho United States to a.:;sume the added burden of 
countering Soviet ability to dominate Persian Gulf oil-the eco
nomic lifeblood of our chief allies. The Carter Administration 
sought to fill this new strategic vacuum-hence also to deter 
Soviet exploitation of local instability-by boldly asserting the 
Carter Doctrine and backing it up by creation of a new Rapid 
Development Force (RDF). But severe resource constraints, plus 
the sheer distance of the United States from the area, have led 
many critics to aver that the emperor hac; no clothes. 

U.S. difficulty in coping with the "three front" problem (in
cluding Northeac;t Asia) has been compounded by the widening 
gap between U.S. and Soviet defense spending. While the U.S.S.R. 
has been slowly but steadily increasing its defense effort for nearly 
20 years, the United -States first diverted no less than $300 billion 

2 "The Handwriting on the Wall May Be a 1-'orgcry." tlrm,d Fnrcr.1J11umal, March 1982, p. 
28. 
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in today's dollars to fighting the Vietnam War and then cut 
spending in the aftermath. Not UI)til Fiscal Year 1977 did real 
U.S. defense outlays turn significantly upward. Since the United 
States spends so much more proportionally on volunteer person
nel, the gap between U.S. and Soviet defense inve~tmenl has b~come 
even wider. Indeed, though NATO as a whole sull spends slightly 
more than the Warsaw Pact, even total NATO defense investment 
is considerably less than the Pact's. Thus the Western alliance has 
a lot to do to catch up. 

111 

These painful developments have created what the Joint Chiefs 
of Staff call a serious "mismatch between our strategy and our 
resources." As the Chief of Naval Operations colorfully put its 
maritime a-,pect, "we have a one-and-a-half ocean navy to deal 
with a three ocean war." NATO deterrence/ defense capabilities in 
Europe are also below the level of prudence. Credjble protection 
of Persian Gulf oil demands far more of an effort than presently 
projected, especially in fast sealift/airlift and in regional facilities 
on which to base the RDF if we can get it there in time. 

This disconnect between our strategic aims and our capabilities 
Lo achieve them is becoming increasingly critical al a time when 
nuclear deterrence on the cheap can no longer be so heavily relied 
upon to deter anything but nuclear escalation, yet when substi
tuting conventional deterrence is exceedingly expensive. It is 
difficult to see how the United States can assure adequate con
ventional deterrence/defense in three widely separated geographic 
theaters withouL much higher defense outlays than arc currcnLly 
foreseeable, oc much greater help from its allies. / 

To its credit, the Reagan Administration has launched a more 
vigorous attack on the ''mismatch" problem than any of its last 
three predecessors. It has sought $1.6 trillion in defense authori
·zations for 1982-86. Unfortunately it also seems to have adopted 
an even more ambitious strategy. Rejecting the 11h-war or even 
2Y..t-war scenarios, it calls for developing the capability to meet an 
even wider range of global contingencies simultaneously if neces
sary, including "horizontal escalation" by carrying a war "to other 
arenas" more advanta:Peous to us, if we are disadvantaged at the 
point of initial attack. According to press leaks, a Pentagon study 
indicates l hat up to $750 billio11 more, a nearly :>0-pcrcc11l 
increase, would be required to provide the forces the Joint Chiefs 

~ Joseph Kraft , " Pr05 v~: Winger.1," Tht Wa.shingtun J>u:.·t, April 27, 1982, p. A-19. See also 
Caspar W. Wcinlx~r.i;cr, AnnU11I !Hfmst !Hpa,tmmt H,pmt FY /!JH.1, U.S. Department of DcfcnliC, 
l•d,ruary II, I !Ill:.!, Wa~hi11i(l1111: C ;j>( >, l!IU:.!, pp. 1- I ·1-17 (hcn,alfrr 1·i11·d a.~ /'u.rt"" Sllllrmml) . 
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consider neces.c;ary to carry out this strategy. 
Given current economic prospects, there is no way in which 

such huge add-ons are likely to be voted. Nor is it likely that our 
allies will be prepared to vote comparable increases to help close 
the gap. Even with economic recovery, neither the U.S. Congress 
nor allied parliaments will find ·such huge add-ons politically 
tolerable, except perhaps in a serious crisis-by which time they 
might well be too late. Hence the Administration, now that it has 
rediscovered the resource constraints endemic to free societies, has 
belatedly begun to face up to the necessity for choice. 

This necessity is stimulating a lively strategic debate in Wac;h
ington, which parallels the corollary debate over how much the 
United States can afTord to spend on catching up with the Soviet 
military effort. Regrettably the professional body to which the 
Administration would logically turn for advice, the Joint Ch~efs 
of Staff, is far less able to reassess strategy than to clamor for more 
resources, a systemic weakness which underlies the long-overdue 
need to reform the system by which the nation gets top level 
military advice. 

Indeed, given the way the U.S. system works, how much does 
"strategy" in fact lay a peacetime basis for U.S. defense programs 
and force posture? As Under Secretary of Defense for Policy from 
1979 to 1981, I sympathized with the JCS complaint about the 
"mismatch between our strategy and our resources," but found it 
essentially a plea for more resources to carry out the same old 
strategy. Indeed the "single service veto" makes the present JCS 

system institutionally incapable of choosing between different 
strategic options if Service oxen would be gored. As I then argued, 
to the extent resources remained constrained, we ought to rethink 
our strategy too, and try harder to gear our force posture to our 
strategic priorities. Instead it tends to be dictated by service 

. parochialism and such domestic political considerations as which 
defense contractors get what. The systems analysis approach 
which dominates Defense Department decision-making also often 
dictates s~decisions based on weapons systems cost
effectiveness rather than on strategic needs. But the essence of 
peacetime strategic decision-making must be to face up to the 
tough choices between competing missions and related capabilities 
when we can't do everything we want. 

IV 

As the United States grapples with this necessity, two broad 
competing schools of thought have emerged in the Pentagon. 
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Significantly, both schools accept the premise that credible de
terrence now requires that the United States and its allies be 
prepared to fight a longer conventional war with the U.S.S.R.
not just achieve a brief conventional "pause" which serves pri
marily as a tripwire for nuclear escalation. This is not to say that 
the United States should abandon huclear deterrence, or fail to 
maintain adequate capabilities for this purpose, but that in an 
era of nuclear stalemate such capabilities serve more to prevent 
the other side from nuclear escalation than to deter conventional 
conflict. According to Secretary of Defense Caspar Weinberger, 
the United States is not seeking to recapture nuclear superiority, 
as indicated by the fact that only 15 percent of his proposed five
year defense program-close to the historical average-is devoted 
to nuclear modernization.4 

Both schools also recognize the need for maritime superiority, 
since sea control is indispensable to our overseas force projection 
strategy. But they differ sharply over what this means and what 
kind of navy is essential for the purpose. One school emphasizes 
maritime supremacy as the dominant consumer of constrained 
defense dollars. It believes that the United States, as a continental 
island, must put primary reliance on its ability not only to 
command the sea"i but to use them for offensive force prqjection 
against the U.S.S.R. The other school bases its case on traditional 
balance of power considerations, hence continues to stress a more 
balanced land/air/sea strategy and posture aimed at helping our 
allies hold on to such areas of vital interest as Northeast Asia, the 
Persian Gulf and Western Europe. It is most powerfully articu
lated by the U.S. Army. 

The lirst -school naturally tends to be more unilateralist in 
outlook, not relying unduly on what it regards as our feeble and 
weak-willed allies.5 The second, believing that allied contributions 
~re indispensable to any viable deterrent strategy, emphasizes 
rejuvenating our alliances and moving toward more of a coalition 
defense of those land areas around the Eurasian periphery which 
remain vital interests of the West. • 

The tension between these schools is reminiscent of the long
standing debate over "maritime strategy vs. continental ~ommit
ment" which recurrently flared up in times past between the 

• l't,~·iurt Sl11lr111t11I, p. 1-17. 
5 Some of lhe 1110.~t vocal advocates of a bigger navy also tend lo be tho:.c who favor pullin~ 

troop11 out of fa1rupc, often ignoring the fact that this would cost a great deal, not s.AVC money, 
unlt"s.~ 1hc li,rn-s i1iv11lvt·cl wen· de11111bilizccl. 
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Admirnlty _nnd Wnr Offi~e of another islnnd nation-the U.K.6 It 
also rcllccts the same unclerlyin~ -constraint which fueled the 
earlier debates in Whitehall-the peacetime unwillingness of dem
ocratic governments to spend what is necessary for preparedness, 
even when they recognize that far higher costs in blood and 
trea~ure would result if unprepareaness leads to war. This con
straint makes se-rvice competition for scarce budget dollars drive 
strategic argument in the United States-a~ earlier in the U.K. 

At lea~t the maritime supremacy school faces up to the fiscal 
facts of life and makes strategic choices. Since the United States 
must control the seas in any ca~e to project force oversea~, and 
because it (and its allies) are far more dependent on overseas trade 
and resources than the au~~r.kic Soviet Union, the naval primacy 
advocates contend that tile 0rutcd States must cope with expand
ing Soviet naval capabilities even if the needs of other services 
suffer. 

This traditional institutional preference of the U.S. Navy, like 
the Royal Navy before it, ha~ acquired new relevance from what 
its adherents see as NATO's failure to generate sufficient capabilities 
to ofTer high-confidence defense of Western Europe, and the 
emergence of new threats to vital U.S. interests (such as Persian 
Gulf oil) from growing Soviet capabilities for force projection into 
the Third World. Ergo, this school criticizes what it regards' as the 
Eurocentric focus of previous U.S. strategy, which even called 
until recently for "swinging" much of the U.S. fleet in the Pacific 
to the Atlantic in the event of a NATO-Warsaw Pact war. 

In any case, it argues, allied shortcomings make credible land/ 
air defense of Europe futile, while we lack sufficient allied help or 
even ba~es in· the area to permit successful land/air defense of the 
Gulf oil fields. Therefore, to deter attack on them we must rely 
principally on threatened "horizontal escalation," a capability to 
retaliate against Soviet aggression where command of the sea 

• confers a U.S. advantage-not where Soviet land power is at its 
closest and strongest, like Europe or the Persian Gulf. For example, 
why not develop· the capacity to sweep the Soviet navy, its 
merchant fleet and fishing trawlers from the seas? 

A related argument of the maritime supremacy school is that 
direct U.S. regional conflict with the Soviet Union could not be 
contained. Our forces at sea face each other at so many places, 
and are so mixed up together, that anti-submarine skippers or 
submarine captains would have to exercise the inherent right of 

11 See, for example, Michael Howard, 77tt Continmlal C:ummilmtnt: Tiu Dilrmmn of British Dtfmet 
Policy in tit, Era of tlrt Two World Wars, London: Temple Smith, 197:!; and Brian Bond, British 
Military Policy l~twm, tit, 'fit/(/ World Wnr.r, Oxford: Oxford Univel'!lity Pres.~. 1'1110. 

) 
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self-defense. This logically buttresses the "horizontal escalation" 
argument. If any regional conflict involving both superpowers will 
inevitably escalate in any case, then why not seize the initiative 
elsewhere? 

Allied to this perception of likely _rapid global expansion of any 
U.S./U.S.S.R. regional conflict is the maritime supremacy school's 
contention that the United States must be prepared to carry the 
war "simultaneously" to the enemy in all relevant theaters, at 
least at sea. From this presumably springs the costly requirement 
for at least 15 big-carrier battle groups, preferably nuclear-pow
ered. 

It is important to note at this point that the issue is not whether 
sea control is essential. It is-for any viable conventional strategy. 
The real issue is what kind of and how expensive a Navy we want. 
In the Carter Administration, Secretary of Defense Harold 
Brown's policy guidance for strategic and program planning also 
stressed the need for command of the sea whenever and wherever 
essential. But rather than near-simultaneity, with its large de
mands for big ships, he proposed to exploit the inherent flexibility 
of naval power for "sequential" operations, hitting the enemy first 
in one place and then shifting strike forces to hit them in another. 
For this, 12 big carriers were deemed to suffice. 

The demand for 15 big-carrier battle groups is not generated 
primarily by the classic maritime mission of protecting sea lines of 
communication to permit vital trade and oversea., reinforcement. 
Instead, these big fast carriers with their complement of costly F-
14 and F-18 fighters and fighter-bombers and their accompanying 
Aegis cruisers ·for anti-bomber or missile protection, arc designed 
primarily for ' offensive force projection against Soviet land tar
gets-among other things to cripple the Soviet navy in its home 
bases. The maritime school sees this as the best way to maintain 
.sea control, and to permit countervailing operations where the 
Soviets are most vulnerable. 

These are legitimate strategic arguments, not Service propa
ganda that we must meet treaty commitments "to 40 nations," or 
that we need 600 ships· or some other magic number. In fact, if 
one counts allied as well as U.S. ships, the present total is more 
than 900 ships, with more than double the tonnage of the ships of 
the U.S.S.R. and its allies. 

V 

Nonetheless, there are serious questions~ to whether a strategy 
of maritime supremacy built around 15 big-carrier battle groups 
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would s11nicc to protect our vital interests ovcn.r.as. Fin.t, many 
critics contend that the big carrier' is vulnerable to Soviet Naval 
Aviation Backfirt bombers firing anti-ship missiles, as well ac; to 
cruise missiles and submarines. With Soviet sea-surveillance sat
ellites combing the earth's oceans, can big-carrier tac;k forces avoid 
detection and missiles fired at them from sea, air, and ultimately 
even land? Already most of the S 17-billion cost of a new carrier 
battle group must be spent on self-protection, which leaves each 
carrier with only mo.desLoffcn.sh·e power against land targets at 
realistic ranges-presently a dozen or so A-6 bombers carrying 
conventional bombs. 

Are carrier-launched bombers the best way to attack shore 
targets anyway? Perhaps so for many Third World targets, but 
for attack against heavily clefcncled targets on land, senior admi
rals like former Chief of Naval Operations Elmo Zumwalt argue 
that proliferating long-range cruise missiles like Tomahawk on 
existing and new ships provides a better and less vulnerable mode 
of attack. That the current Navy leadership is also persuaded of 
their efficacy is suggested by its plans to put over a thousand 
Tomahawlcs in submarines, cruisers, and even four refurbished 
battleships. 

Nor do professionals like Admirals Zumwalt, Worth Bagley and 
Stansfield Turner see big carriers as essential for sea-lane control. 
Long before the civilian "reform caucus" in the Congress, they 
were arguing that we should invest instead in smaller carriers and 
in innovative new small ship technology like hydrofoil and twin
hull platforms and vertical or short takeoff (vsToL) aircraft. In 
many respect~, the transition of the Royal Navy to a primarily sea 
control force is a useful model. 

In any event, how seriously could carrier strikes hurt a great 
Eurasian heartland power like the U .S.S.R.? This is the basic 

--strategic flaw in the maritime supremacy strategy. Even if all 
Soviet ships were swept from the high sea, and all Soviet home 
and overseas naval bases put out of action, could this prevent the 
U.S.S.R. from retaliating by overrunning Europe and the Middle 
East oil fields, emasculating or cowing China, or mounting a land
based missile and air threat to nearby Japan which would dwarf 
Hitler's 1944 V-1 and V-2 threat to wartime England? Sweeping 
up the Soviet navy, nibbling at the U.S.S.R.'s maritime flanks, 
even dealing with Soviet surrogates like Cuba, South Yemen, 
Ethiopia and Viet11am would hardly suffice to prev7nt ~ great 
Eurasian heartland power like the U .S.S.R. from dommatmg our 
chief allies,. any more than naval . Sl!periority was decisive in 

.;r-:. 
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defeating Germany in two world wars. 
Thus a predominantly maritime strategy would offer little hope 

of preventing a decisive shift in the r.1ilitary balance of power 
against the United States and its remaining allies. Somehow, 
maritime strategists-whether in Whitehall or the Pentagon
tend to ignore those basic balance-of-power factors which com
pelled Britain for three centuries to intervene repeatedly on the 
Continent, and which must be the basis of U.S. strategy as well. 

Another major flaw in the maritime strategy is that it would 
play hob with the alliance system itself. At a time when Soviet 
military capabilities are outstripping those of the United States, 
perhaps our most important remaining strategic advantage over 
the U.S.S.R. is that we are blessed with many rich allies, while 
the Soviets have only a few poor ones. This has enabled us 
collectively to fashion a mutual defense at far less cost than if we 
each had to defend ourselves alone. 

But our chief allies would quickly perceive the implications of 
a maritime supremacy strategy, particularly if budget constraints 
compelled us to write off as unsustainable our land/air commit
ments to the defense of Western Europe and Persian Gulf oil. Few 
would welcome a maritime strategy aimed primarily at naval 
dominance, even if it protected their own trade, if the price were 
to expose them to defeat at home. Our already restive allies would 
correctly perceive such a U .S. strategy as al best a form of 
unilateral U.S. global interventionism and at worst a form of 
neoisolationism. Pressures for accommodation with the U .S.S.R. 
would be powerfully -enhanced. 

In fact, could the United States even conduct a successful 
"countervailing strategy" of sweeping the Soviets from the oceans 
and bottling them up in the narrow seas without active coopera
tion from our allies? Barring the Dardanelles would require 
Turkish participation. Closing the Baltic exits would be difficult 
without the ~candinavians and U .K. Penning up the !:ioviet 
Pacific Fleet in the Sea of Okhotsk would require the cooperation 
of Japan. If the United .States could not guarantee their security, 
it is doubtful whether any of them would cooperate. 

The maritime strategists also point out, inconsistently with their 
taste for horizontal escalation, that a NATO-Warsaw Pact conflict 
and even a direct Soviet thrust at Persian Gulf oil are the least 
likely co11ti11gc11cics. The more likely co111 i11gcncics arc in the 
vol.ll ilc Tlaird World, well suit<.:cl l<ll' use or 11cxihlc naval pow<.:r 
based on big carriers and strong Marine amphibious forces for 
forcible entry. True enough, but it is risky to fall prey to this 
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"likelihood fallacy." By the same token, nuclear conflict is the 
least likely contin~cncy of all; should we therefore not bother to 
maintain strong nuclear deterrent capabilities? Just because the 
likelihood of direct threats to our most vital interests is relatively 
low is no reason for not continuing to invest heavily in keeping 
them low. The Western alliance has survived the "loss" of Cuba, 
Nicaragua, Ethiopia, South Yemen, even Vietnam. Could it 
survive as well the loss of Europe or Persian Gulf oil? 

VI 

If maritime supremacy is a "no-win" strategy, does the alter
native of rejuvenating our alliances via more rational burden 
sharing offer sufficient promise of credible conventional deter
rence/defense of Western Europe, Northeast /\sia and Persian 
Gulf oil at a politically acceptable cost? Here the issue is less one 
of military desirability than of economic feasibility ancl political 
will. The "coalition" school sees our present strategy as sound, 
and focuses chiefly on how to generate sufficient collective capa
bilities to make it work. 

The Western coalition still dwarfs the Soviet bloc in overall 
economic strength. Moreover, the relative growth in allied gross 
national product (GNP) vis-a-vis that of the United States would 
logically suggest that the United States could expect its allies to 
assume a larger share of the burden of collective defense. To date, 
however, this has not occurred. While modestly increasing defense 
spending, none of our major allies has yet picked up much of the 
slack create~ by the diversion of U.S. resources to the Persian 
Gulf, or responded adequately to the alarming growth of Soviet 
military power. Japan, the ally with the second strongest economy, 
has contributed the lowest proportion to the common defense, 

• behind even little Denmark in the proportion of GNP it spends. 
Nor have the allies given much more than lip service to the 

concept of more .rational burden sharing. Though the Western 
coalition still spends n:iore collectively on defense than the entire 
Soviet bloc, paradoxically its high manpower costs, plus the waste 
and inefficiency inherent in its overlapping and duplicatory de
fense establishments, permit Soviet bloc defense investment to 
overshadow that of the allies.7 National particularism and the 

7 The Defense Depanment's Po.firm Statmmt, op. cit., p. II-7, estimates that Wanaw Pact 
military investment has exceeded that of NATO plus Japan since 1973, and is currently about 
15 to 20 percent larger. Since NATO/Japan investment entails much larger duplication, lesser 
economics of scale and less interoperability than the Wanaw Pact's, however, the Defense 
Depanment speculates that the real bloc advantage is more like 30 to 40 percent. 

-
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search for commercial advantage st_ill reign supreme. 
Given vigorous U.S. leadership (without which nothing much 

seems to happen in NATO), it might be possible to change the 
shape of this problem. The experience of the Carter Administra
tion in attempting to fashion a stronger and more efficient NATO 

defense is instructive on this score. During the period from 1977 
to 1980 it launched a comprehensive set of initiatives, including 
(1) a series of short-run "quick fix" defense improvements to 
demonstrate seriousness of purpose; (2) a proposed Long Term 
Defense Program designed to rectify through collective effort some 
of the most serious deficiencies in NATO capabilities; (3) a sizably 
increased NATO infrastructure program; (4) an effort to hold all 
allies to the three-percent real annual budget growth pledge 
adopted in 1977 ;8 (5) expanded cooperation in armaments re
search development and production, spurred by a U.S. pledge to 
allow more of a "two-way street" in reciprocal procurement; and 
(6) expanded "host nation support" for U.S. forces. Note that all 
the above dealt with conventional force needs; only the seventh 
initiative, a proposed long-range theater nuclear force moderni
zation (LRTNF) program, was aimed at preserving nuclear deterrent 
credibility during the period of conventional buildup. All told, 
these initiatives added up to a major attempt, the most wide- . 
ranging ever launched in NATO, to realize the benefits inherent in 
a more effective coalition approach. 

That this attempt has enjoyed only limited success to date seems 
attributable less to faulty design than to the economic downturn 
and accelerated inflation triggered partly by the second major 
round of oil price increases in 1979. In the event, even the modest 
three-percent real growth target proved loo high, though it <lid 
serve (and is still serving) as a useful lever to jack up collective 
defense spending higher than otherwise-including that of the 
United States. The hardest nut to crack was greater armaments 
cooperation, but even here significant gains were registered in 
joint projects like U.S. adoption of the German 120-mm tank gun, 
purcha-.c of other allied military equipment, and several innova
tive joint development projects. 

Another cause of the slowdown was diversion of U.S. attention 
to the perceived threat to Western access to vital Persian Gulf oil, 
consequent upon the fall of the Shah oflran and Soviet occupation 
of Afghanistan. By 1980 U.S. emphasis shifted lo shoring up feeble 
Western deterrent .capabilities in the Indian Ocean area. We 

"This 1argcl level w.u not scl because: it wa., dc..-c:mcd militarily sulfa:ielll bul because allied 
consensus deemed three-percent real growth 1he maximum politically fc.isible rate. 
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wnrnr.d our F.11ropr.nn nnd .Jnpnncsc allies that this would neces
sarily involve signiricanl diversions of resources 01hcrwisc ear
marked for NATO and Pacific defense. At lcacit this had the 
desirable impact of compelling U.S. and allied planners to face 
up to the necessity of a more "rational division of labor," as 
advocated by Chancellor Schmidt. Since only the United States 
has the costly long-range force projection capabilities needed for 
Persian Gulf deterrence/defense, and allied contributions could at 
best be only limited, it makes military sense for the allies to 
concentrate on shoring up their own home defense capabilities 

. (compensating inter alia for any U.S. diversions). While the United 
States accepted Schmidt's concept, the European compensatory 
add-ons are a, yet hard to find. 

Though the 1977-79 initiatives have had only limited success 
(the next Administration's failure to keep pressing them added to 
their loss of momentum), a new incentive is coming increasingly 
into play. To the extent that our allies perceive as we do the need for a 
stronger conventional deterrent to offset the declining credibility of the U.S . 
nuclear umbrella al a time of nuclear stalemate, it should be possible lo 
fashion a stronger consensus to this end. At the very leac;t the United 
States should put this proposition to its allies. 

However, a note of caution is necessary here too. Their memories 
of World War II's destructiveness still vivid, the Europeans are 
fearful of a replay which over time could create casualties and 
damage comparable to a nuclear exchange. U.S. talk of extended 
conventional conflict feeds these fears, besides entailing peacetime 
preparedness outlays that even constrained U.S. resources are 
inadequate to · fund. Hence NATO must realistically continue to 
stress deterrence-as the best way to forestall in the first place a 
conventional as well as a nuclear war which no one could really 
win. A strong initial defense which can outlast a Soviet blitzkrieg 
maximizes deterrence; historically speaking, general staffs do not 
plan long wars; the attacker invariably seeks decision in the first 
campaign, knowing that if he fails, all else becomes uncertain. To 
do otherwise is just too risky, especially in a nuclear age. 

Yet, is . even initial conventional deterrence/ defense of NATO 

Europe feasible at reasonably affordable cost? The Warsaw Pact 
threat is formidable, and at present NATO can only put up a thin 
linear defense without much depth to absorb an armor-heavy 
breakthrough. But this defense could be greatly strengthened by 
several relatively inexpensive defensive measures which, taken 
together, would hardly be beyond Alliance grasp. For example, 
NATO should capitalize on the fact that the urbanization of Central 
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Europe is creating a form of urban b_arrier system which is already 
a serious obstacle to large-scale armored maneuver. If West Ger
many would reconsider its political reluctance to fortify the inner 
German border, this barrier could be supplemented by a classic 
economy of force measure, field fortification (my model is the old 
Siegfried line, not the Maginot) along the few well-known corri
dors of likely enemy advance. Manning this urban barrier system 
largely with additional reservist infantry units formed from the 
large pool of European conscripts would help create a defense in 
depth to slow down any Soviet blitzkrieg, while freeing up allied 
armored units for their optimal counterattack role. 

Nor need NATO be mesmerized by misleading equipment counts 
like a three-to-one superiority of Warsaw Pact over NATO tanks. 
The equation is much more complex. Proliferation of ground and 
helicopter-launched anti-tank missiles, mines delivered dynami
cally on the battlefield by artillery and rocket launchers, and 
other defensive systems would all help to equalize the balance. 
Promising systems to attack Soviet follow-on forces at longer 
ranges are also under development. 

NATO-Warsaw Pact comparisons also tend to leave out the main 
sources of rapid reinforcement-nearby France and the United 
Statcs.9 Using prepositioned equipment and nying over its forces, 
the United States plans to double its ground forces and triple its 
tactical air forces in Europe within less than two weeks, provided 
that the Europeans contribute bases, depots and other facilities, 
and some of the air/sealift. This "'transatlantic bargain" is so 
favorable to _Europe that it is hard to grasp why our allies 
(especially W.est Germany) still cavil over funding the modest 
NATO infrastructure increases required. 

But perhaps the greatest single added input, through both forces 
and logistic support, could come from France. For example, it 
would be difficult to sustain for long the reir:iforcements the 
United States plans to send to NATO without additional lines of 
communication across France. Practical French cooperation with 
her allies, beyond what is already discreetly under way, is far more 
important than whether she rejoins NATO's military wing. Hence, 
it is to be hoped that France will examine whether the declining 
credibility of the U.S. nuclear umbrella does not force a reexam
ination of a policy which no longer accords with her own inter
ests-and is certainly hard 011 lier allies. I I 111ay 1101 he too much 

v A guod example of1hi11 omill.'lion is the new oflkial NATO rclca:;c on NA 'J'U wui '/111 Wunuw 
Paet: Furct l'umparistJ11S, undated but is.sued in May 1982. 
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to say that whr.t her NATO can achieve a crcclihlc non-nuclear 
initial defense posture in the crucial Center Region will depend 
on the key role played by France. 

Of course, many other measures (especially high technology) 
are available to strengthen non-nuclear defense; the above were 
selected largely to show what coula be done at reasonable cost, 
though they involve difficult political choices. As one measure of 
what added funding NATO needs, the Supreme Allied Commander, 
General Bernard Rogers, estimates that his new 1983-88 force 
goals could be met with only four-percent real defense budget 
growth. Assuming economic recovery, it is hard to believe that 
the Alliance could not afford added defense outlays of this size. 

Deterrence/defense against a Soviet military threat to Persian 
Gulf oil is a trickier proposition. Only one thing is certain-that 
a maritime strategy of sweeping the Soviet fleet from the Indian 
Ocean could not prevent a Soviet sweep overland to seize the oil 
fields themselves. Nor could marines landing at the Straits of 
Hormuz. Sea power would only suffice to secure the oil access 
routes, of no strategic value if we lose the oil fields themselves. 
While the area's geographic remoteness and lack of adequate U.S. 
basing facilities would greatly handicap sustained U.S. defense of 
the oil fields, fast enough deployment of even limited forces to 
create a "tripwire" would-compel Moscow to consider the risks of 
direct U.S.-Soviet confrontation if it pressed home an attack. In 
considering the deterrent value of such a Rapid Deployment 
Force, it is worth remembering that neither superpower has seen 
to take on the other directly. 

VII 

The rapid economic growth of Japan, and the emerging paral
lelism of strategic interest between China, Japan and the United 
.States, make East Asia the theater offering the most interesting 
new strategic opportunities. With the world's third largest GNP 

and still impressive economic growth, Japan's defense outlays of 
less than nine-tenths of one percent of GNP make it an obvious 
candidate for greater burden sharing, especially when it is the 
largest single consumer of Persian Gulf oil. Moreover, Japan's 
selfish reliance on U.S. and South Korean taxpayers for the better 
part of its own defense smacks of a "free ride" which enhances 
Japan's commercial competitiveness at the expense of its allies. 
Under these circumstances, Japan is becoming a favorite target of 
U.S. defense planners, seeking ways of getting Japan to contribute 
more to its own defense, including that of the adjacent sea lanes 
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on which its livelihood depends. 
Given Japan's special political p_roblems, its further contribu

tions to the common defense could be -largely indirect. Increased 
Japanese economic aid to threatened countries around the Soviet 
periphery would free these countries to spend more of their own 
resources on defense. For example,-South Korea has a good case 
in seeking concessional loans from Japan, on the ground that 
Korea, in spending over six percent of GNP on its own defense, is 
providing Japan a better defensive buffer zone. 

The parallel strategic interest of the United States, Japan and 
China in deterring the U.S.S.R. also creates a potential two-front 
threat-in-being which Moscow cannot ignore. Already from one
fourth to one-third of Soviet conventional forces are tied down 
opposite China and Japan, even though neither nation has much 
offensive capability for threatening Soviet territory. Offering 
Western technology, financed directly or indirectly by Japanese 
loans, to strengthen China's defensive capabilities would be a 
classic strategic option, historically employed to deter a strong 
opponent by confronting it with risks of a two-front conflict. 

On the other hand, if reducing the likelihood that the United 
State might be confronted (as the JCS fear) with a simultaneous 
"three front" war is strategically desirable, the most promising 
prospects also lie in East Asia. 10 In all likelihood, Japan and China 
would see advantage in remaining neutral, at least initially, in the 
event of a U.S.-Soviet clash. So would Vietnam. With little 
offensive capability, they would stand to lose far more than they 
gained by becoming bellig·erents. Moreover, it is hard to see what 
the U.S.S.R. ~ould gain from attacking Japan and China until it 
had achieved its logical wartime objectives in Western Europe 
and the Persian Gulf. On this score it is worth remembering how 
Japan and the U.S.S.R. stayed neutral vis-a-vis each other 
throughout most ofWorld War II. A reexamination of U.S. Pacific 
'strategy in the light of such real-life possibilities seems long 
overdue. 

VIII 

In sum, a skillfully executed coalition strategy would seem to 
offer a reasonable prospect of achieving credible non-nuclear 
deterrence/defense in the three main regions of vital U.S. interest. 
Naturally the United States must also be prepared to meet lesser 

111 h is i11tcn.-sti111,; th.ii the 111ari1i111c MIJIH"lllal·y sd11111I 111·wr su1,;1,;1-sts 1ha1 llll' U11i11·d S1.i11·s 
pull back forct.-s from Norlhca.~l Asia, even 1ho111,;h our chief ally in 1ha1 area is lhe very ally 
which contribut~ proportionally lca.~t to cullcc1ive defense. Could it be bt.-causc the l>acific is 
a Navy-domina1ed theater! 
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contingencies in other regions, but these are hardly the chief 
determinants of the size of our defense spending. Moreover, stitt 
lurkin.~ in the background would be the threat of nuclear escala
tion if such deterrence/defense failed. 

But will even modest added investment on the order of four
percent real growth in defense spending be forthcoming, and will 
it suffice against growing Soviet force projection capabilities? The 
prospects will depend on several factors: (1) sufficient Western 
economic recovery to facilitate higher defense spending; (2) grow
ing allied realization that nuclear stalemate at ever higher levels 

. of destructiveness dictates greater investment in non-nuclear de
fense; (3) positive and consistent U.S. leadership aimed at achiev
ing these preconditions; and (4) lac;t but not least-and equally 
dependent on U.S. leadership-more rational burden sharing on 
a scale not achieved since World War II itself. 

Whether this lac;t is achievable will bac;ically determine whether 
a politically realistic rate of increase in defense spending will 
suffice to meet coalition needs. As Secretary Brown used to tell his 
fellow NATO defense ministers, if NATO only could increase total 
defense spending in real terms by three percent per year, and at 
the same time achieve an additional three-percent per annum 
increac;e in the efficiency with which it spends these still con
strained resources, we might be in shooting distance of the goal. 
Nor is this an issue for NATO alone. Since our vital interests are 
global in scope, similar increases-and similar improvements in 
input/output ratios-would be essential in the East Asian theater 
and the Persian Gulf. 

Actual experience in peacetime cooperative programs over the 
last 35 years is cause for both hope and despair. In a real sense 
NATO has already achieved a level of peacetime defense cooperation 
unique in the history of alliances. It has a functioning peacetime 
command structure, a variety of multinationally funded pro
grams, and a frequently updated set of common plans and force 
goals. But these accomplishments tend to mask the fact that NATO 

is still basically a classic alliance of sovereign states-composed of 
14 disparate national force structures each with its own ·doctrine, 
procedures, tactics and equipment, its own national logistic sup
port, research/ development, procurement, and training establish
ment and overhead. The wasteful overlap and duplication are 
enormous. Lack of standardized or even interoperable equipment 
is more the norm than the exception. That more has not been 
done, despite recurrent efforts over the years, is testimony both to 
the strength of local nationalism and to the potentialities if only 
this and other obstacles could be overcome. 
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In fact, the steps to rationalize NATO's defense posture started in 
1977-79 as the result of U.S. initiatives suggest what determined 
and consistent leadership might be able to accomplish. Europe's 
continued dependence on U.S. military support, no less essenti~l 
in the conventional than in the nuclear sphere, tends to q-iake 1t 
responsive over time. Among the many possibilities, the Long 
Term Defense Program initiatives for an integrated air defense, a 
commo~ command/control/communication program, standard
ized electronic warfare systems and common munitions stockpiles 
deserve to be reinvigorated. As· called for by the recent Roth
Glenn-Nunn Amendment passed almost unanimously by the U.S. 
Senate, we must pool alliance industrial resources more efficiently 
to avoid wasteful duplication and achieve economies of scale. 
Standardization and interoperability must also be insisted upon 
by governments and parliaments, lest their lack lead to the 
prospect of NATO disaster on the battlefield against much more 
homogeneous Warsaw Pact forces. 

IX 

Up to this point neither of the two contending schools of 
strategy has yet achieved a dominant position. Indeed, it is 
unlikely that a clear declaratory choice would or should be made 
between them in real life. There are important virtues in ambi
guity. Moreover, judging from Secretary Wcinberger's statements 
and his latest annual report, he embraces the objectives of both 
schools. He seeks enough defense spending to meet '4simultane
ously" all reql;lircments for both-and for doing more in yet other 
areas of the globe. But the Admini:-;tralion's ambitious call for an 
eclectic strategy and posture, even including costly preparations 
to sustain a protracted conventional war, is hardly realistic either. 
The reported Pentagon <..-stimate that at full funding the Admin
hitration 's declared strategy would require $750 billion more than 
the S 1.6 trillion now projected may be a slight exaggeration-but 
if it is even approximately correct the amounts would be politically 
impossible. Given curr~nt economic difficulties, on top of the 
resource constraints on defense spending endemic in democratic 
states, something will have to give. 

Thus, regardless of the Administration's declaratory strategy, 
U.S. defense budgets will have to be stretched out. The Admin
istration and Congress will have to confront tough choices between 
strategic missions a11d between various capabilities to carry them 
out. These choices will over time be tantamount to deciding which 
strategy will in fact predominate. 
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Indeed, this seems to be happening already. The kind of 600-
ship navy being sought by the Administration and Congress is 
proving to be so expensive as to be achievable only at the expense 
of other critical defense needs. Only the Navy has received major 
force structure increases; those requested by other Services have 
been mostly deferred. The Navy is the only Service whose share 
of the FY 1983 budget request has been significantly increased 
over its FY 1982 share, largely in order to fund two new big 
carriers in one year. In a decision with. major strategic overtones, 
the Senate authorized these carriers but deferred procurement of 
the new AH-64 at~.ci(Jlelicopter (with its high-quality Hellfire 
missile), which tneArmy is depending on for NATO defense against 
War.;aw Pact armor and for coping with a Soviet armored thrust 
into the Persian Gulf oil region. This illustrates how, if the United 
States funds a 600-ship Navy built around t 5 big-carrier battle 
groups, it may be impossible to equip adequately either our NATO

oriented ground/air forces or the kind of RDF we need. In short, 
the Administration and Congress may be backing into a maritime 
supremacy strategy by default, even if this is not their intent. 

Hence it is crucially important that such choices among com
peting resource allocations be illuminated by a clearer perception 
of their likely strategic consequences. For these consequences will 
not be lost on our alert enemies or allies, who carefully analyze 
what we build as well ac; what we say. Illuminating these choices 
is the central purpose of this article. 

If we opt consciously for a maritime supremacy strategy, based 
on the kind of massive naval buildup the Navy seeks, let us 
recognize t}iat resource constraints will probably dictate that this 
be at significant expense to already inadequate NATO and Persian 
Gulf commitments. Let us also recognize how much this will 
undermine the network of alliances on which the United States 

• must increasingly depend. Indeed, the basic flaw in any maritime 
supremacy strategy is that it does not suffice to protect the vital 
strategic interests in Europe, Northeast Asia and the Persian Gulf 
which we share with our allies. 

On the other hand, the basic flaw in a more ambitious coalition 
strategy aimed at protecting these interests is that the coalition 
may be unable to generate collectively sufficient conventional 
capabilities to do so. Almost inevitably, given the decline of U.S. 
economic power vis-a-vis our allies at a time when nuclear stale
mate dictates greater reliance on far more costly conventional 
forces, the United States will have to seek greater sharing of the 
common burden from our industrialized allies. If only modestly 
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increased U.S. and allied defense· spending is in prospect, then all 
will depend on whether we can spend that money more efficiently, 
via greater and more rational burden sharing and increased 
Alliance cooperation-on a scale never achieved before. 

On balance, however, the advantages of the coalition approach 
so far outweigh those of a primarily maritime strategy that the 
most sensible course would be to try. What other alternative do 
we really have? America would find it difficult to live and prosper 
in a world in which we dominated the seas but our chief compet
itor dominated the economic resources of the Eurasian land mass. 
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The Role of the Navy and Marines in the 
Norwegian Sea 

Vice Admiral H. C. Mustin. U.S. Navy 

N ATO's maritime stratq~Y 1s a cohesive statement. incorporartn~ 
<..ollccnve input~ from .. II of the nJtions, for the employment o r· 

naval forces in surrorr of the overall NATO srrategv . The m.inume st rar q:v 
1s based first on deterrence . Shou!J Jctnrrnce Cn;, the 1'-:ATO m:mr1me 

stratet,:y 1s Jes1t'.ncd to m o unt a Jc tcnse far furw.ird in o rJer to protect the 

terr1tory of its member n.1t10n s. The U.S. Navy's Mar1time Stratq1y is drawn 
both from the NA TO and the U.S. nat1onJI mil Harv strategy: it provides th.it 

the :"-l.::•;:, ar.J ,•.idrino will wage t'iooai. co.ii1t1on warfare in C0nJUnction 
with the U .~ .A.rmv, the U.S. Air Force and the military t-orces of our allies . 

There are those who take issue wnh this forward strategy . This cr1t1c1sm 

ignores the real world : NATO 1s short of maritime forces to the extent that 

we cannot perform s1multaneouslv all re9u1red maritime ta\b ro implement a 

brncally defensive strategy in the hibh north . Therefore. if !'JATO is to keer 
the initiative at sea we must det-cnd fo rwarJ throush offens1\ c oper,1t1ons . 

This mean s that U.S. Marines and U.S. naval forces, operating in con_1unct1on 

with NA TO forces. must be in position for early and vigorous offrnsivc 

act10n if the need arises. M .. ritimr- fnru~ have a dt·c:~i\·e role in dcfrnd111~ 

and, in the event ot" invasion. restorin!,': the integrity of the NA TO islands 1n 

the high north and of Norway, all of which are separated from the rest or

Europe either by water or non-NATO countries. 

The U.S. Navy and U.S . M.mnes are part of NATO's Smking Fleet 

Atlantic. Support of the !Jnd battle by the Smkin~ Fleet will be critical on the 

flanks : the loss of northern Norv. ay would be ;i dtterrninzn~ f.ictor in the 

bat de of the Atlantic as would the loss of IcclanJ, the loH of Greenl.ind would 

be severe; losing control of the Baltic Straits would allow the Sovit't Baltic· 

Flcct access to the.: Norwe~1an )ca. Therefore. NATO h.:i, .:idorted at ~CJ Jn 

offensive posture which seems superficially to contradict the premist" of a 
defensive alliance, and some say that indeed It does. This is nonsf'me. NA TO 
is a defensive alliance polir,cally, but there is no logical. hisrnncal or legal 
reason to insist on a military strategy that is purely defensive . In tact, hiHory 

has demonstrated that no purely defrns1ve strategy has ever won a war. In 

Vice Adnur:il Mustin is thf" Commander Smking Fif'tt Atl.inuc . 

.... 
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reality, the geograph1c.1l spread of the high north is such that we would be 
self-imposing a very ~erious limitation on our forces if we were only going 
to react to events. The combination of luge area .rnd thinly spread forces 
h.n lcJ NATO to the conclus io n that reaction 1s not a prudent posture. The 
immediate Jct.ense of terr1corv may require early ,rngmentac1on of No r
wcg, .. n fo rce~ by ~:-:rem.ii NA TO forces in che t·o rm or· U.S. M.i.rines, che 
U .K. / N.L. Ampn1DIOUS Force ,rnJ/o r CJnaJ1an forces. 

The concern ove r ou r fo rward strategy is frequencly couched in terms of 
9uesc1oning wht:chcr l.J.S . ,u rcrafr carrie rs. as the centerpiece of chc 
Strikin g Fieet, ca n ~u r vive in the :'lorweg1an Sea in a co nr1 icr wuh tl1e 
Soviet Uniun. '.'Jo one ha~ ever sa1J chat war with the Soviet Cnion w ould 
be easy . in war. ship ~et sunk .. 11rcraft get shoe down an-.! people ~et kd:d 
The Soviet L'n 10 n anJ the \Vanaw Pact would be very tornrnLble r·oes, .inJ 
we who would have to t'1ghc chem are very much aware of their cap abilities. 
Bur they would n,H f'r- 1nv1nc1ble . The Str1ktn~ fleet can get car!y warning 
and assistance in beatin~ dow n Soviet air attack throush Jo tnt operac10ns 
with NATO A \V ACS and Norwegian air dcfenses-incluJin6 the U.S. Air 

Force-and we have demomtrated this capability in exercises. 
The Striking fleet c.:rn deal wtth Soviet surface forces with rdative ease. 

Since our forward .11rcratt orr1crs provide dctcnsc for Iceland anJ the 
U .K., we anticipate a tu!! court :'lATO press on Soviet submarines with 
ancisu timarine for ces from chose nations, with forces nr~an1c to the 
Striking fleet, and with U.S . and NATO submarines. The Soviets 
recognize the threat from our carriers to a much greater degree than do 
many in the free wNld: they aiso acknowleJgc th,H .. mo·.:ng t:irget 
ranging over thousands of square miles of blue water is much more 
survivable than a fixed airfield ashore. No one suggests that we should 
abandon all airfields in Norwav at the start of hoscilicics, and vet some . ' 
quake at the notion of less vulnerable aircraft earners operating hundreds 
of miles at sea. 

Our strategy is not a hell-bent-for-leather dash northward to the Kola 
Peninsula; .u John Lehman has said, "We 're not going to lob A-6s into the 
men's room of the Kremlin . " Admiral James D .. Watkins, che U.S . Navy, 
Chief of Navai Operati6ns, h.) tc>tificd to the Cc:1gress and sr:irr.d on 
numerous other occasions that we do not propose to race blinJly into the 
jaws of waiting Soviet forces. We are going to choose the time and the 
place of naval engagements, because our forces have the balance and the 
strategic mobility co afford us the option of making such a choice. Our 
forward strategy contains elements of risk, of course, but the naval forces 
that NA TO is building, manned by the outstanding professionals who drive 
the ships and fly the aircraft of the alli.rnce, are eminently capable of 
carrying out our scrategy successfully. It goes without saying that NA TO 's 
Military Committ~e and Defense Planning Committee would never have 

--
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approved a strategy which they perceived to be a loser, nor would the U.S. 
Navy have concurred in the highly unlikely event that they had done so. 

Another question concerns whether the successful execution of our 
strategy would exert a decisive influence on Soviet decisionmakers in a war 
between ·the NATO Alliance and the \\-"arsaw Pact . In other words, what 
difference would successful naval oper:H1ons make? There are those who 
believe that the ultimate outcome of a v,ar in Europe -...,·J!l be J cciJd rn .. 

matter of d.iys or weeks on the ground 111 Central Europe . Without doubt, 
wars are decided on the land. but 1t 1s overly s1mpl1st1c to construct .i fal se 
dichotomy in which the aiiiance must choose be-tween a war at sea or a war on 
land . All NA TO comm:rnders agree that naval power ts ind1 spcnsabk fo r the 
deiense oi Europe; land forces are organic to succes~ at sea . M.1r1ttme 
operations and continrntal operations complement each other . The real 
question that my senior NA TO colleagues and I wrestle w1th 1s how to best 
employ maritime forces to achieve overall >JATO strategic objectives . 

It has become almost a cl1che among ~crious strategic thinkers to observe 
that while one cannot win the· land warm Europe at sea, one c.anjust as surely 

lose it at sea. Senior NA TO leaders openly acknowledgt.: that NATO does 
not, in fact, have a strategy without the employment of m .. riume forces 

because '.'JATO depends on the sea for direct support of the land battle. for 
military reinforcement and resupply. and for defense against seaborne attack 
.rnd for sustenanc.e . 

Some also argue that we should reject a forward strategy and tnscead 
establish a maritime M.iginot Line near the Greenland-Iceland-Untted 
Kingdom "g,p ,. behind which we coulJ protcd tl1e ~e.. li11n uf Lumrnurnc..i

tions to Europe. These ·arguments fail to acknowledge that the defense of 

NATO is much more than just the defense of West Germany. We cannot 
afford to forfeit d1t.: t.ic:tic,I initiative to the Soviets and concentrate on 

escortinf: convoys across the Atlantic. Such a posture would raise issues 
regardmf the fate of Norway, Iceland. the Baltic arproaches, and. indeed, 
the United Kingdom. These allies arc of no le ss stratq;1c importance than the 
allic~ on the Central Front; a strategy that amounted to a de facto wr1teoff of 
our northern allies would be unconscionable. • 

Nonetheless, there ait those who :1pparer:tly are '.•:il!i:-:b tc :br:dc:-: the 
Nurwcpan Sea to the Soviets. I believe that if we allow the \l,:arsaw Pact to 
turn the NA TO flanks, the pact will eventually succeed in cutting off our 
allies in the center from resupply and reinforcement. The best means of 
protecting the sea lines of communications and bolstering the full alliance is 
by the conduct of offensive sea control operations far forward. The key to 

winning the battle oithe Atlantic is winning the battle of the Norwegian Sea; 
it is no accident that the Soviets have constructed their navy to fight the 
critical battle in the high north. NATO's maritime objectives in the 
Norwegian Sea arc to repel a Warsaw Pact amphibious assault on north 
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Norway, to support the detense of Norway against land threats, to prevent 
Soviet use of facilities in Norway, and co contain the Soviet Northern Fleet or 
destroy it ,H sea. In turn, thc:se objectives provide for defense of Greenland 
and Iceland: if we control the Norwegian Sea, che Soviets would have severe 
proLlems io mounting sustained threat to the nations in che region. Should we 
concc:de rim area in advance to che Soviets , we would be unilaterally granting 
chem one of their dominant strategic obJectives wirhr:,11t rt"rp1iring rht"m rn 

fire one )hoc co e.irn it. 
The t'i n .. l issue 111volves the yuemon o i whether our forward strategy, 

which could include smkes again,t Soviet nav.i.l bases. would be unJuly 
esc.ilac0 ry. \T,/ df is not an idle exercise in incellec: u.11 pokmics. Ther e_ will 
always be risks and uncerc.;mties, includinl!; che uncerc:1111ty of the actions of 
an .i.dversary. V./e have iearned che hard wa:,r chat restratnt on our pare in 

militar y matters is by no means a guarantee of restr .1mt on the part of the 
Soviets. The Striking Fleet is charged formally hy NATO mission to conduct 
offenrn:e operatiom co contain and neucr.1lize che Soviet marmme chreat. and 

these operations include descroymg the threat at its source . Such operations 
will te a decisive feature of our campaign co defrac aggression from the 
Warsaw Pact. 

One muse consider the vital importance of conventional forces to deter 
below the nuclear threshold-and then acknowledge that a key element of 
chat deterrence is .. credible capability co smke the Soviet Union with both 

convenu onal .i.nd nuclear weapons. Puc another wav. deterrence with 
convent10nal forces must contain a credible threat of retaliation with 
nonnuclear means against targets that the Soviets value enough to give chem 

pause. W1chout such a retaliatory capabd1ty-agamst both the Soviet 
homeland and the Soviet Fleet-NATO's maritime posture does not 
contribute to overall deterrence. If the Striking Fleet is to be an element of 
conventional deterrence, it must be in position co deliver convincing 
retaliation co Soviet adventurism . This retaliation by definition must include 
strikes into the Kola-the m.uitime equivalent of the "Deep Strike" concept 
for che land battle. 

In summary, the alliance's basic strategic objective is the protection of the 
territory of its member nations . Our ability to meet this objective in the high' 

north has been brought in\o question by rhe sre,dy growth of Soviet m.iricime 
forces. Over the past 31 years we have continually reevaluated and evolved 
our strategy to account for the significant changes in the maritime balance of 
forces. In countering Wars,w P.ict .iccivicies, our NATO forces are guided by 
three major principles: containment, including tying down Pact forces in 
defensive casks by ere.icing allied threats from the sea ag.iinst the enemy's 
co.istal areas; defense in depth, including striking enemy bases and facilities 
which support his forces at se.i as well as amphibious Lrndings as required in 
the high north; and, most imporuntly, keeping the initiative, because dist.inces 
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are too great in the region for maritime forces to be deployed in time to 
prevent critical damage being done by the Soviets were NATO solc:ly to 
chas~ airer events . (From such a posture, the alliance would be able to do little 
more than note each inc:dent tn turn and then decide shrewdly that uch was a 
hopeiess cause where no NATO reaction wouid l1keiv be effective .) 

NA TO maritime commanders can no more decide to fight only in ~o me 
area s than land commanders can propose defending only some parts of 
Europe . The forw:ir<1 commitment of maritime forces is esscnti.1] to the 

success of NATO's overall strategy because of NATO's viral dependence 
upon the sea. :\ ]! senior comm:rnder s .1f!ree-as de:no nstrated repeatedl y 
throu ghout military history and "s true cod .. y as it wa~ in rhe campaigns of 
Alex.1n dc r the Great-offense is the best form of defense. 

-----r 
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The Maritime Role in the North Atlantic 

Robert S. Wood and John T. Hanley, Jr. 

I n certain critical regards, che role of the US Navy in che North Aclancic 
has not changed fundamentally since the United Scates entered World 

War I. In both World War land World War ll. the United Scates allied with 
the Umced Kingdom to form che principal maritime power against the 
predominant landpower on the continent. ln both wars. the major task of the 
US Navy in the Atlantic was to protect the movement of men and material to 
Europe so that the dominant landpower could be defeated. In World War II, 
it was also necessary co force armies ashore onto enemy-controlled territory . 
Every major campaign in which US ground forces participated began with an 
amphibious landing. 

Submarines posed the toughest threat, although containing the opponent's 
surface fleet-which was a considerable power, even if not dominant-was a 
matter of great concern. In World War II, the addition of long-range. 
land-based a1rpower provided another dimension co che threat that greatly 
strained the abiliry of che Allies to protect convoys. 

Today, the Soviet Union, the preeminent landpower on the continent, has a 
potent, but not dominant, navy. The defense of Europe remains a principal 
long-term securiry interest of the United States, and the US Army is central 
to the successful defense of Europe. Since most of the US Army resides in the 
United States, and the Supreme Allied Commander Europe (SACEur) 
strategy for the Central Front requires Army help in Europe, making sure the 
reinforcements and resupply get to Europe is the foremost task of naval forces 

Dr. Wood earned his Ph.D. from Harvard University and has served on the 
faculties of Harvard and the University of Virginia. He is currently the Dean of the 
Center for Naval Warfare Studies and holder of the Chester W . Nimitz Chair of 
National Security and Foreign Affairs at the Naval War College; he has authored, 
coauthored and edited numerous books and articles dealing with international affairs 
and securiry policy. 

Mr. Hanley is a Naval Reserve officer and a Ph.D. candidate in Operations 
Research at Yale where he is studying game theoretic approaches to policy analysis 
and the development of strategies. He recently became Assistant Director for 
Strategic Studies after serving as a consultant to the Center for Naval Warfare 
Studies at the Naval War College where he has worked closely with the Strategic 
Studies Group for the past four years. 
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in the North Atlantic . Given the obvious similarities between past and present 
requirements, why should current maritime strategy be any different from 
the convoy-protection schemes that were proven in World Wars I and II? 

The Battle for the Atlantic 

The World War II battle for the Atlantic is often used as the protorype for 
planning campaigns against sea lines of communication (SLOCs) in many 
projected global war scenarios. Although submarines come to mind first, 
mines, long-range bombers, merchant cruisers, and capital ships also played 
major roles in the battle for the Atlantic. 

The Germans began the war with 56 submarines, 10 of which were not fully 
operational. Only 30 of this number were capable of extended open-ocean 
patrols , while the remaining 26 were essentially "North Sea ducks ." On I 
September 1939, when the Germans invaded Poland, 17 U-boats were at their 
war stations in the Atlantic, and 14 (8 of which were loaded with mines ) were 
in the North Sea . The first British ship sunk was by a U-boat on 3 September , 
the day that Britain declared war. By the end of the month, 41 Allied and 
neutral ships, representing 154,000 tons, had been bottomed. On 17 September 
the carrier HMS Courageous was sunk. This, combined with a near miss on ,1rk 
Royal, caused the British to quickly abandon the use of carriers in submarine 
hunter groups. 1 The Germans had succeeded in prepositioning their 
submarine force betore the start or the war' which immediately h.id d telling 
effect. 

The British were not prepared for an antisubmarine war. "Neither 
Germany nor England realized that World War II in the Atlantic would 
closely resemble World War [," with Germany attacking Allied tonnage 
while England defended the sealanes and imposed a blocbde of Germany.2 

"It was thought better to spend limited budgets on battleships, carriers, and 
other big ships that took a long time to build, rather than on a multitude of 
escorts and other small craft which, it was believed, could be improvised 
when war broke out. "3 

Facing makeshift defenses, German U-boats sank 114 ships, over 420,000 
tons, at a cost of nine submarines .• As the U-boats returned from their initial 
surge co be refitted and rearmed, the effect of mines came co the fore . [n 
November and December 1939, merchant shipping losses to mines were more 
than twice the losses to U-boats. Although air attacks were mostly a nuisance 
in the early days, air-dropped mines made the North Sea hazardous. 

The Germans occupied Norway and swept through to the coast of France 
in the spring and summer of 1940. Operating bombers from French bases, the 
Germans caused all convoys to be routed through the northwest approaches. 
Reconnaissance aircraft operating from Stavanger in Norway and Merignac 
in France covered both the southwest and northwest approaches, vectoring 

. 
' 
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U-boats and bombers to attack shipping. Even though they had fewer U
boats in the summer of 1940 than at the beginning of the war, by operating out 
of bases on the French and Norwegian coasts the Germans were able to keep 
more submarines in the shipping lanes _than in the earlier days of the war. 

As with the submarines , the Germans had sent the cruisers Graf Spee and 
Deucschland to sea before the war. Neither accomplished much. In December 
1939 Graf Spee was spotted. chased into the River Plate, and scutdeci: 
Deucschland was not found, but sunk only two ships before returning to port. 
As the war went on, the Germans continued to use cruisers and, beginning m 
April 1940, armed merchants for commerce raiding. Although frequently 
deterred by escorts, cruisers and armed merchants proved devastating when 
they encountered unescorted shipping-this most frequently happened in che 
Sou ch Atlantic . The armed merchants actually sank a much larger number of 
ships than the warships, because they were difficult co identify and operated 
in areas remote from the European theater where convoy escorts were not 
routinely provided. 

Nothing demonstrated che value of escorts more vividly than the transit of 
convoys PQ 17 and PQ 18 to Murmansk during the summer and autumn of 
1942. Fearing a superior German surface force, the escorts of convoy PQ 17 
were ordered co scatter. The convoy was then attacked by aircraft and 
U-boats, resulting in che loss of all but 13 of che 36 ships in the convoy. The 
following convoy, PQ 18, was supported by a total of51 warships, including a 
carrier-with 12 fighters and 3 AS ·JI aircraft-and two submarines as 
escorts. Although savagely attacked, 27 of the 40 ships in the convoy got 
through. The German aircraft and U-boats took such losses that the Germans 
could not sustain their air strength in che far north and never again had great 
successes in_ the Norwegian Sea. 5 

Throughout most of the war the U-boats accounted for the greatest 
proportion of tonnage sunk. Because open area search proved ineffective, the 
escorted convoy, supported by land- and sea-based air, became the best way 
to sink U-boats. The U-boats could not perform their mission without 
approaching the convoy. Usually they had to surface to maneuver co an 
intercept position in order to attack and reposition for follow-on attacks. 
Airborne radar search i~ the vicinity of the convoy made surface maneuvers 
extremely hazardous . Eventually, the losses were so great that the German 
submarine fleet was recalled from the Aclantic co await the production of 
snorkel-equipped submarines. 

The principal lesson derived from the batcle for the Aclantic was that "the 
defensive strategy of sailing ships in convoy and of providing the convoys 
with powerful surface and air escorts did most co accomplish that decisive 
victory ... the most effective way of defeating the U-boat was by waiting for it 
in the vicinity of che prey which it was seeking. "6 The role of naval forces was 
focused on protection of the SLOCs co Europe by controlling key islands-
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Iceland and the Azores-and establishing barriers and screens through which 
the enemy must proceed to attack high-value shipping. 

Comparing the Current Situation to World War II 

Given the terrible losses inflicted on unprotected shipping in 'w' orld War II 
and the continued importance of reinforcement and resupply of Europe. there 
are strong feelings that the US Navy should be devoted to SLOC protection in 
the North Atlantic. However, differences in Soviet priorities , US alliance 
commitments, war-termination objectives, and technological advancements 
over the last 40 years bear close scrutiny. 

The principal difference be tween the situation now and World War II is 
che addi tion of nuclear weapons co the scracegic equation. In che 1950s, che 
nuclear smke threat posed by US attack carriers triggered the development 
of submarine , surface . and air- launched cruise missiles co destroy the earners 
before they could come within str iking range of the Soviet Union. As fir st 
Regulus and then Polaris submarines became operational in the US fleet, the 
threat of a submarine nuclear strike came to dominate Soviet concerns. This 
has been reflected in the priority given to construction of a Soviet SSBN force 
and the emphasis on construction of ASW forces, to destroy enemy SSBNs 
and protect Soviet SSBNs from Nata submarines. Although the introduction 
of US SSBNs initially had almost no effect on the employment of US naval 
forces. countering d1ese SSB:--.is and Asw· fo rces has been a :najor motivation 
for the development of che modern Soviet Navy. 

Although the German submarine force had essentially one mission-to 
attack Atlantic sealanes and sink as much Allied tonnage as possible-the 
Soviet submarine force has three missions, and the anti-SLOC mission is third 
on the list of Soviet priorities . In recent writings, Soviet commentators have 
scorned the German concept of the indiscriminate sinking of Allied shipping 
in favor of the destruction of enemy troop shipments, military cargo, and 
strategic material during sea transit and at port terminals, with the 
simultaneous destruction of the shipping-related shore installations .7 The 
Soviets also emphasize the use of mines, primarily submarine and air 
delivered, as having wide use in sea blockade operations. Denying Nato the 
use of channel ports either by capture, destruction by air attack, or mine 
blockade offers the Soviets options other than open-ocean submarine attack 
for preventing the reinforcement and resupply of Europe. Given these 
priorities and alternative Soviet approaches to SLOC interdiction, it appears 
that a modern battle for the Atlantic could have a distinctly different 
character from that in World War II. 

Another obvious· distinction between the situation now and chat of World 
War II is the existence of Nato. The primary reason that most Nato countries 
participate in the alliance is to ensure the defense of their territory in the 
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event of Warsaw Pact aggression. The United States continues to support 
Nato as the most effective means for containing Soviet power and influence . 
The responsibility for defending the territory of all Nato allies is explicit. 
Whereas in World War II. Germany controlled Europe before the involve
ment of US forces, the maintenance of US Army units in Germany today 
guarantees US involvement from the outset of a Nato-W arsaw Pact conflict. 
The combination of a commitment to defend allied termory and immediate 
US involvement in the war implies a greater role for US naval forces in 
support of the European land battle at the beginning of war than occurred 
during World War II. 

Because US defense policy is based on deterrence, focusing on war
termination objectives is difficult. However, the objectives can be bounded. 
Since World War II, US policy coward the Soviet Union has been aimed at 
containing the Soviet empire. The most likely scenario for global war 1s 
considered co be the Soviet use of force to extend its borders, countered by use 
of force by the Western alliance (including Japan) to contain the Soviet 
expansion. Therefore, the objectives of che war are seen as initially limited 
for both sides. Because neither the United States nor the Soviet Union has 
identified a clear firebreak between the use of any nuclear weapons and an 
intercontinental exchange-indeed, the United States has had to maintain a 
policy of continuity in the scale of nuclear weapons' use to extend deterrence 
over Europe-the use of nuclear weapons at the outset of a Naro-Warsaw 
Pact war is unlikely . The means and ends of the war are therefore closely 
linked by the existence of nuclear weapons. Turning chis argument around, 
the security of the United States is immediately threatened only by Soviet 
nuclear weapons; therefore, the United States is unlikely to adopt war
termination objectives that box the Politburo into the use of nuclear weapons 
as the best hope of survival. In short, the maximum warfighting objective is 
something short of "unconditional surrender." 

Since defense of the allies' territory is the reason for the existence of 
Nato, restoration of prewar territorial boundaries is a reasonable lower 
bound for US-N ato war-termination objectives. This objective has been 
referred to as status quo ante, but it implies much more than prewar status. 
Restoration of territory means that the Soviet offensive has been stopped 
and reversed. Soviet general-purpose naval and air forces would have been 
largely destroyed, and the Nato alliance would be intact. The major source 
of Soviet legitimacy and influence is its military power. Having 
demonstrated that it is not invincible and having caused the destruction of 
its satell ites' armies , the Kremlin would be besieged with problems in 
maintaining the integrity of the Warsaw Pact. There would be less spare 
military equipment to support radical movements, and the Soviet system as 
a model would be tarnished, reducing Soviet influence in the Third World. 
Focusing on requirements for the restoration of Nato territory is necessary 
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to define likely roles for naval forces in the North Atlantic in a future 
Naro-Warsaw Pact conflict. 

Technological change has always influenced the roles of different types of 
forces in warfare, but the effect of new cechnology has been difficult co predict. 
The development of internal combustion engines between the world wars led to 
vast increases in the capabilities of aircraft, tanks, and submarines . Yet few 
foresaw che way these platforms would ultimately dorninace the land and sea 
bacdes. Besides che continued development of these platforms since World War 
II, ballistic missiles, helicopters, smart weapons, and information cechnology 
have created possibilicies thac have not been tested in full-scale war. Because che 
application of information technology to ocean surveillance is in constanc use, 
there is a large body of daca to suggest that if war were to occur today, we 
would know when the Soviet fleet deployed and where we could t1nd both che 
surface and submarine forces. 

This ability to confront the enemy direccly rather than draw him to us has 
profound implications for the future of war at sea. The current situation finds 
the United States leading our opponent by a wide margin. This technological 
lead must be skillfully exploited to offset the superior numbers of Soviet forces 
as opposed to relying primarily on attrition, as was done in World War II. 

The several important factors discussed above should at least induce 
caution in applying the World War II experience to current planning in the 
use of naval forces in the North Atlantic. Nonetheless, until a few years ago 
naval strategic thought was etTectively dominated by the practices of W orld 
War II. The prevailing strategic vision was one of refighting the battle tor the 
Atlantic. Innovation in general naval strategy was either stymied by 
memories of W arid War II or was seen as largely irrelevant as long as 
national strategy relied on the use of nuclear weapons. However, as the 
Soviets achieved parity in intercontinental nuclear weapons, the national 
deterrent strategy of "massive retaliation" became less credible. "Flexible 
response" is less definitive about the circumstances for employment of 
nuclear weapons. But as the Soviets have deployed hundreds of SS-20s and 
continue to upgrade intermediate-range nuclear weapons overhanging 
Europe. any con~inued reliance on nuclear weapons has increasingly been 
called into question. Motivated by a perception that conventional forces 
alone are likely to be us·ed at the outset of a Naro-Warsaw Pact war , and that 
the Navy's absence from the strategic debate had been harmful, a renaissance 
in naval strategic thought began in the early 1980s. The major produce of chis 
renaissance so far has been the forward maritime strategy. 

The Forward Maritime Strategy in the Atlantic 

Both the "forward" and the "maritime" aspects of the strategy des~rve a 
few words. Since the forward aspect of the strategy receives the most 
attention, it should be highlighted first . 
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According to the future battle for the North Atlantic envisioned a few 
years ago, the Navy's role-protecting the reinforcement and resupply of 
Europe-was obviously necessary but clearly did not satisfy the needs of Nato 
or exploit the full capability of modern naval forces. Moreover, the pattern of 
Soviet naval development was leading. us to believe that the Soviet Navy 
would be perfectlv happy with our budding a barrier of naval forces across 
the Greenland-Iceland-Norway (GIN ) gap and staymg on the North Atlantic 
side.8 The picture was one m which both sides had adopted a strategic defense, 
with Iceland the focus of contention between the lines. 

This strategic view was obviously deficient. By focusing the major battle 
around Iceland. the Arctic and the defense of northern Norway were 
implicitly sacrificed at a time when the Soviets were building their Norchern 
Fleet, modernizing their air and ground forces on the Kola Peninsula. and 
both hardening their military infrastructure on the Kola Peninsula and 
expanding their lines of communication in the north. Alone, the United States 
cannot contain the military power of the Soviet Union in Eurasia. Alliance 
cohesion is required both going inco war and for sustaining contamrnent after 
war termination. Forfeiting che defense of any Nato ally gives the Soviets a 
leverage point to start destroying che alliance. Therefore, a revision in 
maritime strategy to fight at least as far forward as northern Norway was 
seen as necessary to prevent an increase in Soviet influence in Scandinavia by 
virtue of their military might, co deter Soviet aggression in the north, and co 
prevail in war. 

Moreover, control of northern Norway and the Norwegian Sea is essential 
for Soviet naval operations in the North Atlantic. The Northern Fleet is the 
only Soviet naval force that has a fighting chance to operate in the Atlantic 
during war; therefore, the Soviets have put most of their striking power in 
that fleet. As of 1983, 64 percent of the Soviet Typhoon, Delta I-III, and Yankee 
SSBNs, and 66 percent of the Soviet Navy's post-1967 combat ships, operated 
out of the Kola Peninsula and White Sea ports. To reach the Atlantic, these 
forces have to proceed around the northern cape of Norway, across 1,000 
miles of the Norwegian Sea, and through the GIN gap. Denied air cover and 
facing Nato submarines and land- and sea-based aircraft, the Northern Fleet 
faces an arduous, if not impossible, task. 

However, should the· Soviets control and operate from the Norwegian 
airbases as far south as Bodo, US sea-based airpower could be contested down 
to the GIN gap, Nato surface force operations in the Norwegian Sea could be 
denied, and Nato submarines would be facing a 1,000-mile gauntlet of ASW 
forces. Soviet access to the North Atlantic SLOCs would be greatly 
improved. Soviet control of Norwegian airbases south of Bodo would imperil 
the lines of communication between the British Isles and the Low Countries, 
contributing to the loss of Denmark. Should Nato have sustained the forward 
defense of West Germany, the loss of Norway would mean that its northern 
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flank would now be turned from Jutland. Thus, for pragmatic warfighting 
reasons in addition to treaty commitments, the defense of Norway is crucial 
for control of the North Atlantic and successful defense of Europ~ 

Another aspect of the "forward" sense of the strategy is its emplusis on che 
initiative. The technological superiority of US naval forces can be largely 
nullir'ied by leaving the time and place for the engagement co che opponent. 
On che ocher hand. our caking the high ground early enough mcreases the 
Soviets' calculacion of the coses of achieving their objectives by force and of 
the risks of perhaps not succeeding at all. Therefore, adopting a philosophy of 
strategic offense for the war at sea is an important aspect of the forward 
marmme strategy. 

The Germans started World War II with their submarines at their 
wart'ighcing stations. Their immediate successes altered the way the Brmsh 
fleet operated. because the British had no effective countermeasures. With 
the Naro plan providing for immediate US entry into a global war, the Soviets 
would find the Naro SSNs at their wartime stations. The Soviets, like the 
British in World War II, would have no effective countermeasures. 
Therefore, demonstrating to the Soviets that the waters of the world. 
particularly the North Atlantic and the Norwegian Sea, are unsafe for Soviet 
fleet operations is a primary role for Nato submarine forces at the outbreak of 
war. 

Rapid deplovment of a Marine Amphibious Brigade (MAB ) to Norway is 
another means r·or assummg the mmanve. Recogmzmg the need tor non
Norwegian ground forces to offset the Soviet buildup in the north, but not 
wishing to increase tensions, in 1981 the Norwegians agreed co an 
arrangement whereby the heavy equipment for one MAB would be 
prepositioned in central Norway. This arrangement permits a rapid response 
to indicatio~s of a Soviet assault by airlifting marines rather than having chem 
stationed in Norway. This initial movement of marines is not as susceptible co 
interdiction by growing Soviet sea.power as the alternatives of flying the 
MAB in and marrying up with maritime prepositioning ships (MPS) or 
movement in amphibious ships. 

A brigade of M:.rines does not represent enough force to take the offensive 
against the Soviets in northern Norway, but it does provide a credible 
defensive force . The initi'acive is gained by stopping the Soviet ground assault 
and creating a "sink hole" for Soviet airpower over northern Norway. If the 
air over the North Cape is hotly contested, Nato will control the air over the 
Norwegian Sea. Because the Marines• ground elements are relatively light 
compared with a Soviet motorized rifle division, because of their using 
helicopters rather than armored vehicles for mobility, they are well suited to 

fight in the mountainous terrain of northern Norway. 
The strategy is called "maritime" rather than "naval," because 1t 1s a 

combined arms strategy for the maritime cheaters, not simply a strategy for 
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the employment of submarines and carder battle forces. Combined arms, put 
simply, means using all of the forces available to the commander in the theater 
in such a manner that attack on one element of the force exposes the enemy to 

counters from another element. US and.allied forces will play essential roles 
in stopping a Soviet thrust into northern Norway and in sinking the Soviet 
Navy. In budget battles it is relatively easy to partition che threat and decide 
wnich platform performs which missions . In global war games, as in war, he 
who brings to che battle whatever forces are required to achieve supenoriry 
generally wins. 

The Issues 

No strategy is free of risk. Objectives always strain the resources available 
for satisfying them. The Soviet priorities for the Northern Fleet and che Kola 
military complex have initiated a shift in Nata 's maritime strategy in that 
direction. In assessing this shift, the following questions deserve to be 
answered. 

• In going forward, are we leaving our rear vulnerable? 
• Is force applied on the flank not better applied in the center? 
• In working toward success using conventional weapons, are we not 

risking escalation to nuclear war? 
How does a strategy for defense of northern Norway and control of the 

Norwegian Sea square with che requirement to protect the North Ac annc 
SLOCs? Without control of the air over the Norwegian Sea, Soviet Navy 
surface forces cannot long survive. The further south toward the Atlantic 
they venture, the more dense are the Nata forces they must face and the 
shorter is the expected duration of their survival. The Soviets understand this 
well; therefore, they can expect to concentrate principally in the Norwegian 
Sea where they can provide mutual support and be supported by naval ASW 
aircraft and bombers. Soviet surface forces do not appear to have a significant 
role in North Atlantic SLOC interdiction. This leaves the long-range 
bombers and submarines, as in World War II. 

In World War U, open-ocean ASW search was not effective against the 
U-boats. Fearing the rapid buildup in Soviet submarine forces following 
World War II, the United States put significant effort into ASW surveillance. 
The development of SSBNs by both the United States and the Soviet Union 
increased the importance of the ability to find a submarine that was not trying 
to approach a target, but was using the broad ocean expanses for cover. The 
United Scates has succeeded in developing this capabiliry, whereas the USSR 
has not. 

The Soviets understand the risks inherent in independent submarine 
operations . In his writings, Admiral Gorshkov criticizes the German failure 
to adequately support their submarines in the North Atlantic with balanced 
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surface and air forces. Should Nato hold northern Norway and continue 
operations from northern Norwegian airfields, Admiral Gorshkov 's subma
rines would face the same situation in che Norwegian Sea that the Germans 
faced in the North Atlantic, with the addition of the Nato submarine threat . 
Only able to sink surface ships or surfaced submarines during World War II , 
the US submarine force was directed co develop an ASW capabil ity in 1949. 
The SSN , now che most potent ASW platform in the fleet, would subject 
Soviet submarines co attack from che time they leave port . As they proceed 
into the ~orwegian Sea, Nato 's land-based aircraft would be added to the 
submarine threat, and surface- and sea-based air ASW forces would thicken 
as Soviet submarines proceed south. Certainly Soviet naval forces have been 
built to fight. but what losses can they sustain in attempts to reach the North 
Atlannc without sacnficmg cheir abil ity to conduct the ir primary miss ion or 
defending their SSBNs? 

Although having other , more active roles, US carriers will play a 
significant role in protecting SLOCs against both submarine and air forces . In 
World War II, carriers in che North Atlantic were used primarily for convoy 
escort. Because sinking carriers is a higher Soviet priority than sinking 
shipping, the best way chat carriers can protect che SLOCs is by drawing off 
and destroying submarine and air forces that would otherwise be used against 
shipping . Positioned to fix Soviet naval air forces or to strike should Soviet 
naval air be concentrated in another cheater, carriers can keep Soviet naval 
bombers from bemg am gned co an tish1pping miss ions. T o those who view 
being the target as an ignominious role, Samuel Eliot Morison would respond, 
"The convoy [in World War II] was not a defensive weapon, as so often 
charged by ignorant or prejudiced people, but the best sort of offensive . ''9 In a 
future global war it is likely that the carriers will force the decisive battle for 
the Norwegian Sea again. Conducted under circumstances of our choosing, 
this battle could again result in destruction of the enemy's capability to 
prevent shipping from reaching the Arctic, and degradation in enemy 
northern forces for the duration of the conflict. 

The Marines in northern Norway also have a direct role in protecting the 
North Atlantic SLOCs from Soviet long-range bombers. The Soviet lines of 
approach to the North Atlantic take them either over the Baltic from the 
vicinity of Leningrad and through the air defenses of Denmark, southern 
Norway. and northern England, or over Sweden, which has one of the 
strongest air forces in the region, or over the North Cape. Should Soviet naval 
air be unable to cut the corner around the North Cape flying from the Kola 
Peninsula, they would not have the range to reach the GIN gap. Operating 
from behind chis forward air defense. the outer air battle would become much 
more manageable, permitting carrier operations into the Norwegian Sea 
without undue risk and further removing the battle from the North Atlantic 
SLOCs. 
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Viewed in this light, the defense of northern Norway appears an effective 
means of protecting SLOCs. Conversely , the loss of Norway has grave 
implications for the ability of US naval forces to defend shipping on the North 
Aclancic. Operating from Norwegian bases the Soviet submarines and 
bombers would be 1,000 miles closer to.the North Aclantic SLOCs. 

Given force levels that are inadequate to continuously escort all critical 
shipping, protection will come largely from knowing where the enemy 1s and 
where he is not. Ocean surveillance systems will provide a new ingredient 
necessary for the efficient use of limited escort resources . The details of 
convoying deserve renewed attention. Issues such as convoying versus 
protected lanes, distributing critical cargoes, and shipping routes have been 
largely abandoned fo r more glamorous issues like the outer air baccle . W e 
need to better understand how to use the escorts that will be avai lable. But 
these are matters more of tactics than strategy, and they need to be placed in 
strategic perspective to prevent the difficulties from appearing insurmount
able when they are really quite manageable. 

Another concern is that the strategy calls for moving force s further 
forward at a time when the Soviets are increasing their naval operations in the 
Wes tern Hemisphere, developing a capability of striking the continental 
United States with cruise missiles, and supplying their clients in the 
Caribbean Sea and Central America with predatory weapon systems. 

Soviet naval forces cannot survive in the Wes tern Hemisphere for an 
extended penod of time m war. The high prio rity fo r sinking: US SS B;'\; s 
warrants the expenditure of some forces in an attempt to catch them coming 
out of port . Only the latest, most capable Soviet submarines have any chance 
of succeeding in this _mission. Whet'eas othet' Soviet forces are likely to be 
recalled to the Soviet Union, these modern Soviet SSNs, possibly armed with 
land-attack ·cruise missiles, would probably remain in waters contiguous to 
the United States . Thus, the cruise missile threat comes from a platform chat 
most likely has a higher priority mission. 

Presuming that the Soviet cruise missiles have a conventional variant, the 
military relevance of several 1,000-pound bombs targeted on the United 
States at the outbreak of war is questionable. Because this issue has more 
emotional than military significance, it must be handled primarily for its 
ability to distract suppor~ from the overall Nato defense policy. 

A more immediate and militarily relevant problem is the increased military 
power of Soviet client states , particularly Cuba. Since 1979, Cuba has 
acquired three Foxrrot-class submarines and several squadrons of MiG-23 
aircraft, essentially doubling their high-performance aircraft to about 300 
and providing an air-to-surface attack capability .10 Although it is difficult to 
prove that these new weapon systems are not intended for de fensive purposes 
and that Cuba's interests would be served by allying with the Soviets in a 
Nato-W arsaw Pact war, Cuban Foxtror submarines and MiG-23 aircraft 
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clearly constitute a major potential threat to shipping in the Gulf of Mexico 
and the Caribbean Sea. During World War II, U-boacs had some of their best 
hunting in che gulf and Caribbean, inflicting tremendous losses until coastal 
convoying routines were worked ou_c. Shipping through the gulf and 
Caribbean would be even more important co a modern war effort than it was 
during World War II. and all gulf shipping muse pass through che Florida 
Strait or the Yucatan Channel within tens of miles of Cuba. The greatest 
threat co shipping could occur before the ships reach che North A clanc ic. 
Therefore, a port10n of che North Aclancic strategy muse include sufficient 
forces to ensure chat Castro understands his interests are noc well served by 
supporting the Soviets in war , and co defeat any attempts co attack shipping 
should he try . 

Having made a strong assertion chat naval forces can have a dec is ive effect 
on che outcome of che batcle in northern Norway, the temp cation is co 
question whether the Marines and carriers would be better used by 
committing chem to che batcle on the Central Front in Germany. The short 
answer is no. The ground combat element of an MAB is roughly equivalent to 
half of a Soviet motorized rifle division in manpower, but with comparatively 
litcle armor. The lack of armor is offset by the air combat element's attack 
aircraft. Whereas the terrain and respective orders of battle would make an 
MAB a decisive force in Norway. on the Central Front they would. be 
relativelv insignificant . considering that the Warsaw Pact divisions number 
over 100 and chat north German terrain is idea lly suited fo r armor . L..:s ing th1s 
measure, and considering the implications of the loss of Norway for ultimate 
success on the Central Front. reassigning the MAB committed co Norway co 
the Central Front is clearly a mistake. 

It is likely chat ac least one additional Marine Amphibious Force (MAF), 
consisting of three MABs, will be assigned to the European cheater. The 
major power of an MAF lies in its mobility. A mobile amphibious assault 
force exerts a force-multiplying effect by requiring the enemy to distribute a 
larger number ofless mobile forces over wide areas. However, if the threat of 
amphibious landings is remov'ed by committing the Marines to one position, 
the enemy may be able to concentrate his superior forces and reverse the 
combat power advantage. Therefore. if committed, the Marines must either 
be assigned terrain better suited to their capabilities than to armored forces, 
or be followed by heavy forces to exploit the initial advantage. After landing , 
marines should be reconstituted as an amphibious force as soon as possible to 
reestablish che enemy's need to defend in many places . 

The Danish Isles provide the type of terrain chat is best suited for 
amphibious forces, and an MAF in conjunction with Danish Army units could 
provide an effective defense against Soviet amphibious and airborne assault. 
The defense of Denmark is necessary to protect the northern flank of che 
Central Front, to prevent che outflanking of Norway from the south, and to 
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prevent Soviet naval and air access to the North Sea and the North Atlantic. 
However, committing marines to this task before it is clearly necessary 
removes a major threat to Soviet-held littorals and may permit reassignment 
of forces to the Central Front. To expe<;t that Nato naval forces operating on 
the flanks can cause Warsaw Pact forces to be drawn from the Central Front 
may be too optimimc, but to expect naval power-projection forces to fix 
Warsaw Pact forces for the defense of their littorals is not unreasonable. 

Should the Mannes not be fully committed, they could play a major role in 
restoring allied territory once the fronts are stabilized. Soviet advances in 
both Norway and Germany would have flanks exposed to the sea. 
Amphibious landings could contribute to the collapse of these fronts, causing 
Warsaw Pact forces to retreat to prewar borders and creating the conditions 
necessary for a cease-fire agreement. 

In summary, in the early days of a Nato-Warsaw Pact war, the several 
hundred sorties per day and 35,000 combat troops that could be provided to 
the Central Front by a three-carrier battle force and MAF in the North 
Atlantic pales in comparison to the thousands of sorties and millions of men 
that would be engaged in the first battles. However, as the losses mount, these 
forces would loom larger, to the eventual point that their application on the 
Central Front may prove decisive .. 

Thinking of reversing Soviet offensives and winning decisive conventional 
batties smacks or· e!an and raises concerns that conventional warfightmg 
strategies weaken deterrence and increase the chances of inadvertent nuclear 
war. A counterpoint should be made that any deterrent strategy that does not 
consider how the war will be fought and the conditions under which it can be 
terminated . is a hollow shell that will crack when tested, and as such is not 
much of a deterrent. 

The forward maritime strategy is first a deterrent strategy. Deterrence, 
whether based on mutual destruction, denying opponent objectives, or 
threatening countervailing interests of the opponent, relies on increasing the 
opponent's calculation of risk and cost to the point that a mutually acceptable 
compromise can be reached. The forward maritime strategy uses all three 
bases for deterrence, bo_th to deter the use of force and to deter the use of 
nuclear weapons should war begin. The possibility of the use of nuclear 
weapons in a conflict of this magnitude remains. But if our limited objectives 
are clearly stated and supported by our actions, the chances of Soviet first use 
of nuclear weapons will be reduced, even if we are winning decisive battles. 
Having a strategy that is consistent with the US Navy's means is a 
prerequisite to its being able to define achievable objectives clearly and to 
develop a common understanding throughout the Navy of the actions 
necessary to support those objectives so that the signals sent to the Soviets are 
coherent, should direct confrontation ever occur. 
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Future Roles for Maritime Forces in the North Atlantic 

The roles of naval forces in the North Atlantic are being reshaped by the 
Forward Maritime Strategy. Phrases such as "protect the SLOCs" are being 
superseded by phrases such as "sink the 'Soviet navy," and this is producing a 
pror·ound change in the image of naval warfighting. Sea control is required 
for power projection. and pr0Ject1on of power by maritime forces plays a 
major role m the defense of the alliance . Given Soviet priorities and Naco 
capabilities, sea control can be established more rapidly by going aiter the 
Soviet fleet rather than awaiting their attack. Power-projection forces can 
then be brought to bear where necessary to shore up defenses and to take 
advantage of any opening the Soviets provide . ~/e are now looking beyond 
the early days of war when sea control should be essentiall y establ ished. and 
we see the roles of carrier battle groups and marines more clearly. Presently , 
we can also see the shape of a coherent national military strategy involving al l 
theaters of a global war . [n the past, the relationship between naval and land 
strategies was vague. and the strategies for the several theaters of war were 
different and. to a large extent, disconnected. We understand better what 
winning strategies are, and what they require for success. Knowing how to 
improve our chances of winning contributes greatly to our chapces of 
deterring war, which, of course, is the ultimate role of naval forces. 
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ANTI-SSBN OPERATIONS IN CONVENTIONAL WAR 

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

The attached paper argues that anti-SSBN operations in 
conventional war as depicted in the Maritime Strategy are not 
provocative and contribute to both deterrence of war and 
deterrence of nuclear escalation. Major ideas covered are: 

- Soviet perceptions of relative . nuclear strength are 
important in their decision-making process. 

- Soviets have declared their intention to attack enemy 
nuclear forces and infrastructure in the conventional 
phase of war. 

- Soviet SLBMs are primarily nuclear reserve forces. 
Soviets also have shore-based nuclear reserve forces. 

- Gradual degradation of Soviet SSBN force, vice 
elimination, is unlikely to be perceived as beginning of 
damage-limiting first strike. 

- Failure to engage Soviet SSBNs may be perceived by Soviets 
as evidence of our inability or lack of resolve to do so. 

- A primary mission of Soviet Navy is to preserve and 
protect the SSBN force. Soviet naval forces required for 
this task cannot be attacking SLOCs. Forward operations 
force Soviets to address (with forces) threat near their 
shores. 

- Ability to distinguish between types of Soviet nuclear sub
marines cannot be expected in "heat of war•. 

U.S. Navy actions, with NCA approval, as depicted in the 
Maritime Strategy are reactions to Soviet provocations. 
Lack of positive response to Soviet provocations does not 
serve deterrence. 

- Real issue is how ~aritime power can alter the nuclear 
equation and thereby affect the land battle. 

- Forward allied operations result in: 
Soviets assigning more forces to primary missions, 
Reduce Soviet capability for nuclear warfare at all 
levels, 
Reduce Soviet potential threat to RE/RE, 
Roll back Soviet submarine threat to CVBFs, 
Demonstrate alliance resolve and credibility of 
flexible response. 

In conclusion, aggressive maritime operations serve to raise 
the nuclear threshold and are provocative only in the sense that 

-- - -- - they may provoke a Soviet decision to seek a negotiated 
settlement. 

Encl (1) 
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ANTI-SSBN OPERATIONS IN CONVENTIONAL WAR 

OVERVIEW. 

There has been considerable misunderstanding and misinter
pretation of Navy anti-SSBN operations within the ASW campaign 
depicted in the Maritime Strategy. These operations have been 
described by some as dangerously provocative and, if carried 
out, surely leading to nuclear escalation by the Soviet Union. 
On the contrary, we contend that these operati-0ns will enhance 
deterrence and encourage the Soviets to negotiate an early 
settlement of the conflict. Likewise, in peacetime, Soviet 
uncertainty about the security of their sea-based nuclear forces 
undoubtedly adds further to deterrence. 

BACKGROUND. 

Prlor to discussing the strategic implicat i ons of such 
operations, the factors influencing the strategic equation must 
be addressed. 

First, in our Maritime Strategy, and this discussion, we use . 
National Intelligence Estimates to depict Soviet likely 
perceptions and operations. These estimates are produced, not 
by the Navy, but by the national intelligence community. 

- Nuclear weapons have a central place in Soviet military 
thought. A war between the superpowers may not involve 
immediate nuclear weapons use, but the nuclear balance is 
constantly examined and evaluated by the Soviets in 
anticipation of possible escalation. Because of this 
aspect of Soviet doctrine, the Soviets place a high 
priority on controlling the ·nuclear balance, or as they 
term it, the correlation of forces in terms of nuclear 
forces during conventional operations. 

- The Soviets have clearly indicated their intention to con
ventionally attack all nuclear capable enemy forces at the 
outset of war, with particular attention paid to our own 
and allied SSBNs. -. In fact, "anti-enemy naval nuclear 
forces" is a publicly declared mission of . the Soviet 
Navy. The tasks within this mission include anti-SSBN, 
anti-carrier warfare, and anti-(nuclear)infrastructure 
warfare. The Soviets,. believing NATO nuclear escalation 
is probable, intend to conventionally destroy enemy 
nuclear forces (both at sea and ashore) to diminish the 
impact of a NATO decision to escalate. From their 
perspective, anti-enemy nuclear operations in the 
conventional phase are a military imperative. 
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- Additionally, the Soviets expect attrition of their SSBNs 
in war and have structured their forces accordingly. As 
early as 1972, Capt lat Rank Shatrov asserted in Soviet 
writings that by 1975, Soviet SSBNs would be vulnerable 
to u. s. 688-class submarines. Fleet Admiral Gorshkov 
stated in 1978 that pro-SSBN, along with anti-SSBN 
operations,- are the two factors which determine the 
military importance of the oceans. Furthermore, many 
scholars now believe recent Soviet writings strongly 
suggest Soviet intention to be ready to fight and win a 
conventional war while deterring at the nuclear level--a 
concept inconsistent with some ·academicians' postulations 
of early or inevitable Soviet nuclear escalation in 
response to SSBN losses. Even the Soviets themselves now 
talk of nuclear escalation as probable rather than 
inevitable. 

Second, in Soviet strategy, SLBMs are primarily dedicated to 
a nuclear reserve role, not first strike. 

Third, we will degrade the force, not eliminate it. 
Although some SSBNs would be engaged very soon after the 
outbreak of hostilities, the degradation of the Soviet sea-based 
nuclear reserve would be a gradual process. Gradualness is 
valuable because it gives the Soviet NCA days, · tens of days, to 
understand what's happening and make rational strategic choices-
not the minutes or hours they would face from au. s. threat to 
destroy their land-based nuclear forces. The gradual, sustained 
character of the operations hardly suggest that the u. s. is 
conducting a damage-limiting first strike. 

Finally, the ability to distinguish between Soviet SSNs, 
SSGNs, and SSBNs in the heat of battle cannot be expected. In 
most cases, if the target is not engaged soon after initial 
detection, we risk losing ~ur own SSNs as the Soviets can be 
expected to attack a~ soon as they achieve detection. 

DISCUSSION. 

As a primary mission of the Soviet Navy is to protect its 
strategic strike force, the Soviets have placed the majority of 
their SSBNs in bastions near the Soviet homeland. C.onventional 
naval forces both defend . these SSBNs and provide strategic 
defense of the Soviet Union itself. Soviet forces required to 
defend both the SSBNs and provide strategic defense in depth 
cannot be committed to other missions. If we did not attack 
forces far forward, they might also conclude that we lacked 
either the capability or resolve to do so -- a perception 
unlikely to lead the Soviets to negotiations. 

3 
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In peacetime, as well as periods of grave crisis (Phase I 
of the Maritime Strategy), it is important to demonstrate 
military readiness and alliance resolve. The Soviets appreciate 
the potential .strategic risk to their naval forces, including 
their SSBNs. Soviet and u. s. submarines have been off each 
other's coasts for decades and that has not been provocative. 
In a period of grave crisis, the NCA would decide on appropriate 
reactions to Soviet provocations. Our planning is designed to 
react to the extent necessary to deter further Soviet provoca
tions, indeed war, or if deterrence fails, to be ready to fight 
effectively. Deterrence is in the mind of the adversary. We 
believe that when he is confronted with increased military 
uncertainty or certainty of a military defeat, he will not 
attack. Thereby, deterrence is preserved. 

The Soviets place great weight on the nuclear correlation of 
forces, even during the time before nuclear weapons may be used. 
Maritime forces can influence that correlation, both by destroy
ing Soviet ballistic missile submarines and by improving our own 
nuclear posture, through deployment of carriers and Tomahawk 
platforms around the periphery of the Soviet Union. Some argue 
that such steps will lead to immediate escalation, but escala
tion solely as a result of actions at sea seems improbable, 
given the Soviet land orientation. Within the context of a 
general conventional war, there are strong disincentives for 
both sides to escalate to nuclear weapons. Neither we nor the 
Soviets can rule out the possibility that escalation will occur, 
but aggressive use of ~aritime power can make escalation a less 
attractive option to the Soviets with the passing of every day. 
Any action tha allies take which ·achieves sufficient leverage to 
encourage war termination presents the Soviets with a decision. 
to negotiate or escalate. 

The real issue, however, is not how the Maritime Strategy is 
influenced by nuclear weapons, but the reverse: how maritime 
power can alter the nuclear equation and thereby affect the land 
battle. As our maritime campaign progresses, prolonging the war 
also becomes unattractive, since the Soviets cannot decouple 
Europe from the United States and the risk of escalation is 
always present. Maritime forces thus provide strong conventional 
pressure for war termination that can come from nowh~re else. 

From a purely military perspective, forward SSN operations 
with attacks on the broad range of Soviet naval targets, 
including SSBNs, will result in the Soviet Navy ' placing greater 
emphasis on defending their SSBNs and the strategic approaches 
to the Soviet Union. In a conventional war, to the extent these 
operations are successful, we reduce the Soviet capability to 
conduct tactical, theater, or strategic nuclear warfare: we 
reduce the potential threat to the reinforcement and resupply 
(RE/RE) of Europe: we roll back the Soviet submarine threat to 
our CVBFs which will be moving forward for power projection 
operations, and, most importantly, we demonstrate alliance 
resolve. 
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CONCLUSIONS. 

Our aggressive ASW, AAW, and ASUW campaigns will decrease 
the Soviet capability for nuclear war at the tactical, theater, 
and strategic levels. To the extent this degradation in nuclear 
forces lowers their confidence in the results of escalation, 

·soviet escalation is deterred. Concurrently, the successful 
protection of the RE/RE to NATO acts to postpone (hopefully 
obviate) a NATO requirement to escalate. u. s. Navy actions 
with NCA approval, as depicted in the Maritime Strategy., are 
reactions to Soviet provocations. 

The Soviets are not believed to consider that the destruc
tion of strategic assets, such as SSBNs, during the conventional 
phase of conflict would by itself trigger an escalation to the 
use of .nuclear weapons. If so, it is unlikely they would pub
licly declare their own intention to conventionally attack our 
nuclear forces. Indeed, the Soviets expect attrition of naval 
forces and the nuclear escalation decision is more likely to be 
determined by events on the Central Front. Attacks on the 
Soviet sea-based nuclear reserve are not alone provocative, 
since the Soviet ability to use both mobile land-based and 
residual sea-based nuclear forces for war termination leverage 
will remain despite our actions at sea. Selected strikes 
against Soviet SSBNs designed to degrade, but not eliminate, the 
Soviet sea-based nuclear reserve serve to raise the nuclear 
threshold. Any allied action with sufficient leverage to 
encourage negotiations to terminate the conflict will present 
the Soviets with a decision to negotiate or escalate. Because 
of their degraded nuclea_r posture, we believe they would 
negotiate. • 
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